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OUR LADY OF LOURDES 

TO WHOM WE HUMBLY DEDICATE THIS NUMBER OF OUR COLLEGE YEAR BOOK 
ON THE OCCASION OF THE CENTENARY 

OF THE APPARITIONS OF OUR LADY 
TO ST. BERNADETTE 



THE REALITY 

OF LOURDES 

' For myself, I believe Lourdes to be a genuine revelation of the goodness of 
God to a world which, every day, stands more and more in need of it.' 

(John Oxenham) 

Its Meaning. 

Lourdes has become, in one hundred years, the world's most famous place of pilgrimage. 
Its importance dates from 1858. Like all works of worth, its beginnings were humble and 
simple. A poor, ignorant and sickly child was entrusted with a message for mankind-an 
appeal for a return to God and for prayer and penance which are its indispensable means. 
In her sincerity she transmitted the message faithfully, despite a volley of opposition, and her 
own life passed in suffering and obscurity only served to emphasise the truth of her words. 

She saw Lourdes as it was meant to be, without noise, sensation and publicity-a place 
of prayer, where man is brought closer to God. ' I am afraid that many people skim over the 
surface of things,' she said in this connection. 

In 1858 Lourdes was more than the mere setting for a charming story of the Pyrenees, 
just as today it is more than a world-famous centre of pilgrimage. Its importance lies not only 
in what it is, but also in what it means. It is a sign : not a memory, but a message-a message 
of mercy, an invitation to the human heart. 

x8s8. 
This was a timely year for such a message. The later nineteenth century needed it in 

view of the wave of materialism which was sweeping the world; France, in particular, needed 
it, being the home of the current nationalism. Man, in his anxiety to find a solution to the 
world's problems, had lost not only his balance, but sight of the eternal truth and reality. The 
message of Lourdes came as a reminder, a call to refocus his mind's eye, to set his steps once 
more in the way of truth. 

But what happened in I858, to make it such a memorable date ? Many readers must be 
only too familiar with the events, having heard, read and seen them in a variety of forms. 
But for those who have not, we repeat them here. 



The Town. 
Lourdes was at this time a small garrison town in the south of France, in the Department 

of the Upper Pyrenees, not far from the Spanish frontier. Its inhabitants numbered about 
four or five thousand and lived in streets scattered irregularly over the hill-side, at the base of 
an enormous rock on the summit of which stood a large castle-fortress. On the other side of 
the hill, the Gave, a mountain stream, rushed rapidly along over its stony bed, turning the 
noisy wheels of three or four mills as it went. 

For its size, Lourdes was fairly progressive. It possessed a club and a weekly newspaper, 
whilst the chief Paris journals were also regularly received. No railway passed by, nor was 
this even contemplated. The town could be reached only by coach and such visits were rare, 
since Lourdes had little contact with the outside world. 

The majority of its population consisted of agricultural workers and quarrymen, hard
working, independent and intelligent. For the m<?st part pious Christians, they had a tradi
tional devotion to the Blessed Virgin. 

The Soubirous Family. 
It was Thursday, February I Ith !8 sS, a cold bleak day when Louise Soubirous, the 

mother of a poor, but respectable peasant family, found no sticks in the house to light the fire. 
The home was clean, but miserable. It was not really a home at all in the proper sense of 
the word, but only a single room, lent to them by a cousin. Popularly known as ' the cachot ' 
or dungeon, it was in fact a disused prison cell. They had not always dwelt there, however. 
There was a time when they had lived in modest comfort and operated their own small mill. 
But Louise and her husband, Franc;ois, both lacked business ability, with the result that they 
fell into poverty and were obliged to relinquish the mill, Francois seeking what odd jobs he 
could find and Louise assisting him by working in the fields. They had four children, two 
girls and two boys, The eldest was a girl, Bernadette, then about fourteen years old ; the 
youngest, a little boy of three or four. 

The Apparitions. 
Seeing their mother's plight, Bernadette and her sister, Marie Toinette, aged eleven and 

a half, offered to go and gather sticks on the banks of the Gave. Marie was strong but 
Bernadette delicate, and so it needed some persuasion before Louise consented. She did so, 
however, when their little companion, Jeanne Abadie, a thorough tomboy, volunteered to 
accompany them. So the three children left the cachot together, crossed a meadow and soon 
found their way barred by a mill-stream. Marie and Jeanne kicked off their wooden shoes, 
crossed the stream and soon disappeared in search of dead wood. But Bernadette hesitated. 
She suffered from asthma and the icy water would only aggravate it. Slowly she began to 
remove her stockings (which her prudent mother obliged her to wear). She was seated opposite 
the Grotto of Massabielle, which signifies ' Old Rocks '. This was a huge rock, containing 
three small caves or grottos, the largesf semi-circular and level with the ground, the other two 
higher up, the principal of them oval in shape, about the size of the window of a house. 

Bernadette was in the act of removing her stockings when she heard what she thought 
was the sound of a strong wind. She looked up, expecting a storm, but the trees were still. 



The noise was repeated. This time she looked towards the grotto where she saw a rose-bush

one only-tossing, though nothing else moved. Then, to her amazement, from the interior 

of the grotto a golden-coloured cloud emerged, followed by the figure of a young and beautiful 

Lady who smiled and beckoned to her. Bernadette was a sensible child, not in the least 

imaginative. She rubbed her eyes, closed them and opened them again. But the figure 

remained. She was frightened now, though fascinated rather than repelled. Being naturally 

pious, she took out her rosary beads and began to pray. Gazing fixedly at the Lady, she was 

astonished to see her do likewise. The rosary ended, the Lady bowed, smiled and disappeared. 

No word had been spoken. The vision had lasted about a quarter of an hour. Marie and 

Jeanne found Bernadette still on her knees when they returned about noon. 

This was the first of eighteen apparitions which Bernadette was to witness at the Grotto, 

at irregular intervals, extending over a period of five months, until July 16th, the date of the 

last one. During these visits she observed the Lady closely. She heard her speak for the 

first time on February 18th, at the third apparition. Gradually, the Blessed Virgin disclosed 

her identity and then conveyed to the little peasant girl the message she had come to reveal. 

The " Lady ". 

' She was dressed in a white robe fastened at the waist with a blue sash ', says Bernadette,· 

' On her head she wore a white veil, falling behind almost to her feet which were covered 

partly by her dress, partly by yellow roses. On her right arm there hung a rosary with white 

beads on a golden chain that shone like the two roses on her feet. She was alert, young and 

surrounded by light '. The Blessed Virgin spoke little in the course of the apparitions. Some
times she did not speak at all. But she was always gracious and courteous, even requesting 

the child to do her the ' favour ' of visiting the Grotto for fifteen days. 

The Message. 

Her words were few. Her message was delivered simply in three or four sentences. 

It can be summed up in two words-Prayer and Penance. 

' What do you desire us to do,' asked Bernadette after several visits. ' The Lady took 

her eyes from me for a moment,' she tells us, ' and looked afar over my head ... and she said ; 

' Pray for sinners '. Later she asked that the Grotto be made a sanctuary of prayer, that 
people should visit it in procession and a chapel be erected there. 

As for penance, she asked for it entreatingly, solemnly. ' Penance, penance, penance,' 

she begged . . . . The Lady also asked the little girl to do penance, publicly, there at the 

Grotto, so that the assembled crowd might see her, imitate her and so amend their lives. 

' Go and drink at the spring and wash in it-kiss the ground '. 

The Spring. 
Bernadette had difficulty in finding the ' spring ' at which she was told to drink and wash. 

She was obliged to scoop away the earth until at last she found muddy water rising, first a 

tiny pool, then a trickle and finally a strong flow of pure water, yielding nearly 27,000 gallons 

daily, as it has continued to do ever since, even in times of drought. The source itself was not 

miraculous. It already existed, but only as a damp patch-never before had there been any 

flow. News of the wonder spread rapidly. 
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The Storm of Hostility. 

Lourdes was a quiet town and its people conservative. Many of them strongly disap
proved of the reports they heard about Massabielle. A golden cloud, a Lady, a message and 
now a spring, at which miracles were said to be worked ! What next? 

The more intelligent section of the population dismissed the reports as impossible; 
it was all hallucination, or else a hoax, done for money. As for the' cures', although it was 
first believed that these were due to the mineral content of the water, scientific investigation 
has shown that it is ordinary spring water. 

The hostility of the civil authorities arose mainly from political motives. They feared 
the crowds at the Grotto might get out of hand, or that there might be a serious accident among 
the unsteady old rocks. 

The religious authorities suspected supersuuon. They took no apparent notice of 
the happening and under the direction of the Parish Priest kept away from the Grotto. The 
Bishop, Mgr. Lawrence, observed the events closely but also kept neutral. At last, in view 
of the varied reports reaching him from all quarters, on July 28th 1858 he decided to appoint 
a Commission of doctors, scientists and clerical scholars to make a thorough investigation of 

the whole affair. This meant endless cross-questioning for Bernadette, not only by the Com
missioners, but also by the civil authorities and many others who considered it their self
imposed ' duty ' to discover the truth. Over and over again she was made to repeat every 
tiny detail of her experiences, while notes were taken to see whether she contradicted herself. 
Wherever she went, she tells us, she was stared at as if she were a wild beast. But her account 
of the apparitions never varied in the slightest detail and she herself amazed all by her modesty, 
candour and simplicity. The enquiry lasted over three years. Finally in January 1862, 

the Bishop issued his verdict in favour of the authenticity of the apparitions. 

Relieved, Bernadette returned joyfully to her obscurity to live the message of Lourdes : 
' Pray and do penance for sinners'. She became a nun and passed her short life in great holi
ness and suffering, remaining always the same simple, lovable little peasant. ' My place ', 
she would remark gaily, ' is like that of the broom after it has been used-behind the door.' 
She died in 1879 at the early age of thirty-five. 

Lourdes Today. 

Such is the origin of Lourdes as we know it today. By 1889 three churches had been 

built. They have since become inadequate and this year of the centenary, 1958, a fourth, 
an immense underground basilica has been added. Day and night there are public prayers 
and processions. Thus Lourdes has become, as the Blessed Virgin wished it, a place of prayer. 

Another recent addition is the Cite St. Pierre, a village, begun in 1956, where poor pil.
grims are accomodated, fed and served entirely free of charge. Its motto is typical of Lourdes, 
' Peace, silence, peace '. 

Necessity has imposed changes, but in spite of them, Lourdes is essentially the same
the Lourdes of Bernadette and of the grotto. For Lourdes is the Grotto and the Grotto is 
the heart of Lourdes. All roads lead to it. ' To the Grotto' is the sign you read everywhere 
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and the Grotto itself remains as it was in r858. There you will always find peace and recollec
tion. Whether the crowd is immense or whether there is only a handful of pilgrims at the 
Grotto, all is silent and still. Sickness and poverty you will find there in plenty, but no sign 
of selfishness, impatience or unhappiness. The sick and the pilgrim, the rich and the poor, 
everyone at Lourdes is his best self-simple, humble and kind. The atmosphere is super
natural. All seem to have learned the same lesson, 'We are poor, we are on the wrong path, 
we need help.' They turn from Lourdes with peace and joy on their countenance, which 
seems to say-' We have been comforted. We have asked and we have received. We have 
sought and we have found.' This is the reality of Lourdes, in comparison with which its 
crowds, publicity, processions, even its periodic miracles, are only secondary and incidental. 
This is the Lourdes the Blessed Virgin bequeathed to us and the Lourdes Bernadette saw. 

The world of 1858 needed Lourdes badly: we need it still more today

' Be thou then, 0 thou dear 

Mother, my atmosphere: 

Stir in my ears, speak there 
Of God's love, 0 live air, 
Of patience, penance, prayer; 
World mothering air, air wild, 
Wound with thee, in thee is led, 
Fold home, fast fold thy child.' 

(Gerard Manley Hopkins: 

' The Blessed Virgin Compared to the 

Air We Breathe ') 

V.R. 
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OUR PILGRIMAGE 

TO LOURDES 

Q UR pilgrimage to Lourdes and tour of Europe began with a great send-off at Meenambak-
kam Airport, Madras on February 8th. We were so loaded with garlands and besieged 

by photographers and reporters that we felt more like visiting film-stars than modest College 
students, for this was the first students' pilgrimage to Lourdes in the Centenary Year from 
India, and so created quite a stir. 

Our first flight-correspondent is Joan Murphy-over to you, Joan ! 

En route for Europe 

"""' . 
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THE CITY OF FOUNTAIN'S 

pERHAPS a few will be puzzled about the title 'city of fountains' but I shall not keep them 
in suspense-it is the City of Rome. 

Rome was the first place we visited on our maiden trip to Europe. In every part of the 
city there are various types of fountains of different shapes and sizes, but the most amazing 
thing is that there are no two alike. The waters from these fountains are clear as crystal and 
quench the parched throats of tourists. The fountain of Trevi-our favourite, has a legend 
attached to it which says that those who visit Rome should throw a coin into it to assure their 
return to the city of fountains. I wonder if those seventeen coins of ours are still lying in 
the fountain somewhere in the heart of Rome .... 

Now to begin from the beginning ... we were greeted by 'three of our nuns on Feb
ruary 9th at Ciampino Airport, Rome, and driven by bus quite a long way to the 'Hospitality' 
the part of the Mother-House of the Franciscan Missionaries of Mary where they receive 
pilgrims to Rome. The long drive was most welcome as we felt much safer on the ground 
than flying. It was quite warm too, and we were surprised as we were prepared for a real 
winter which none of us had ever experienced. At St. Helen's Convent Very Reverend 
Mother General gave us the warmest of welcomes and all the nuns were extremely kind to us, 
doing all they could to make us happy-including upumav for breakfast I Every time we 
went out two nuns who could speak Italian and English accompanied us to give us the 
necessary explanations. 

On that first afternoon we set out to see the ' sights of the city ', walking through the 
cobbled streets to the immense Basilica of St. Mary Major, with its beautiful gilded ceiling 
and lovely porphyry and coloured marble pillars. The plan of this Basilica had been mira
culously marked out on the top of the Esquiline Hill in 352 A.D. by a fall of snow in the 
month of August (as unusual in Rome at that time of the year as it would be in Madras). Beau
tiful mosaics cover the walls and arches. We assisted at Mass there at 6 p.m. for it was 
Sunday and we had been in the air all the morning. At the Church of St. Praxedes we saw 
the original pillar at which Our Blessed Lord was scourged, and in the Church of the Redemp
torist Fathers we saw the miraculous picture of Our Lady of Perpetual Succour. One good 
Brother took all our small pictures to touch them to the original. 

Next morning we visited the Museum in Vatican City, the small independent' city within 
a city ' containing St. Peter's Basilica and the residence of the Pope. This is the most ancient 
and splendid museum in the world, containing art treasures and wonders from every country : 
Greek and Roman sculptures in marble and bronze, famous paintings of Raphael, Murillo, 
Titian, etc.; then there were tapestries, precious vases, pottery, jewels ... it would take a 
month to see the museum properly and we had only a few hours, but it was a real educa
tion to see what wonderful treasures had been given through the centuries as gifts to the 
different Popes in order to beautify the churches or instruct the people in the truths of their 
religion. Driving through the city we saw something interesting at every moment : the huge 
stone-built Colosseum where the Christians were thrown to the wild beasts, the ruins of the 
Roman Forum with pillars, arches and temples. We could even imagine Mark Antony 
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exe1tmg the crowd with his funeral oration spoken in that very market-place, and on the 
Victory Bridge spanning the Tiber we could picture Horatius standing to defend his country
men. Many of us ascended on our knees the Scala Sancta, the original flight of steps which 
Our Lord climbed to Pilate's palace, and we admired the magnificent Lateran Basilica with 
its Holy Door opened only in the Holy Year. 

Incidentally while we were seeing the sights of Rome we ourselves were providing 
' sights ' for the Romans. Wherever we went people stopped us and politely asked us to 
pose for photographs-so we had to take off our nice warm coats to show our sarees. They 
would point to the ' pottu ' and we had to explain what it meant, and one of the girls had to 
give demonstrations with the jewel in her nose-taking it out and putting it back to show that 
it was detachable ! 

On February 12th we :;et off early to see St. Peter's Basilica-one of the wonders of the 
world, not only because it is the biggest church ever built, but because of its design and 
magnificence-the letters round the dome look quite small but are really five feet high and 
the statues round the top which look life-size are really nineteen feet high ! 

At 10.30 we went into the Vatican, upstairs between ranks of imposing Swiss Guards 

and through great halls to the Throne Room. A place had been reserved for us, but when 
the official saw where we were he took us up to a better place. We felt like crying when the 
Holy Father came in carried on his chair (called the Sedia Gestatoria) which was raised so 
that all could get a glimpse of him. As he comes in he blesses the people on either side ; he 
seems to look right at you, and you realise how truly holy he is, so kind and fatherly. One 
girl managed to give His Holiness a small ivory statue, and Premkumari, who was laden with 
dozens of rosaries belonging to students and Malayalee girls from the hostel, actually touched 
the Holy Father's hand as he blessed them. When he reached the throne the names of the 
various groups were called out, workers, soldiers, newly-weds, etc., from different countries 
of the world who shouted out enthusiastically 'Viva il Papa '-Long live the Pope ! The 
Holy Father then addressed a few words in the language-German, Spanish, French as the 
case might be,-to each particular group. When His Holiness read out ' Students of the 
Franciscan Missionaries of Mary of the University of Madras,' we too shouted' Viva il Papa' 
in our best Italian (which we had been practising very carefully). How thrilled we were to 
hear our name from the lips of the Pope himself ! His Holiness blessed us and our families 
and told us to take his blessing to each and every one of our friends and relations in India, 
saying that each one had a place in his prayers, and that every culture, whether Eastern or 
Western, ancient or modern, finds its home in the Catholic Church. He was so kind and 
holy ; even though most of us were not Catholics we felt somehow that we could all call our
selves his children. 

In modern Rome we saw the' Foro Italico ',the huge stadium to be used for the world 
Olympic Games in 1960. It will hold roo,ooo spectators. Surrounding the stadium are 
life-size statues representing the various forms of sports. Provision is also made for indoor 
games. 

We simply loved everything in Rome, but we had to fly on to other skies. When we 
returned for a few hours on March 3rd the nuns took us out again to Tivoli where we saw the 
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'The City of Fountains' 

The Fountains in the Villa d'Este, Tivoli 

The Fountain of Trevi 



On the Moghul staircase in the Vatican Museum 

On the ruins of the theatre at O!tia 

The 
Colosseum 



site of Hadrian's Villa and the beautiful Villa D'Este, with its picturesque cypresses, and toun
tains of every kind bubbling and trickling and forming pools and streams everywhere. We 
left Italy by air that day, and now we can only pray that our coins lying in the fountain of 
Trevi will indeed bring us back one day to the ' city of the fountains ' ! 

JoAN MuRPHY 

I B.A. 

And now Premkumari, of the hand-that-touched-the-Holy-Father, will take over to tell 
us of 

A DAY AT OSTIA 

QN the I rth of February, all gay and hearty, we drove off for Ostia, about sixty-three miles 
from Rome, wrapped in our coats and jerseys, mufflers, scarves, stockings and shoes. On 

the way we visited the beautiful Basilica of St. Paul-Outside-the-Walls and the Catacombs 
of St. Sebastian beside the famous Appian Way. We went down with candles into the sub
terranean tunnels which run for miles under the city of Rome. The early Christians were 
buried there and in times of persecution Mass used to be offered there on the tombs of the 
martyrs. On the walls we saw the centuries-old drawings of Our Saviour as the Good Shepherd, 
and symbolic pictures of doves, olive branches and fish-the letters of the Greek word for 
fish are the initials of' Jesus Christ Son of God'. We also saw near here, the' Quo Vadis' 
chapel which marks the spot where Christ appeared to St. Peter fleeing from persecution in 
Rome and asked him 'Where dost thou go ? ' (' quo vadis' in Latin). Then we drove along 
the fine, broad Roman road towards the sea. 

Ostia (meaning' mouth of the river') was the first colony of Rome and was founded about 
335 B.C. At the time of the Emperor Augustus it was a busy commercial centre, with rows 
of shops and the more modest homes of the common people, side by side with the rich and 
spacious mansions with their courtyards and pillared verandahs. The excavations show that 
it was a city with numerous temples, regular streets flanked by porticoes·and provided with a 
complete drainage system. In the houses there were cemented dhabi tanks, grinding-stones 
and wells all built in the same manner as those we have at home. It was interesting to note 
that the people of 2000 years ago had the very same household equipment as we at present 
use in India. Besides these there were a few restaurants and what looked like a modern ice
cream parlour, but it was indeed a pity that it had been out of use for hundreds of years, 
especially when our throats were parched after walking through rows and rows of ruins. We 
saw the remains of three houses of the Republican period, constructed about the second century 
B.C., with paintings still visible on the walls. Their style was radically different from the 
houses of the Imperial period which were sometimes as much as four storeys high. The 
flooring of the latter was in mosaic but this was now covered with sand to preserve it from the 
biting cold of winter. 
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Wh'ltstruck us m3.>t was the galleried theatre with stone seats for 2, 700 people, a well
constructed stage and a place for the orchestra. Ancient Ostia is all in ruins but in contrast 
with it there stands overlooking the scene a proud and majestic modern Ostia, for this is the 
sea-port of the city of Rome. Modern Ostia is very imposing but when you think that all the 
beautiful old buildings we had seen were constructed without the help of present-day engineer
ing inventions and have stood for over two thousand years you realise that ancient Ostia can 
compete quite successfully with the modern. 

On the way back we stopped at the international novitiate of the Franciscan Missionaries 
of Mary at Grottaferrata, a big house surrounded by vineyards and olive groves, and saw the 
tiny little room where Blessed Maria Assunta had slept when she was looking after the farm. 
We were particularly struck by the fat, contented cows-one of our party wanted to buy one 
and take it back to Madras ! From the grounds of the convent you can see Castelgandolfo 
the summer residence of the Pope, and as we drove back to Rome we had a beautiful view of 
the city with the dome of St. Peter's shining in the evening light. We were back 'home' 
at Via Giusti in time for our evening concert. 

PREMKUMARI 

III B.Sc. 

Charubala, our little 'Prima Ballerina' of international fame, takes up the flight-log in: 

SWITZERLAND-THE LAND OF SNOW-CLAD MOUNTAINS 

QN February 13th after a three-hour flight by Alitalia plane from Rome we landed at 
Geneva in Switzerland and there took the train for Fribourg where we were to stay at 

the Convent. 

This was the first time we travelled in a European train and we were quite favourably 
impressed because it was comfortable and well-heated (we had been numb with the cold 
outside !) and through the wide glass windows we had a fine view of Geneva, the head
quarters of the League of Nations, with its beautiful lake quite like.an inland sea surrounded 
by snow-clad mountains. 

The Domestic Science students from the Convent came to meet us and we soon made 
friends with them. Early next morning we set off by coach for a tour in the Swiss Alps. 
The first stop was at the Cistercian Abbey of Hauterive where we learnt some interesting 
details about the life of monks, and the next halt was at the De Villars chocolate factory. It 
was spotlessly clean and we were shown the different machines for mixing the ingredients, 
shaping the moulds, making the fillings for the chocolates, etc. In another room the packets 
and decorations were being made, silk and satin bows being tied on the novelty chocolate eggs 
and animal figures. All this skilled and artistic work was done by smiling Swiss girl-workers. 
Visitors are very rarely allowed to enter this factory so we felt quite honoured especially when 
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they served us refreshments, took our photos and gave us each a sample packet of chocolate 
which we carried carefully all through Europe and brought back intact,-if rather soft !-to 
Madras. 

From here the road went winding up the mountain-side to the plateau of Gruyere (the 
district where the world-famous cheese of that name is prepared). The castle was just like 
the ones you read about, with great, thick stone walls and big, open hearths where the logs were 
burnt. There was an imposing collection of armour too, coats-of-mail, helmets and breast
plates as used in the Middle Ages. What pleased us most, though, was the snow which lay 
thick all round the castle. In fact we just screamed for joy as this was our first experience of 
snow, and we ran about like children, throwing snow-balls at each other. 

On the telepherique 

Then the coach climbed up the mountain-side again to a place called Chateau d'Oex 
where the ' telepherique ' railway begins. This was something like a lift which took us up 
the very steep mountain-·side to a station higher up ; then we had to change into small cabins 
holding only two people. The little cabins travelled on cables across a wide gulf. We were 
really suspended in mid-air with thousands of feet below us and the most magnificent view of 
snow-clad mountain peaks on every side. It was really breath-taking. Finally at the very 
summit we left our little cabins and stood once more-not on 'terra firma ', but on very slippery 
ice, and we slid along. to the little hotel perched up there. This was a winter-sports centre ; 
many holiday-makers had come up in the ' telepherique ' with their skis. They would go 
flying off down the long snow-slopes. There were even quite small children learning to ski, 
all dressed up in woolly clothes like fluffy chickens. I'm afraid we laughed when we saw people 
tumbling down but they seemed equally surprised to see us in our sarees in such a place and 
everyone was very friendly. 

From this mountain-top we had a most sp1endid view of the mountain-slopes and valleys 
below and far into the distance across the snow-covered peaks as far as the great range of the 
Jura mountains in France. 

In spite of the snow and ice it was not cold for the sun was shining brightly and the air 
was most invigorating. We felt quite on top of the world and knew why Switzerland is called 
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the ' playground of Europe '. But alas, we had to ' come down to earth again ' and so, gay 
and refreshed with the mountain air we arrived back at Fribourg by the evening. 

Ida Gnaniah amidst the snow 

R. CHARUBALA 

Pre- University Class 

Next day we visited the Catholic University and admired the spacious lecture-halls. 
We met there a Father from Malabar who seemed delighted to see us and to speak his mother
tongue again ! On a great shopping expedition we bought genuine Swiss watches and all 
kinds of ' cuckoo-clocks ' with little birds popping out to announce the hours. 

·when we arrived at Munich in Germany on February 17th the famous Carnival was in 
full swing. Our flight correspondent from there will give us details of Munich. 

MUNICH 

To glide through the air on a magic carpet (ours was still a little noisy) and to land in the 
far way places we read about in books, this was now a reality for us-and here in Munich we 
landed right in Grimm's fairy-tale lands beloved of childhood. We had seen snow before and 
played with it, but here we saw it for the first time silently swirling and dancing around us in 
tiny fragile crystals more beautiful than any finely-worked jewelry. And here too for the first 
time we experienced the bite of real cold but the welcome we received was as warm as anywhere 
else. 

Then to top it all, we managed to land just in time for the delightful fantasy of the ' mardi
gras ' pageant that wound its colourful way between quaint houses just like the ones we saw in 
our fairy stories. Next day in our tour of the city we saw many more of them-many of 
them very artistically decorated, even the outer walls painted with beautiful religious pictures 
that revealed the piety of the people. Despite the premium on a good view for an occasion 
like this, some kind friends had seen to it that we could get an excellent view from a high 
balcony specially reserved for us. 
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Did you ever wonder what it would be like to go to sleep on a cloud as you see little angels 
doing sometimes on pictures? Well, here we really did feel like little angels-the wings have 
not yet appeared-sinking down deep in mattresses of real down. Here we were put up 
at the ' Blue Buck ', a hotel proudly displaying its stone-carved sign. 

For our tour of the mountain city, they had kindly provided us with a bus equipped with 
loud speakers and guides who explained the city to us in English. The city is cut in half by 
the Isar River famous in song. There are many beautiful churches, notably the Frauenkir 
or Church of Our Lady, whose Romanesque twin copper copulas have been a landmark of 
Munich for many centuries. Almost completely destroyed in the war, it is nearing completion, 
retaining as much as possible its original Gothic exterior and Baroque interior. 

In the Park at Munich 

Here again we visited the shops. Cameras were the speciality here, besides more watches 
and lovely toys of all kinds, beautifully finished. In the afternoon we visited the Art Museum

the world-renowned Pinakothek. How sad that the art students were not with us to see the 
jewel-like colours of the originals of many world-famous masters that we often see them 
admiring in the reproductions of the art room; there we saw the glowing colours of Titian's 
portrait of Charles V, which no reproductions can parallel, the expressive faces of Duerer, 
including the artist himself, lively carvings in wood, and the rich simplicity of ancient German 
art. 

In the evening we had a little taste of German hostel life when we visited the Newman
haus, or residence for Catholic Students of the University of Munich. The latter was a 
heap of rubble only fifteen years ago, but is now a beautiful modern building of marble taste
fully decorated with statues. It was in this University that Roentgen received the Nobel 
Prize for his invention of the X-Ray. We were surprised by the simplicity of dress and 
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behaviour of the people, so unlike what we had gathered from the distorted views we got from 
the cinemas. They did their best to make us feel at home and share their experiences with us. 

Tuesday they kindly took us to a Medical Centre at our request-the Institute of Pro
fessor Butenandt-equipped with all the latest scientific devices. How fortunate the students 
-and their patients-who can study here. In the afternoon we visited a real castle-to bring 
us back to fairyland-the Nymphenburg or Castle of the Nymphs. Here there was a won
derful collection of delicate porcelain figurines and we saw later how they were manufactured. 
The evening brought us another unique experience, as we went to the Opera, and heard the 
beautiful songs and music for which Germany is famous. This was the end, unfortunately, 
of a unique experience for though the other places we visited are in the general itinerary of 
tourists, this beautiful fairy-land is rather rarely seen or visited by tourists from the Orient 
and we are very grateful to everyone for their efforts to show us as much of their country as 
three days could afford. 

SNOWFLAKE 

We had only six hours' stop in Paris on the 19th February but we saw the famous Eiffel 
Tower and visited 'Les Invalides '. This was built in 1670 as a home for disabled soldiers 
(hence the name ' Invalides ')but in 1840 the remains of the great Napoleon were transferred 
there. Six caskets, one within the other, made of different marbles and metals, enclose his 
body, and a majestic dome stands over his tomb, while round the walls are depicted the 
various famous events of his life. 

The flight to London took only 15 minutes-for there is a change of one hour between 
French and English time ! By now we were getting so accustomed to seeing two nuns wait
ing for us at each stop that we gave a big cheer when we saw once more two figures in black 
veil and grey cloak at London Airport. 

We had tried to arrange to see the Queen but it was not possible so we had to be satis
fied with peering through the railings at Buckingham Palace. But at least we saw Her 
Majesty's crown among the gorgeous Crown Jewels shown to us at the Tower of London. 
Emeralds, rubies, sapphires, the most magnificent gems set in the crowns and sceptres held 
us entranced-the best was undoubtedly the huge Koh-i-noor diamond found in the Gol
conda diamond field of South India ! We gazed in awe at the 'Beefeaters', the soldiers 
guarding the Tower, dressed in a uniform designed in the 16th century, and saw the place 
where St. Thomas More, the Lord Chancellor of England, was executed because he refused 
to admit a mere earthly king as head of the Church. 

Although London cannot compare with Rome in beauty we found it interesting to recog
nise the places we had read about in our textbooks. In Westminster Abbey we found monu
ments of many old friends-Oliver Goldsmith, Dickens, Shelley, Macaulay etc. 

Next day we had great fun on the Underground and the escalators. At first we watched 
with horror as the Londoners stepped on the stairs and quickly disappeared from view into 
the depths below, but after the Mothers had demonstrated to us we jumped on boldly and 
soon found it very convenient to be mounting and descending the height of six or seven flights 
of stairs without any effort on our part. 
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Our special London Correspondent will now give her impressions of 

OUR MEMORABLE INTERVIEW WITH MRS. VIJAYALAKSHMI PANDIT 

Qur tour of Europe gave us many wonderful opportunities of seeing magnificent build

ings and works of art, and of meeting several distinguished personages. It abounded with 

surprises which surpassed our wildest dreams. One of these was our never-to-be-forgotten 

interview with our High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, Mrs. Vijayalakshmi Pandit. 

The illustrious sister of our Prime Minister is one of the most outstanding women of 

India. We had all heard so much of her remarkable achievements, read so much in praise 

of her noble qualities, seen her so often on the screen and even heard her voice over the air. 

However, this was our first opportunity of meeting her in person. Hence when we were in

formed of her wlllingness to grant us an interview we were thrilled beyond measure. 

When the all-important-day, February 21 1958, finally dawned our excitement rose 

higher and higher. That morning was set aside for shopping. As never before, we con

cluded our programme before schedule and hurried through our lunch. We wanted to be 

punctual and to give our hostess a good impression of the Stella Marians. 

Mrs. Vijayalaksmi Pandit 

We reached her London Office, ' India House', at exactly 2.30 p.m. In the lounge we 

got rid of our heavy overcoats, woollen scarves and gloves and tried to look our best in our 

colourful sarees. We were conducted, by means of lifts, to the third floor of the building 

where her reception room is located. Mrs. Pandit has many Indian women working under 
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her. It was a joy to be greeted by these charming ladies in sarees who extended a warm 
welcome to us. We sat down comfortably in that spacious room and soon tea and biscuits 
were served, but in our excitement we had very little appetite. Meanwhile, a chair was placed 
in the centre of the room and we eagerly awaited her arrival. 

When Mrs. Vijayalakshmi did appear most of us, I must confess, felt rather nervous. 
But she received us with a charming smile and soon put all at ease. She was tastefully dressed 
in a blue Kashmir silk saree and a blue velvet choli. One of the students garlanded her with 
a jari garland we had brought with us, whilst the rest applauded heartily. Mrs. Pandit looks 
much younger than her years and is very active. Her bright eyes, quick intelligence and 
gracious manner aroused the admiration of all. 

The ensuing conversation was pleasant and interesting. Mrs. Pandit was very interested 
to hear about education in India. She was also very pleased to learn of the rapid develop
ment of Stella Maris in the short period of ten years. The art and music sections especially 
interested her. She advised us to observe and imitate the good characteristics of the people 
of the West, particularly their diligence and self-reliance, qualities which would enrich our 
own characters and enable us to make our lives useful. 

Chatting pleasantly, she questioned us about the various places we had visited and the 
things which had interested us most. A remark by one of the students that she had enjoyed 
throwing a coin in the Fountain of Trevi to assure her return to Rome amused Mrs. Pandit 
greatly. She was happy to know that we came from different parts of South India and had 
visited many important places in our Homeland. She remarked that we should all try to 
visit Delhi during the Republic Day Celebrations. Such national celebrations, she explained, 
bind us more closely together and inspire us with new hope and greater love for our country 
which will enable us to play our part in the progress of our nation. When Mrs. Pandit ques
tioned us about our future, we hesitated to reply. Sensing our embarrassment, she answered 
for us-many of you may soon get married. Marriage does not mean the end of all external 
activities. Whilst running a good home, you can still undertake some sort of social work. 
By means of the good education you have received you will be able to render some service to 
the less fortunate classes of the country. This was a useful piece of advice for all women of 
India. 

Replying to one of our questions, Mrs. Pandit smiled and said that she did not feel ' home
sick' on seeing us. Now that her husband was dead and her children grown up and settled 
in life, provided she was able to see them from time to time, she did not feel too keenly the 
separation from home. Now, she said, her main ambition was to render service to her home
land. In the course of the conversation, she mentioned that when she next returns to India 
she will be making a trip to Madras whereupon we all invited her to visit our college and she 
kindly consented. Unfortunately in our excitement the idea of taking a photo with her 
slipped our minds and only too late did we realise our mistake. As we said good-bye to this 
charming lady, so simple and nevertheless a prominent figure in international politics, we felt 
that these had been among the most precious moments in our life, and ones which we will 
always cherish dearly. 
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The entrance to Westminster Abbey-as we saw it 

Queen's College Library, Oxford 



The Queen's Bedroom 

VERSAILLES 

The Hall of Mirrors 



We then paid a short visit to the famous British Museum and were most interested to see 
the Egyptian rooms with the mummies and treasures which we had been studying in our text 
' Lost Worlds '. 

The whole of February zxst was spent driving through the counties of Middlesex, Bucking
hamshire and Oxfordshire to Stratford-on-Avon. On the way we stopped at Oxford Univer
sity and saw the grey stone buildings of Christ College and Magdalene College where so many 
famous Indians have studied. . At Stratford we saw the house where Shakespeare was born
the oak chairs and tables, four-poster bed and little cradle have all been preserved since his 
time. In the nearby village of Shottery is the picturesque cottage where Shakespeare as a 
young man went to visit Anne Hathaway. It has white oak-beamed walls, latticed windows 
and thatched roof, and all around is a typical English country garden with all the plants and 
herbs mentioned in the plays: rosemary, lavender, thyme, etc. (though naturally not in bloom 
on that chilly February day !) On the way back we visited Warwick Castle. 

We spent a long time in the London shops, buying toys and materials and novelties. 
We were quite embarrassed when we got into the plane again for Paris, for when our luggage 
was turned over the beautiful walking-and-talking dolls we had bought started to wail out 
'Mama!' 

In Paris again on February23rd wesawmanyfamousplaces-theCathedralof Notre Dame, 
the Church of the Madeleine built like a Greek temple, the splendid Church of the Sacred 
Heart at Montmartre erected by the French nation as a centre of adoration. There was a 
wonderful view from there over the whole of Paris. At the Chapel of the Sisters of Charity 
we saw the blue velvet-covered armchair where Our Lady sat during one of her apparitions 
to St. Catherine Laboure and the body of the Saint preserved in a crystal shrine. 

Our shopping excursion in Paris included a visit to the ' Bon Marche ' a big store where 
you can buy almost everything. In fact nobody watches you : you just select what you want 
from different counters and take them up to the cashier yourself. We were so absorbed by 
the variety of counters that we drifted apart and were brought back to reality by a great boom
ing voice on the loudspeaker calling the Stella Maris students_:_so we are famous even in 
Paris! 

Now we'll let Saroja, our ' correspondante francyaise ' give you her impressions of 

THE PALACE OF VERSAILLES 

THE magnificent palace of Versailles situated about twenty miles from Paris, is an ostenta
tious memorial of the ' Grand Monarch', King Louis XIV. It is impossible to see the 

palace thoroughly in the course of a few hours : its vastness and artistic splendours call for 
at least a day's visit. 

The stately palace, in its beautiful setting of parks, statues and fountains was the seat of 
the courts of Louis XIV, XV and XVI, and the wonder of France and Europe. With its 
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glittering halls, great mural paintings and lavish furnishings, it is more than a building : it is 
a symbol of the Grand Monarch himself and of his Golden Age. It was the work of a galaxy 
of artists; Le Vau et J. H. Mansart were the principal architects. The beautiful gardens 
were designed by Le Notre, Le Brun, and a whole staff of artists executed the huge paintings 
as also thousands of designs for tapestries, rugs and furniture. In all it took thirty-five years 
to construct. 

Louis XIV was vain. He loved fame and splendour and wished to dazzle Europe by 
the glory of his palace upon which he lavished untold wealth. Our guide was a young, viva
cious university student wearing a red coat and beret. By her realistic account of the history 
of the palace, she carried us back to the luminous 17th and 18th centuries. 

On reaching the palace our attention was first arrested by the two immense main gates 
on which was engraved in gold the emblem of Louis XIV. The emblem is a novel one, 
representing Louis as the' Sun King'. It consists of two L's facing each other and the head 
of Apollo (the god of light) encircled by the rays of the sun. Near the main gate are two 
large stables, which housed the King's five thousand horses which were required to draw 
his equally numerous carriages. As we entered the palace court-yard we were struck by 
the massive statue of Louis XIV on horse-back, which faces the long avenue leading to Paris. 
Here, much to our surprise, a lady photographer, who w::rs fascinated by our colourful Indian 
sarees, asked permission to take a group photo of us. Having obliged her, we finally entered 
the palace. We now sought the same permission ourselves but learned that this was not 
allowed and so had to leave our cameras at the entrance. 

The palace contains no less than three thousand rooms and is adorned with marble of 
one hundred and thirty-five varieties and colours, brought from Italy. We were first taken 
to see the royal Chapel with its beautiful artistic doors, decorated with a lovely bronze lock 
and bolts. Like all other doors of the palace, they bear the royal emblem of Louis XIV. 

After the Chapel, we visited various rooms. Originally all had marble floors, but during 
the French Revolution many of these were destroyed and have since been replaced by wooden 
flooring. Beautiful paintings, representing stories from Greek and Roman mythology, cover 
the ceilings, the most outstanding of these being that of Hercules. This painting took five 
years to complete and to do so the artist was obliged to lie on his back whilst working, which 
resulted in his insanity and final suicide. Magnificent tapestries in velvet, silk and gold deco
rate the walls. In other rooms there are mural paintings so realistic that from a distance they 
give the impression of statues. The rich carpets which cover the floors are mainly yellow 
and blue in colour; yellow being Louis XIV's favourite colour and blue the royal colour. 

To make his presence felt everywhere Louis XIV placed marble statues of himself in 
many rooms. He was a patron of classical art and in one of the statues he is represented as 
a Roman Emperor. However, he made the mistake of retaining his wig ! In the Queen's 
dining-room are the statues of three French Queens. In the Queen's apartment we saw the 
beautiful jewel box of priceless gems. The palace contains several clocks of exquisite beauty, 
in gold and glass ; including a very large one presented by the people of Paris to Louis XIV 
on the occasion of his wedding. 
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The room which captivated us most was the celebrated Hall of Mirrors. This is a long 
hall, with a row of windows, opening on to the lovely garden, on one side, whilst the opposite 
wall is entirely lined with mirrors. In those days the manufacture of glass was just begin
ning and it could be obtained only in small quantities and at a very high price. So hundreds 
of small pieces were required to cover the huge wall. As can be expected, such extravagance 
by the king was severely criticised. In this hall banquets, wedding celebrations and dances 
were held. During the festivities the hall was illumined with thousands of candles burning 
in the twenty-five chandeliers. The reflection in the surrounding glass walls of this myriad 
of flickering flames must have been a wonderful sight. Louis XIV also had the hall decorated 
with his favourite orange trees planted in silver pots. Mention must be made of the ban
quet given in honour of Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II and the Duke of Edinburgh when 
they visited the palace last April. On this occasion the servants were dressed in the costume 
of Louis XIV's time and it is said that even the menu was similar to that of Louis' time. 
Before finally leaving this fascinating hall, we were shown the table of rose and almond-wood 
on which the famous Treaty of Versailles was signed. 

In the palace of Versailles, Louis XIV led a luxurious life. He surrounded himself 
with nobles for whom he prescribed a rigid ceremonial. Guards slept with him and woke 
him up each morning. A queue of nobles awaited outside his bed-chamber. First the two 
royal physicians entered to examine him and certify whether or not he was well enough to 
perform his royal duties. Then followed the nobles to assist him in dressing, comb his hair, 
decorate him with jewels, etc., for all of which functions noble birth was essential. The king 
did not take the pains to descend to the dining room, but breakfasted in his bed-chamber, 
whose walls are adorned with typical scenes of his daily life. For important royal celebrations, 
such as the birth of a prince, the whole palace was lit up and a grand feast prepared to which 
the common people were also invited. Bread and sauce were served to them whilst wine was 
sprayed from the fountains. 

At the time of the French Revolution the palace of Versailles was invaded and Queen 
Marie Antoinette escaped from her bed-room by means of a secret passage. However, she 
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Eiffel Tower, Paris 

was finally discovered and imprisoned along with the King, later to be guillotined like him by 
the revolutionaries. 

We had learnt much in our short visit of the palace, thanks to our interesting golden-haired 
guide. Admiring the beautiful long green lawns we made our way back towards the main 
gate, when to our astonishment our friend the photographer rejoined us and smilingly presented 
each one with a copy of the photograph she had taken-a happy souvenir of our visit to Versailles. 

s. SAROJA 

B.Sc. 

Then in the icy cold of the early morning of February 26th we set off by train for Lourdes 
and arrived only at dusk in a thick snowstorm. It was only the next day that we ventured out 
to the grotto, down the steep, slippery hill through Lourdes town. Although there was no 
special function just then, pilgrims were there and the streets were decorated for the Centenary 
Year with banners of blue, white and gold and, at night, arches over the streets were brilliantly 
illuminated with white lights. All roads in Lourdes lead to the Grotto, and as soon as we 
approached it, we began to feel a most deep impression of peace and holiness. The little cave 
beside the rushing mountain river is so quiet that one can feel the atmosphere of prayer. 
The crowds of people continually coming to kneel there make no noise and one seems to be 
quite lost in prayer without caring for anyone around. Without knowing how time was pass
ing all of us knelt before the statue of the Blessed Virgin which stands in the niche where 
she actually appeared and we really felt her presence there, as we prayed for our loved ones, 
our friends, their exams, for College, for the sick,-unable to tear ourselves away. The Rosary 
is said without ceasing at the Grotto by one or other group of pilgrims, and we ourselves 
joined in a Procession and attended Benediction in the great Basilica of the Rosary. 

Next day we visited the miserable kind of dungeon where little Bernadette had lived, 
and we also had the unheard-of privilege of visiting the famous ' St. Pius X Basilica ' which 
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was to be opened officially on March 25th. It is constructed underground so as not to spoil 
the natural scenic beauty of the Grotto and its surroundings, and can hold zo,ooo people. 
The altar is in the middle and there is not a single support for the roof apart from th~ su~-
rounding walls. It is said to be a modern engineering wonder-all for the honour of Our 
Lady I 

We filled our bottles with Lourdes water straight from the miraculous spring which had 
come forth when Our Lady told Bernadette to drink from the fountain, and we saw the bathing
rooms where very sick people are put into the water and are often cured. We also saw the 
wards where the sick pilgrims are looked after by voluntary helpers-there was one pavilion 
given by Muslims, for people of every creed and race come to Lourdes. We noticed people 

Where we stayed at Lourdes-Convent of the Franciscan Missionaries of Mary 

of many different nationalities there, praying so fervently and unselfconsciously-French, 
Spaniards, Americans, Africans. Even an Indian girl from Mangalore greeted us, while our 
' Mothers ' were hailed by a lady from Mozambique and another from Australia-they said 
they knew the Franciscan Missionaries of Mary in their own countries. · Our Lady has really 
gathered all nations of the world in this beautiful place, and everyone seems to be so kind here 
as if they had absorbed the peace of heart which comes from the shrine of Our Lady, Queen 
of Peace. 

How· regretfully we left this heavenly spot, only consoled by the thought of seeing our 
beloved Rome again, for there we would meet once more-as Signora Sulochana will tell you. 
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VERY REVEREND 

MOTHER GENERAL 

WE who have studied in schools conducted by the Franciscan Missionaries of Mary have 
often heard of ' Very Reverend Mother General ' and know that she takes an interest in 

all our activities. We at Stella Maris often exchange messages with Very Reverend Mother 
General on festive occasions and receive congratulations from Rome when our examination 
results are successful; so when we actually went to Rome we were really thrilled to meet 
Mother General in person and to experience all her kindness. 

From the first moment that we entered St. Helen's Convent in Via Giusti we felt that, 
although thousands of miles away from India, we were truly ' at home', for Mother General 
saw to every detail to make us happy-Indian food was specially prepared for us, English
speaking nuns looked after us so kindly. 

Our first meeting with Very Reverend Mother General was on the evening of our arrival. 
We were feeling a little bit nervous thinking that Mother General would not have much time 
for our little group from Stella Maris. But as soon as Mother came into the room, her smile 
made us feel completely at ease and with great enthusiasm we greeted her with the French 
words we had learned so carefully, while Nivedita, the youngest of our group, garlanded 
Mother with the fragrant lily garland we had brought with us. Mother General seemed very 
pleased with this typical Indian greeting and told us how happy she was to welcome us because 
we came from the country where the Institute had been founded ; Mother Mary of the Passion
' Passion Tayar '-had worked for years among the poor and sick in South India and had never 
forgotten her beloved Indian children. 

On' February 11th we met Very Reverend Mother General again when we gave our little 
concert. We sang in Hindi (Tera Noor and Jana Gana), in English our dear College Song 
(the first time it was sung in Rome, no doubt), and in French-everyone clapped very much 
when we sang' Chez Nous '. Between the songs Charubala had time to change costumes for 
her different dances. The music was played on the tape recorder with a little introduction 
beforehand. Everybody liked the Marwari dance with its gay dress, and laughed when 
Charubala came in backwards with her little sunshade for the Burmese dance. Her Snake 
Dance and Moonlight Dance were very effective too, and even the classical dance, which must 
seem strange to Europeans, was appreciated very much when the meaning of the different 
gestures was explained. 

Reverend Mother General seemed to be charmed with our concert and with everything
even the pomegranate which one of the girls suddenly produced unexpectedly as a present 
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Gathered around Very Reverend Mother General 

Arrival at Via Giusti-Rome 



Premkumari treasures a snowball 

Church of Our Lady with its Gothic and 
Romanesque Spires-landmarl< of Munich 

Zurich by night 

A Romantic Castle outside Munich built by Louis 
of Bavaria embodying the styles of different 

countries and epochs 



from India ! Mother presented Charubala with a box of chocolates to share with us, and asked 
about Stella Maris, wanting to hear all about our studies and our games, and then presented 
each one of us with a notebook and a byro pencil. 

On our way back from Lourdes we had another six hours' stay in Rome and found a 
pleasant surprise awaiting us at Via Giusti. Each one was presented with a typed booklet 
with detailed notes of all the famous places we had visited in Rome, with copies of the photo
graphs taken during our visit. 

The parting was a sad one for we had felt so much at home, that we shall never forget 
even the smallest incident that happened in Rome. The dining-table, the chairs, the staircase, 
the doorbell and every little article of Via Giusti became so familiar and we got so attached to 
them that even now, sitting in our own homes, we long to be in Rome again. 

SULOCHANA 

Our last experience of the kindness we had received everywhere was the surprise visit 
of two Mothers at two o'clock in the morning at the Airport of Beirut with souvenir pictures 
of the Holy Land for us, and then, after two hours in Bombay where two Mothers again came 
to welcome us back to India, we finally landed at Meenambakkam on March 4th at 8.35 p.m. 

And I think the shouts of welcome we got from the hostelites must have been heard in 
Rome I 

FROM OUR SPECIAL PILGRIMAGE CORRESPONDENT 
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IMPRESSIONS 

OF THE WEST 

Rome 
Going out into the city of Rome the first thing that I noticed was that the cars were driven on 

the right-hand side of the road. I felt that we were going to collide with every vehicle 
which came opposite to us-not until we reached London did I feel safe again. The preva
lence of marble buildings everywhere struck me very much. Both the historic monuments 
and Mussolini's modern constructions are built for the most part of marble. It was interesting 
to note that both the past and the present, represented on the one hand by historic ruins and 
stately marble buildings and by modern tall storeyed flats on the other, contribute to 
the harmony and beauty that is Rome. 

Munich 
In Munich as elsewhere on the Continent, we had only to look around us to find the world 

full of goodness. I remember once we were painfully struggling to explain to the waitress 
that we wanted some plain, common, ordinary, cold drinking water, and she persisted in bring
ing us every other drink but water. Hopelessly we were steeling ourselves for a water-less 
afternoon when a lady from the next table came to our rescue. We were too relieved to notice 
the shocked, incredulous expression on the waitress' face. Obviously one is regarded as a 
freak if one drinks water after a meal instead of the famous' Muenchner' beer. I had always 
heard that the Germans were a friendly people, but one has to experience this friendliness to 
appreciate it in its entirety. 

London 
After all our linguistic difficulties on the Continent, it was a relief to be able to speak English 

and be understood. We felt most at home in London-here at least we were treated like 
normal human beings and not as visitors from some obscure planet in outer space. In 
London no one bothered to look even side-ways at us and even less did they bother to photo
graph us. This was hardly surprising considering that there are so many Indians in London. 
Life here is so different from the Continent although it is so cosmopolitan. Much as 
we enjoyed our visits in London proper, however, we were glad to get into the country. We 
thoroughly enjoyed our drive to Stratford-on-Avon: the English countryside was beautiful 
even in winter. There is a charm too about London to which every tourist falls a victim. 
Perhaps this charm lies in the hustle and bustle of this great city-or perhaps in its cosmopolitan 
atmosphere. Whatever it was, it captured our hearts entirely. 
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In Paris and Lourdes 
In Paris and Lourdes we found the French courtesy really enchanting. The attendants 

in every shop treated us as though we had just stepped out of slick Rolls Royces, swathed in 
minks and sables .... 

An eradicable memory of Lourdes is the scene of hundreds of kneeling pilgrims bowing 
their heads in prayer at the Grotto, while the chimes of 'Ave Maria' ring out every hour 
filling the air with the richness of their melody. The mere sight of the crutches hung along 
one wall of the Grotto is very touching-left behind by grateful pilgrims who have been cured, 
they are silent testimonials of the healing power of faith . 

. . . . And now, general impressions. I had heard friends who had been abroad remark 
that they had learnt more of India in the short period they had spent abroad than they had 
all their lives in India. And I certainly began to wish that instead of reading up data regarding 
the West, I had read the 'Year Book of India' or 'India at a Glance'. It's amazing how 
much these foreigners know about India ; they ask pretty shrewd questions too. It was an 
experience talking to fellow-passengers who ruthlessly questioned us about India's 
industries and the population of Madras, utterly disregarding the appealing looks we threw at 
each other. We would suggest some wild number, hoping that our companions would be 
none the wiser ! Then of course there was the dear old lady who said: 'I'd love to go to 
India but I'm scared to death of the snakes '. Anyway, it was a unique experience talking to 
these foreigners most of whom could speak no English. Not that that prevented them from 
'talking' to us non-stop-mainly by the device of whirling arms wildly in the air. And very 
often we found that actions did speak louder than words. 

Then they were very surprised to find us speaking in English to each other instead of 
' Indian ' which they think is the language of India. The friendly atmosphere of every place 
we visited contributed in a very large measure to our enjoyment of the trip. On the continent 
people would think nothing of walking straight up to us and staring at our saris and our 'tilaka ' 
with exclamations of ' Bella ! ' and ' tres chic ! ' We could not help feeling rather glad that 
we'd taken our best saris with us. Then one of us would say, 'It's only our saris which are 
attracting so much attention ' with emphasis on the ' saris ' and hoping that the others would 
contradict her. Sometimes we felt like museum pieces and sometimes like film-stars-the 
way cameras kept clicking all round us. 

We were just as anxious to exchange views with people of different nationalities as they 
were with us. In the convent at Fribourg we had a good opportunity to meet both schoolgirls 
and University students. They were absolutely thrilled when we dressed them in our gaily
coloured Mysore and Bangalore silks. The absence of any trace of shyness and reticence 
on the part of these girls impressed us very much indeed. Some of them even accompanied 
us to the station at the unearthly hour of one-thirty in the morning. 

All the convents we stayed in were just like 'home away from home '. We had very 
warm receptions wherever we went, and behind all the kindness we could detect the guiding 
spirit of Mother General, and it came as no surprise to us when we learnt that it was she who 
had arranged with the convents to make us feel at home. 
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Amongst other things, the ingenuous nature of some of the people we had occasion to 
meet struck me very much. Once when we were travelling by train from Paris to Lourdes, 
one of our companions in the compartment-a Spaniard-asked us where we hailed from
at least, I should say, he gave us to understand that that was what he meant in his halting 
English. When we enlightened him, he very excitedly exclaimed, ' Ah, Indiana ! Bows 
and arrows ! But your feathers?' We hardly knew how to react to this 'compliment' 
of being mistaken for Red Indians ! 

Our ear-rings and nose-rings created quite a bit of curiosity. The women particularly 
would stare at them in open-mouthed wonder, and one enterprising German lady, voicing the 
opinions of the others, asked us whether we pierced our cheeks and chins as well ! We would 
hardly have been surprised if she'd asked us whether we filed our teeth too. 

Another thing that impressed me. a great deal was the deference and respect that were 
shown to us everywhere. There was something more than mere politeness behind the man
ners of the Europeans. Perhaps this was because of our nationality-! had often been told 
that Europeans had a partiality for Indians. In fact, an Indian medical student in Munich, 
telling us how difficult it was for foreign students to get accommodation, said that an Indian 
needed no credentials other than his nationality to be taken in as a boarder by many a willing 
family. This 'partiality', besides making us feel proud, gave us an added sense of res
ponsibility to live up to the expectations of these people. We felt people would judge India 
by our behaviour, our conversation, and our very way of dress. It was a constant reminder 
for us to be on our best behaviour. 

The extreme orderliness and cleanliness of the roads and streets impressed me very 
much, as did the total absence of beggars. 

It was not an unusual sight to find a cup beside a pile of newspapers. Anyone who 
picks up a paper is sure to drop a coin into the cup while the newspaper-seller enjoys a drink 
of coffee in the nearby restaurant. This atmosphere of trust was something unexpected and 
very wholesome. In Paris there are bookstalls along the quays. People may browse among 
the books and old curiosities exposed for sale there-maps, second-hand books, paintings, 
old manuscripts and vellum pages of 14th century missals. The charm of this system is 
that one can browse among the books for hours without paying a franc for it. This principle 
of ' live and let live ' is perhaps the greatest charm of the West. 

Impressions of the '¥est-one could write volumes about them, even if most of them are, 
of necessity, only first impressions. The bracing air, the orderliness, the friendly atmos
phere, the helpfulness, the co-operativeness-all these and many more make life in the West 
what it is. It is hardly surprising that we left each place with many promises to return some 
day. We returned home rich in mind and 11pirit, having glimpsed the essence of Western 
culture. These three weeks had taught us to appreciate views of life other than our own, 
to live in harmony and sympathy with others, and above all, to be grateful for the greatness, 
the goodness and the beauty of the world around us. 

INDRANI RAJU 
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SIGILLUM 

COLLEGII 

BY the way, did you study the College 
seal ? I feel I must tell you what I 

think about it. Though simple it is 
attractive : a small boat sailing on placid 
waters. The wind has filled the sail to 
speed the ship on its way. Right above 
the mast is a bright star, the solace and 
consolation of the mariner. The ship is 
not without a rudder, which means that 
those in the ship are not in the miserable plight of poor Captain Blight of ' The Mutiny on the 
Bounty '. On the sail there is a capital ' M ' surmounted by a crown, signifying that the 
owner of the ship is a great person, one of royal birth. 

At first sight the seal is a symbol of hope and courage. Our present life is a journey. 
God is our goal. He gave us a free will to steer our course. In other words our destiny is 
in our own hands to be achieved or missed. Mere wishing gets us nowhere. To succeed, 
patience, perseverance and industry are absolutely necessary. The ship can strike against a 
rock and sink if the occupant is not alert. 

Take another look at the seal. What is arresting and prominent ? Is it the capita, 
'M' ? What is the message that it carries? It is found in the college motto' Per Caritatem 
ad Veritatem ' which means ' Through Charity to Truth '. Each one of us is sailing on the 
sea of life, in a ship like that. With the ship is the anchor which stands for ' Charity ' and 
when the ship anchors it must be at the harbour of truth. Mankind is in search of truth. 
The ship must not be lost amidst the currents and storms. It must be steered carefully. 

The capital ' M ' does not stand for materialism. Does it signify morality perhaps ? 
It often takes a lot of moral courage to tell the truth. Little George Washington showed it 
when he refused to lie to his father about cutting down the cherry tree. It takes more cour
age to encounter odium and contempt, like little Arthur of ' Tom Brown's School Days ', 
who knelt down at his bed-side to say his prayers, though he was jeered at by the older boys 
of his school. We must love the truth, we must be honest, brave, pure-minded and unselfish 
ready to court death rather than to sin. 

In reality the capital ' M ' with the crown on top stands for Mary, the Blessed Virgin. 
She is the Morning Star, the star of the sea. She is the hope of mankind. I invite all my 
readers, especially all Stella Marians to hitch their waggons to this Star and to guide their 
lives by it. It will unfailingly point to their goal here and to the safe harbour of home beyond 
the horizon of death. 

PATRICIA D'SILVA 

Pre- University Class 
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TOWARDS CHARITY 

BY TRUTH 

28 

And what is Charity ? 

What is charity, if not 

Man's sympathy for those who toil and suffer ; 

The gentle word which heals a hurt ; 

Youth's homage for the aged and worn ; 

All this is charity. 

Ah, Charity is Kindness then? 

Charity is kind, but even more. 

It is the silent tongue when others talk ; 

The gift of self to help our fellowmen in need ; 

The never-tiring waiting of a mother for the son 

Not yet returned a prodigal. 

All this is charity, but even more. 

For charity is love / 

And love it is which makes 

A man lay down his life that other men may live, 

And love makes men triumphant over pride and greed 

To stretch a brother's hand to those 

Who groan beneath the burden of a life of want ; 

And love forgives its enemies and seeks their good ; 

For love is light and joy and happiness. 

And love is charity. 

So Charity is Love ? 

Yes, charity is love, but even more. 

More than Love. What the~ is Charity ? 

Ah ! God is charity. For God is love. 



Towards God then by the Truth ! 
But what is Truth ? 

And what is truth, if not 

The star that shines from far-off deep blue sky, 

A guiding light to men who lift their eyes 

A moment from the earth when night 

Is dark upon them ; 

That glimmering glow of light that calls men 

From these deep black folds of night, 

That bids the storm-tossed mariners 

Of earth to hope. 

All this is truth. 

Is Truth then only Light ? 
Yes truth is light, but still far more. 

It is the trill of bird-song in the early morn ; 

It is the silver lines of dawn that herald day ; 

It is the golden heart of every flower, 

And the light that lies beyond the coming shades of evening. 

All this is truth. But truth is still far more. 

Yet even more ! What then is Truth ? 
Truth, 

It is the beating surf of oceans 'gainst the mighty rock ; 

The trees that soar aloft towards drifting skies ; 

It is the brown earth turned for golden harvest ; 

It is the majesty of hills and mountain peaks. 

In this is truth. 

Ah ! Truth is then but Beauty ! 

Yes, truth is beauty. But, oh ! far more. 

It is the light one sees in eyes of little children ; 

Or the joy that echoes in their care-free laughter; 

It is the high ideals of man's youth 

Upon the threshold of man's life. 

All this is truth. But, faintly seen. 
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Whatlthen is Truth indeed ? 

Ah ! God is truth. For God is light. 

And truth is that which 

Men no longer seek to find ; 

And truth is what the wicked fear to meet ; 

For men love darkness now far more than light ; 

And truth is light that searches deep 

The secrets of men's hearts, the light of lights 

That shows us what we are-

Poor puny creatures from a Mighty Hand. 

For truth is light. Bare, naked, searching light. 

Ah ! God is Love and God is Light ! 
And wouldst thou have us aim towards God ? 

Towards God ! 

Whilst youth is ours, the whole world at our fct 

No stars too high, no hilltops out of reach; 

To do-to be, for life now lies before us ; 

To nobly do and honourably to be ; 

Towards God each day ; no fear of truth is ours, 

For truth is what we seek. 

Towards God! 

Whilst youth is ours, 

Through harmony in all our life, 

By thought, by word, by deed, 

And by the everlasting truth. 

Towards God! 

Towards Charity 

By Truth I 

M.S. 
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it I ~ Q'l~~~ ~'1<.? ~~1 ~ fs.t~r~z;fr@ <liT <irati "1&.1 ~. GIW'fi q~ ~rcft tfi~l;1 ~ ~11; ~ m~ 

~it ~ ~., ~ ;m'IT'f.T\-n <liT ~ Jrcfi'fi ~ ' ~it ~ aTf.f 3\I~ +rf;:~{, if~, iJT~fif, iflif aT!~ 

{tffi~Iffi''fi Rit ~ ~~~ ~a:rr Jr~ <ii~<fi ~~~~~; 1 

~~ ~~it cf.t ir<tf ;:r <ti"{<fi ~~~11;, ;r @ ~~~~f.l'fi :jf~ ~T if~1 'liT iff~ I eft<r "{T~~ ~~ 

'tifffi '1"{ if.~ ~ fu~li <Jr cr.'f-<r ~ ~ii~ i311~ ~ ~~orr ~rft:~~; 1 if~ii ~'T1 ~ +n!r '1"{ ~~ ~~ a) 't!, 

't'fi O)f~ ~I ~ ~~~ I 

aT~;} ormftit ~ orffi i[it <r.fft i311~ ;:r ~~ ~~~lt 1 aT'Fit 2fl<:!f ~ ~ i..T.fU q"{ (\N ct 

<.?ifl"fr lif,~q; 1 ~it aTr.r::t ttr i3ll{ a-~r~ ~ K?q; i31~'fi qft?.i+r 'li\rrr lil'i~ 1 m 'firif <ii~ ~ij ~ 'i.~ 

~QI 5118" 'li~ ~~ 51'11;{ 'li"{iff ~~~·J: I ~it i._lJU ~ ~rrn ~ ma ~-qr~~~ it<fi ~~~~ ; i._T.fU ~ ~m @ 

0<1~1"{ 'li"{;:rl ~~ft:~ ~ijl ~ ~ ~~i[~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ <fi=t I ~it 'fitft <r.+Ti!U '1"{ ~+I' ~ <fi"{Wfl "ii~ I 

~~, i..T.fU ~ aTI~rrl ~or ~ wrr~ ~ R'?~ @ ~ ~rft:q; 1 ~:5fr, <iitft <6 :jff~ ar, <t&: aTq\JI:l't <it 
iffi "{I~ '1"{ <.?~ ~ ~ ~ @ zyiT ~~~11;, "'I' ~ a"ij ~ ~T ~ ~ ~ I 

<1~ ~~it, 'if~' i311~ ~ f.t<r+IT <iii qr~~ <ti=t ar ii~ ~!:I~ ~ GJS'Cl' iftl' ~~ ~~ itrft r 

!f<::\!5 "i<.?~ ~+1''1, •TJtl' 'i~l~ ~'1 i31qql ifl~'-11 ~ ~~ <11 ~if ~ ~(!~ ~+r<r ~ ~ it 
'E<il~ it ~~ ~~~ 1 :jf'qf a'ii it ~li, '<fil's~~\' <~) fl'fi=?: <iii ~'fi 11:'~ @ tro 'li\ifT ~rft:tt 

~~'fiT"{ fl;r,if cf.t ~if~ ~11; "{~~~if~ ~'fi ~ '<tl~ I 'ifij' if :jff~ ~WJ, iiJ:;jf ~ -<it~ 
f<t!S£<r1 ~r 't.T.fU O<TRnifcr il'fCif <& ~'<II <tit!T :jf){ ~or <n"{;rr ~~ 1 <f<l1~ ~ iff~ ~~~' ~if ~a;ft @ 

~~'1' w ., it, ~ i._ij{ ~li-+rt~ <l"lffl<rl' <liT GJSCI' @ q~~lil ~ I ifg\11 <it, ~ ~if "l'Fft~ 
~if if I ~~ ~I(\ ~iii ~ ~ ~~~ m~, m~ ~ ~ @ ~'l if~ ~~ <iif+r f.l~Cl' ~ 1 

i31G: ~ ~ ~ a'~ ~ f<l''<ll\ t<..<T'f.\ Cl'~ijf~ i'f.l+l' <ii=t f\T f.l~~ ~+r ~<r ~I"{Cl' ~ g<ili<J 

;:wrlt<ii if"'~'~ ~~ <nr if~t<r w~ ~ R'?11;, ~rrr aT~ ~' CsN'fr tiT ~~ a:::r <iii ~illr;r qr ~ifiil 1 
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;fJ tflll ~ UlfT W ~ ~ QJ r ~ 'iiiJ liifi GiiJr i.C Qr C6 Glr 4 fitrGYfici; (] C6 IT G'J t1) L L.. 151(] UIT fill 

afiitr6WpSJom-. Qu"@l51 41N(!!jtl:J C:f61Tt.i:J Gf6(!!jliii~O;';Ja;n-filiUtt-(!!Jfofli~P· ct~tfl,ti/6 
u fo f5 ,;- 19 tfJ Pi f5,. Q Lll w L.CQ,re!) GYf1 p; f5 .{51 6lJ,. 6IJT (] Lll, 6T w ~ w u I1J- GfjJ Q;g Q ~ GYf1 u 
19 /jJ t.i:J 4 C6 iff ~iu ';} 6lJ,. 6W (!!] C6 LtlliiJ) fD UJ G'J ,. ,f) QST. ~ p; 16 ~a; UJ '1N fill ff d) fill ~It-UJ 661 Qr 

GliJ m tC w fJ w c: fD, f1i 6ir G.e> otR G u C!5 !li f1i ~ UJ,. ,:_ ffl 4 tR fo f1i i51· C6 fiJ .IT fill 2A2l w 
a; ,. L.... ffl f1i fill C6 6U,. .IT w 19 p; f5 C6 ff ~) GfjJ It-Q 611 oil GYf1 ~ GYf1 (!!) 6ir fD G'J ,. u9 ;D .fP/. 

fiiJ p; 15 ~ 1/j UJ a 15, ,;-. C6 ""·,:_ ffl u tW (i) ;fJ 8j iP p; 15 §1. a:,. w C!!J fW ~ Lll (!") w C!!J, 
f1i "6ir fD f1i G'J t.i:J Q u ;D fD u ff w ji fl w p; 151 ~.ITs=(!")~~(] f1i,. 6ir pfill f) 6W ,g» GliJ tt-UJ 661 6ir 
GliJGiari.C;;)ww ~~lfl8iC6uG!uJI)lt.i:J C:u.!PI Gupp#iJ. C6jiJ.IT6l'f&W e.ti-;i;f5dl~ 
6lJ IT 6lJ e;.,JI)l t.i:J f)GYft u tEl /jJ t.i:J u n- tiJ p; fS C6 ifli fD wfiir Lll tfl Q UJ 6ir ~ w ~ u 1.1:1" 151. 

Lll tR u9 6ir 6 UJ t5J fD u 4 t.i:J' (:!!5 ~ q: Q UJ 6ir ~ w 16 ~fill~ 8; (!") tfJ UJ fD ~ oil UJ ff UJ ~ Lll p; 
f1i 151 w, C6 6ir ~ ~ Lll (!") w C!!J pi w ~ Lll '4 L. w fiiJ fiiJ) fD 611 ~ w 8J pSJ j; 151 fiiJ) fill ~I ;D 4 pi w ,. tiJ 
FF w /1)151 w) fill.IT~tr fD.!IJl JLGilsr filS) UHJjfiir. '{L,~$,&,8; C6 ff Si(!jW C6 p;Jti- 8; C6 P~fD'461J)L..UJ 

C6ti-~f5~ti- ~tflUJaF/wJ!)Jt.i:J f)GYftQu{Dp ~tt-GfillGirGYR, ~fillti-fJitl:J ~fiin&r, 
Lll tR Q UJ 6ir §§)1 t.i:J f1i ff Lll C!:P fiiJ) L.. UJ ,. 6Yr 0 

(( fiiJ fiiJ) fD 6U tiJ7 w fD,. tiJ, 6T 6ir go w fiiJ ~ u fill,. tR u9 fill fiJ &rr 8; (!!) w (] u (!!j fiiJ) L.:. 

UJ ff iff J .&J)fr tT §1 f6 C6 ff, (;} U GiiJr fiiJ GrT t.i:J ffi.JPI t.f) UJ IT Q UJ Q U ff QST fD j; .{51 a; tOYf} 8; a; , C6 IT fiiJ1IT (!5 UJ 

C6 IT L fil f5 fo §11 fiiJ UJ W fD fS UJ IT a; r6J C6 W 4 tfJ fo .{51, ~.IT IT ti- ji /f> &, Q S: uJ '4 Lll IT .£PI U ~ .$ 8i 

ffl p; pi Lll ,. ~Gir. 

fiiJ fo ;fJ C6 iP a= ffl C6 GYRfill, ~ w &r fiiJ Dd) L.. a= ffi.D)I t.FJ fiiJ) UJ p; a f1i ,;- fo 15 filS) Lll fiiJ) UJ 

GliJUJUUfJiff, ~GirpJJ ~fillGYr (]fillfitsr~C:a;n-Gir ~(i)jifii U/TW61J)Ltl61J)UJU Utr./TtrL(i)fillf51T 

ror o$r 9 Q s= UJ w p JP1. ;fJ ;D (!") Ul /6 U:. m Lll '4 Ul ~ Dll Gir C6 ~ (i;J 4 om- C!:P J!)l611 fill i:!J,d; 1P1 
/i1 tD_a;ci; C6tr~&J(] (!!jt.i:J. 

fiiJ (!5 GYftfill fiiJ (!5 fo 16 UJ 8; C6 OL.... &i.. L.... Lo.'t.i:J Gfj) tt-G 6U oil 6rf} ~ UJ 8; C6 GWT (j) tC- (j) w ~ ,;
f6W ~air 6lJ,. tiJ 8; C6 u Q u jJC: (!!JW, C6 IT &lJ 8; C6 fi) /TfilJ &r 8; C6,. SJ)JLD (] u JI)J (;) u J!)J (]fill tr Ul 

fiT QST Lll ~ iP 16 fill (] u,. G'J ) ""'&r 6lJ (!5 w Lll 8J (!J Lll,. .fP/ ~ ~ &r IJJ tR, 16 w ~ w 4 8; 

C6 IT r6J 8j &rr ; L.. It- f!... G'J ~ &r p; pi 6ir U/T fill fill (!5 IJJ,. .fP/ ~ 6IJ) /jJ 8; $ w (!!J air. f)GYR fiiJ (!5 &rr 
QD ~ 8; (!!) f1i fill(] U IT~ ofD it-Q 6lJ oil GYf1 t6J 6ir a l6 tr p fD j; ~pi rL tm tm Lll t6J p l1i IT oW U tr ti- u IT 6lJ 

~ (!5 air ; liiJ C6 u Q u J!)J 611 ,;- 0 a; j5._ .IT 6lJ sf} 6W C6 ff L.... ffl C6 ff 6liJr u tr i -<6,; p; f1i ®fJ w c$ (5 &w 
C6tr GiiJr U IT ff. 
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61i!UJ-Q 6ll orr 6Yfl G:J UJ 67JT U Q U .fP/ Ln ~ 6isr ~ fL 6l) fa ~Ni Q 5 61> 6l) IT Ln 6T (bJ j; j) UJ Ln Lf &/ 67JT 

6ll tD 6lf'J fD 5 C: & 6114rtE 6isr ; C: & 6i5r Lfl C: '& I 

"tSIJT IT ff j; fD &,. Q lF til ILJ tlu $ srr"-U IT 6lJ 6lJ !/) u9 6t) Q lF 6t) 6l) IT fo (!!j cE r$ U U IT .§1 

$IT&JGI>. 

"fD6llillUJti;.fP!tiu&oir"--p;rrin Go:tilf!i, t9pff' Qo:ti.Jp;, Qo:tiltLfw urr6ll8= Qo:UJGI> 
&f58i0!Ju chrrUJ8=€ilfofDin . 

.${ Qsr 3wr u5J 6isr UJ IT YJ @})1 Lf.}6Jf/ UJ fl6G:J lF ff 6t) Q lF Q} u5J 6-.J (] 5 LJ~6isr fD fD ff? () 6lJ 6i5r (bJ 

(] 8i rr ?1otr ;f/61J) fD (] QJ rD .!PI tiu 8i orr ! ! fL 6l) $ Ln fL til UJ 6lJ tP ~ o0
o t;) f1i rr 6isr (] fD . Q fD 6YFI t..f} 6in ! 

< §j,!J]IT ~ 11i8iiT llilT~@GlfurCil 6l919rr8: Gc:nu~ 6l5\mt.Ot.Sl' 

WISE 

SAYINGS 

EVERY language has its own proverbs, those short pithy sayings that are used by one and 
all, the learned as well as the ignorant, though they have been aptly called ' the 

philosophy of the illiterate '. 

'Familiarity breeds contempt '-so we are sometimes inclined to groan when our friends 
toss proverbs at us-but, commonplace as they are, they compress into very few words a 
vast amount of wisdom born of old experience. 

It is interesting to compare the proverbs of different tongues and countries and to see 
how very similar are the ideas in spite of the differences of life, background and expression. 
Here are a few taken at random from some of the languages spoken in our College. 
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An ounce of practice is worth a ton of preaching. 
L' exemple vaut mieux que la parole. 

Go:rriv~JfliiiN UJ,rtrBi(!!jlL <DT~/LJ~ ..$fll1U6JJ.n . .iJ 

G o:,r !iN ro£1 lU au om-=r Ln G o:IU !iN 

~~;r~~<6ViT~I 
lfU~ If!~~ ~~ ~t ~t I 
l:f~ ~<:r~fii" <F.~~ ~&:!ClVi: II 



Where there's a will, there's a way. 
Vouloir, c'est pouvoir. 

LD~ t£)(!!jli; /SIT~ LDIT/f d;a;C!:fldM-0. 

:srm :q]{i q&_f ~l{i I 

~tiliff 8FTfaol ~~ I 

Speech is silver, silence is golden. 
La parole est d'argent, et le silence est d'or. 

UJIT" 8$1T6ll!T !TIT u9SJJLD (1J!T<J;ff d;a;. 

ij<i!' ~~~I~ l 

:sr<il'lif Sf} ~~ 'T.r~ ~ I 
m.r ijqf~ijll:fcii 1 

~fij: Si~ fire~lfqur: II 

Like priest, like people. 
Tel pere, tel fils. 

f5rTmUJLJ Clurr<N ,9@-&r,-; .!Pff~u Clurr;;v () <r'biv 

Grijf ~1;;r1 ijijt Si::ii"T ' 

~~ ~l::ii"T ijtif Si::ii"T: I 

Do as you would be done by. 
Faites a autrui ce que vous voudriez qu'on vous fit. 

iiB&ln- ~5/Jlf5tiJ,$@JW ~&ln- J1JP1uu.rrw 
%J &1n- iiB 51Jl/5 j; ;!IHillW ~ ~ dJ{.4JlU urr oUr-. 

~ijl ait<:JT ~ijl <fiTal I 

~~\I~~TI 
Gttrl ijijfq 8lrf.f ijl~ ~if! :q~' 
~ijr arrq +ft cRt 1 

m <:J:a~r ~ a~r 8lR"tl: u 

Familiarity breeds contempt. 
La familiarite engendre le mepris. 

utpa;Lj utpa; urr~U:J yorfl.i(:!!jLD· 

~ <f?r ~off ijJOT <ii'\FI\ I 

8lfclm:'"I"<:JI~<&ff I 
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Practice makes perfect. 

C'est en forgeant qu'on devient forgeron. 

fiJji~rT(!;PLD ~q,uuf:Pdie;t:D, Gle=riJ;fDLi}C!:ft:D fli,ri.Juf:Pdifi>LD_. 

rfii,<Sf5 fli~L-ILJLD fli~L-UUf:Pdie;t:D. 

Cf.Tti iff ~ Gf.I'RII ~ I 
Cf.m Cf.Tii cf.t fB'~I<:'IT ~ I 

ar-r~m f<fr:T ~ ~ 

a:{~l~ ij a:{~TIJir II 

Man proposes, God disposes. 

L'homme propose et Dieu dispose. 

f1i rr Gl LI:Jrr 6irr 4J1 rfiJ &rr $ e; Gl f5 i.; 6lJ LD ~ 6irr ,gJJ rfiJ &rr di (:!JUJ, 

it~ +A f.~ aiR t \11~ ~ if.f ~ all~ I 
6l~m Rf~ac1 cr.1£r ~<i~ f-if;:a~ 11 

Union is strength. 

L'union fait la force. 

~;D.3Jl~LIJC11LJ Ur$l)LD. 

~OT~W~~~ 
~aTi:t~~l 

f.t~ +l&:~ll. II 
SWllil'Jiffq <ll:qffl ~: cr.M-~nfqcr.r 11 
~: ~<iiJIIJ~: ~;:~ ii~<\f;:q;:r: II 

After a storm comes a calm. 

Apres la pluie le beau temps. 

Lf1L1~di(:!JL1t96irr ~~LI:J~. 

~ oft~ ~ ~(:'[ ~' ~ oft~ wa ita I 

~\1 ~ >i~l f.\fB' af<{cr, ~ iTa f.{q-\1 ~ u 
~~~~.{( !J~!flifcl ~:~~iir'f.Jroci'l C!l 1 

ifiri{~qft: 1<f ~I ~iii~ II 



Smooth runs the water where the brook is deep. 

Il n'est pire eau que l'eau qui dort. 

(5~,1?(5LLD an..f6f!irr(i)Lil, &~fD(5L-LD /fi::f!!jLDLJrr .§J. 

at~\? omu i§(i5'ficr ~RJ, ~er ~ 3~ ~ 1 

~ m:~ if qqfcl 

~ <irfflJ f.'r:~~ ifor:r: I 

ifi:<~) ~fcl if ~~ 

~ if ~: <ro~cr 11 

Time and tide wait for no man. 

N e remettez pas a demain ce que vous 

pouvez faire le jour meme. 

5JWClfD Ga=ti..J.$; fTiWCllD Ga=i.us, 

(;®<in"ClfD Ga=ri.J.$; ~wClm- Ga=ri.Js;. 

GI(.!5;J"it(i5 ~+r:f Cfil ~<it~ I 

if Cfjf~ ~liflfcl 

fcli mit~~ 1 

atcr: ~: q;zyr1~Jiir 

!i1.!T~~iif !f~~ 11 

Make hay while the sun shines. 

II faut battre le fer pendant qu'il est chaud . 

.$ rr ,iJ.ff)Jirr w C1 u rr C1 ;f1i 6 ,iJ p .$ G a; rrorr. 

~ ilm if &:1~ l:fTifl 1 

~~;ft ~ ~) ~~~t II 

Prevention is better than cure. 

Mieux vaut prevenir que guerir. 

G ww w ti, w (!!j (i} fD f!i ,iJ (5 (!;Par(} m ~ '&wrCl u rr L-C1 6l1 rdM(i) til. 

~ ~ GF<fl<l ~~ I 

Sl~il~ltl;,~~ 

l\!l~m;f <it II 

:'J? 



Misfortunes never come single. 

Un malheur n'arrive jamais seul. 

ULLBirr<DBCJOil u~L.O; GBit..:...L0!jf.9-CJ1L1 GBi~LD. 

orfr<fi if Ol!G'l ~~ I 

fm:sq.r~: ~~cf';(l II 

~~. ~~if~IRt II 

A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush. 

Un tiens vaut mieux que deux tu l'auras. 

(lj,r&rr$0!)~ fiii~$1/D u6\Jrruutp,i~.§J)JLD 

{iJ ~ 6ro pui; 0!j;i j6: 6ir {iJ fD 8i w rr u u y; i..O {1j iu~MJ .tfiJ . 

sntft mG" ~RT <fit 1:11~t sntft ~ if ~~~ trr~ 1 

'fi~iJ m+JQi~ W:~+flifl~ ~~II 

m:~~:ll 

Nothing venture, nothing gain. 

Qui ne risque rien n'a rien. 

urr(i;J uL_t_rriv u6\J~ p_<OiJr(jj. 

~qJ 'fiT ~ ifqJ I 

~if ~ ~lff;q mtiur if ~~= 11 

~IAA ~IS[fij~ ~~1ft: II 



SOUVENIRS 

FLOC ! Floc ! Floc ! Ia pluie chante au dehors, accompagnee du sourd grondement du 

tonnerre. Bercee par Ia musique de Ia nature, je donne libre cours a mon imagination 

qui erre a travers le temps et I' espace ... 

Soudain, plus rapide que Ia lumiere et le vent, elle a parcouru de longues annees et de 

grandes distances et hop ! Ia voila qui me transporte au temps de mon enfance, dans mon 

pays natal ! 

Mon coeur se gonfle ... J e vois devant moi une petite creature toute jouffiue, haletante 

apres des courses folies avec ses freres, soeurs et camarades, aux yeux grand ouverts, sem

blables aux prunes et respirant Ia lumiere, Ia vie, Ia joie et le bonheur ! Juste le temps d'une 

petite seconde, elle me permet de !'envier, cette enfant, puis Ia voila, emelle, qui tourne le 

dos et s'enfuit en riant, et mes camarades sont a ses trousses en criant ... 

Les lieux temoins de nos jeux d'enfants defilent alors sous mes yeux. La grande maison, 

qui vit mes premiers pas tremblants et qui a protege mon enfance, se dresse devant moi tel 

un gendarme et semble me reprocher de l'oublier parfois. Voici le grand jardin a sa gauche. 

Un immense banian·, baigne de solei!, se dresse majestueusement au milieu. Le ciel bleu se 

dessine a travers son feuillage traverse par le solei!. De hauts papayers elancent leurs troncs 

cremes, couronnes de feuilles dentelees qui, par moments, nous permettent de voir les lourds 

fruits dores. Un vent Ieger trouble leur immobilite et les arbres ainsi caresses remuent 

l'ombre a leurs pieds. La lumiere dore le gazon, le parfum des fleurs embaume !'air, les 

oiseaux chantent sous la ramee, les insectes bourdonnent, l'abeille prepare son miel, !'enfant 

gazouille ... Tout vit, tout remue .... 

C'est une vue generale de la ville que j'ai devant moi, maintenant: les rues goudronnees 

bordees de larges trottoirs, bien droites et qui se coupent a angle droit ; les ecoles que nous 

frequentions, les beaux jardins d'enfants, le marche et son eternel tapage de sabots mele 

aux sons des voix ; la grande cathedrale au haut clocher ou se cachent nos cheres cloches 

aux sons carillonnants, puis au loin, comme un ruban bleu, la riviere qui coule paisiblement. 

En moins d'une fraction de seconde, je me trouve au royaume Khmer. C'est encore 

une vue generale de Ia capitale qui s'etend devant mes yeux avec ie haut Phnom au centre, 
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mais c'est le long des quais que mon imagination se prend a flaner, contemplant au loin le 
soleillevant. De ses rayons d'or l'astre du jour embrase le palais; au-dessous, le Mekong 

le reflete, tel un miroir eblouissant. Les sampaniers qui vont glissant au fil de 1' eau dessinent 
derriere eux un sillage don!. Plus loin, une jonque ventrue se traine sur les flots et j'entends 
sa sirene rugir d'une voix enrouee. Les pecheurs reprennent leur poste. L'un debout sur 
sa barque, jette son filet. L'autre, plus patient, tient sa ligne tremblante et sur l'onde la 
suit. A droite est la maison flottante, ' demeure du roi ' pendant la guerre. Le long du 
rivage sont alignees des barques commerc;antes, pleines de legumes, bananes ou poissons 
sees. Des laveuses arrivent a la file. Les baigneurs contents de se trouver dans cette eau 
fraiche ont peine ala quitter. Je tourne la tete, et je vois la capitale. Les beaux jardins du 
palais font face a la riviere. L'herbe est fraiche. Les plates-bandes sont fleuries. Dans 
les rues les boeufs sont atteles et les charrettes defilent .... 

Ainsi, gofrtant avec une grande joie la beaute de la Nature, je tressaille tout a coup en 
entendant un bruit formidable. Tournant Ia tete, je vois a travers Ia fenetre, un eclair dechi
rant l'obscurite. Mais pourquoi ces tenebres au dehors? pourquoi ce bruit d'enfer et 
pourquoi mes mains sont-elles glacees ? Comme le siffiement du vent est terrible a ecouter I 
Alors, doucement, une voix qui se fait a peine entendre me dit : ' Ma mie, il est temps que 
tu reviennes ala realite. Ferme done les valets pour que l'eau de pluie n'y entre pas'. 

Alors, toute confuse d'avoir ete si absorbee dans mes idees, je quitte rna place, mais 
ce n'est pas sans un long soupir que vite je renferme dans une petite cavite de rna 
memoire mes chers I Souvenirs , . 

GISELE IGNASSE 

I B.Sc. 



LES BIZARRERIES 

DE LA LANGUE ANGLAISE 

CHAQUE langue a ses nuances et ses bizarreries qui n'etonnent pas l'enfant du pays mais 

frappent et rebutent l'etranger desireux de l'apprendre. La langue de Shakespeare a aussi 

ses particularites etranges qui me furent un veritable casse-tete avant que je ne fusse initiee 

a ses mysteres et a ses beautes. Me voila, un livre a la main, et lisant a haute voix mon voca

bulaire: 'pale '-je prononce le 'a' a la franc;aise. Helas ! je provoque les eclats de rire 

de mes compagnes, ' a ' doit etre prononce comme ' e '. Lisons main tenant le mot suivant 

'father'. Je deviens audacieuse et je lis d'un trait, prononc;ant sans la moindre hesitation 

'fedeur '. Mais qu'est-ce que j'ai done dit? Nouvelle crise d'hilarite!.... C'est que 

cette fois il fallait prononcer le ' a ' de father non plus comme ' e ' mais comme en fran<;ais. 

Pourquoi ' a ' se prononce-t-il done tantot ' e ' et tantot ' a ' ? 

'i' me donne egalement du fil a retordre. What a fine weather I . . . Naturellement 

je prononce le ' i ' de ' fine ' a la franc;aise et de nouveau me voila la risee de la classe ... ! 

'Pigeon '. Attention, cette fois il faut angliciser, je lis 'paigeon ', vraiment je n'ai pas de 
chance, cette fois le i doit se prononcer exactement comme en franc;ais. 

'0' n'est pas moins difficile. 'Cover'. Pourquoi 'o' se prononce-t-il done' keuver' 

et non 'cover'. C'eut ete plus logique. Helas la logique n'a rien a faire avec les bizarre

ries linguistiques. 

La langue franc;aise a aussi ses mysteres. Pourquoi : ' les poules du couvent couvent
elles ? '-Pourquoi: ' Nos fils ont-ils casse nos fils ? ' et que sais-je encore ? 

GHOUSSIA 

Pre- University Class 
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PRINCIPAL'S 

REPORT 

J HAVE great pleasure in welcoming to Stella Maris this evening our distinguished Director 
of Public Instruction, Sri N. D. Sundaravadivelu, who has so kindly set aside important 

official business in order to preside over our College Day Celebrations. We are particularly 
pleased to have him with us this evening, because of his well-known love and sympathy for 
youth and the great interest he takes in their welfare and problems. The presence of Mrs. 
Sundaravadivelu, who has graciously consented to distribute the prizes, gives us added 

pleasure. 

A new decade has dawned in the life of Stella Maris and with it the prospect of new ven
tures. The first eventful decade is at an end, a decade of humble beginnings and silent toil 
when the ground was tilled, a small seed sown, the young plant watered-all in the spirit of 
joy and enthusiasm which has ever characterized Stella Maris. From its first home in a 
modest single-storied bungalow in St. Thomas' compound, through the exciting days of 
removal to the present building and the regular annual expansions, gradually absorbing all 
available space both within and without the building, joy has always been the keynote of 
Stella Maris. As this first decade closes then, it seems most fitting to offer to Almighty God 
our praise and thanksgiving for His great goodness and blessings which alone are the source 
of true progress. 

Today we stand on the threshold of a new decade wondering what the coming years 
will bring. Perhaps not all are aware that the present building was intended only as a tem
porary home for the College until a more suitable location could be secured. Great projects 
like this require time and money and we had to wait until Stella Maris was well established 
before we could embark upon this undertaking. Sixty acres of land in Urur on Edward 
Elliot Beach had been acquired for the erection of the College and Hostel buildings. How
ever, this proposal was dropped in 1950 owing primarily to the unfitness of the sandy soil for 
building purposes and secondly to the unsuitability of the site for a girls' institution so far 
from the city. 

But with the rapid and continuous development of the College, and the further require
ments of the new Three Year Degree Course, the existing building and compound are no 
longer adequate. Extension is required in the laboratories, and in the library, which now 
contains over 12,ooo volumes, whilst the playgrounds have become totally insufficient for 
enjoyable games by the students. 
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In order to provide means for the necessary expansion, early last year His Grace, Arch
bishop Mathias, very kindly put at our disposal a site of 22 acres on Cathedral Road in the 
grounds of ' The Cloisters ' where it is hoped with the grace of God, and the assurance of help 
from our honoured guest Mr. Sundaravadivelu, a new Stella Maris will soon arise worthy of 
the great University of which she is now one of the elder daughters, capable of providing the 
students with adequate hostel accommodation, spacious playing fields and above all the quiet 
peaceful atmosphere which college life demands. 

Many parents present here this evening have known the anxiety of searching for and above 
all of paying for a new home to accommodate a growing family. They will therefore sympathise 
with Stella Maris in its endeavours to raise the immense sum necessary for the construction of 
a new College and Hostel to house its large family of over 700 children. 

Examinations 

To give a cursory review of the past year, the College has, thanks to the constant help 
of God, maintained its high standards in the Examinations. 

The Social Service Diploma Students deserve first mention, excelling themselves this 
year by securing 96% passes, including two distinctions. 

The B.A. results were not far behind. 
Part 1 88% 
Parts 2 and 3 95% 

The first group of B. Music students were presented for examination. All were successful, 
two of them obtaining a Second Class pass. 

The last set of Intermediates left behind a very creditable record of 89% passes, whilst 
the percentage of the first set of P.U.'s was 77%· But practice makes perfect, so we trust 
that this year's group will emulate the record of their elder sisters of the degree classes. 

We heartily congratulate V. Jayalakshmi on her First Class in Economics, having been 
awarded the coveted 'Codati Ethirajamma Memorial Medal ', also R. Sumathi, who received 
the ' Bysani Madhava Chetty Medal ' for Sanskrit, a medal which seems to have a special 
affection for Stella Marians. 

Sports 

The College year has been an enjoyable and busy one for the students on the sports field. 
The first event of the year was the sports held in connection with the Freedom Struggle, in 
which we fared creditably. We also took part in the Madras University Inter-Divisional 
Sports, and the star athletes of the season were Rita Devasagayam and N afia Jamal who had 
the honour of being selected to represent the Madras University in the Inter-University Sports 
held at Poona in December. The honours went to Rita Devasagayam who came third in both 
the 50 and 100 metres races. In the Inter-Collegiate Tournament we have exchanged the 
runners-up trophy in ' Throwball ' for that in ' Netball '. 
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Associations 
Enthusiasm, initiative and talent, not omitting a large element of joy and entertainment, 

have all combined to make the year's work of our College Associations fruitful and constructive. 

Early in July Mrs. Mona Hensman, Principal of Ethiraj College, delivered a most interest
ing inaugural address on ' Education '. 

No sooner was the academic year opened than the English Association seized an 
opportunity of providing all with a very enjoyable entertainment when the Shakespeareana 
Company presented ' Twelfth Night '. Its success was followed in October by another drama, 
the ever-popular comedy ' She Stoops to Conquer '. 

As months went by, Principals and Professors of other city colleges kindly came to deliver 
instructive lectures on a variety of subjects ranging from the professional secrets of bee-keeping 
to the symbols and images of the ancient Sanskrit epics. 

Music often filled the air. The truimphant melodies of Beethoven, and the mysteriously 
beautiful notes of Chopin from the West, or the powerful yet sweet Tamil melodies from the 
ancient East illustrated the power of music to dispel the gloom of dull routine, replacing it with 
a serene, unbounded peace. 

Films of many varieties-historical, scientific, musical and literary-were shown in the 
College hall. On August 3 Ist, green woods, mossy rocks and blue streams all spoke from the 
screen the same silent language to the Malayan students, reminding them of their dear mother
land whose independence they celebrated till late in the evening, expressing in songs their pride 
and satisfaction. 

Several distinguished visitors visited the College during the year. Less than a week after 
the opening of the academic year, Mr. C. D. Deshmukh revealed to the students in his en
lightening address new horizons of happiness in a life spent in the service of others. 

Professor Bennet from Oxford and a group of students from California gave us an insight 
into student life in foreign universities. 

Thus as time goes on, the student unconsciously reaps the benefit of all these enjoyable 
and instructive programmes till she gradually finds herself deepened, broadened and matured 
under their influence. 

Inter-class debates have become a regular feature of College life and the Pre-University 
students are to be congratulated upon the careful preparation of their respective speeches 
and on the active part they played in the debates. 

Rita Lovett of III U.C. won first place in the first two Rounds of the Inter-Collegiate 
English Debates, and third in the final Round. She has now been chosen to represent the 
Madras University at Waltair in the Inter-University Debates. A telegram has just arrived 
announcing that the Rolling Trophy has been awarded to the Madras team and that Rita 
Lovett has been acclaimed the best speaker. 



COLLEGE DAY 

TEA-PARTY 

AND 

SPORTS 



Gathering flowers to crown Princess Sundari in 
' Darkness into Light' 

COLLEGE DAY 

Sri N. D. Sundaravadivelu addresses the gathering 



Lz'brary 

Convinced of the truth of Bacon's words ' Reading maketh a full man ', the College 
authorities undertake to see that each student makes full use of the library. A record is kept 
of all books read by the students during the academic year, and starting from this year each 
student also keeps her own library record in which she enters an appreciation of every book she 
reads. Special books have been added to the library to meet the needs of the P.U. student, 
and I am pleased to be able to say that on the whole the response from the students has been 
encouraging. 

Excursz'ons 

In November the IV B.Sc. Zoology students tore themselves away from their absorbing 
lab. for a two-day trip to Annamalai. The Research Department at the University and the 
well-equipped museum proved of great interest, as also the Research Station at Porto Nuovo, 
and the students returned with added enthusiasm, eager to set to work again with their 
microscopes to see what wonders they also could discover. 

Socz'al Service 
The Social Service League has done commendable work this year. While keeping up 

their usual activities in the three cheris around the College, a new centre of activity has been 
started by the SocialService Diploma students at 'The Cloisters', where their work includes 
food distribution, visits to homes, the' organisation of recreation, a dispensary and a sewing 
class for girls. The separation of the Social Service League of the College from the specialists 
of the Social Service Diploma course is a new experiment, but has proved a fruitful one as it 
affords both greater opportunity of displaying their initiative and of satisfying their desire to 
give ever more of their time and service to the underprivileged. Some generous social service 
leaguers readily sacrificed their Michaelmas vacation to attend a camp organised by Bharat 
Seva Samaj at a village outside Madras where they devoted their well-earned leisure to aiding 
the poor of the village, teaching them hygienic ways of living, and trying to bring more joy into 
their lives. Example speaks louder than words, so they taught in a practical way by scrubbing 
the poor unwashed children, even whitewashing the houses and teaching the adults the rudi
ments of the three R's. They returned to College tired and sunburnt but_radiating happiness 
at the thought of the good done to others. 

Hostel 

Character training through hostel life is especially valuable to the student, if not more so, 
than the academic training she receives in the lecture halls, as has been so well said : ' It is 
in such organised social life of College or University that the future citizen can learn to accom
moda~e his thought and will to the thoughts and wills of others, to respect the rights of others, 
to be mindful of his duty to others, to discipline his selfishness, h a word, to live the life of the 
state'. It \Xas surely with this end in view that so many parents hastened this year to confide 
their daughters to our care with the result that we were obliged to open an additional Hostel 
for thirty students at ' The Cloisters ' while awaiting the erection of the new Hostel building, 
The 30 ' exiles ' were at first somewhat reluctant to leave the home they knew so well but the 
nostalgia having passed, the tables are now turned and they regard themselves as the favoured 
ones, exulting in the spacious green surroundings where they enjoy studying peacefully beneath 
the shady trees or high up on the airy terrace. 
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Staff 

It has been rightly said that a College is ' what its teachers make of it '. As the learned 
Hon'ble K. Srinivasa Aiyangar said years ago, ' It is not spacious halls, beautiful buildings, 
elaborate equipment, that make the University but it is teachers of renown, teachers whose 
mere presence is an inspiration, men who have been privileged to gaze into the infinite, calm 
and serene, all dross burnt out of them by the fire of their knowledge '. We can truly say that 
Stella Maris is proud of its hard-working staff and we congratulate them on their painstaking, 
willing and loyal service. We are indeed grateful to them for their devotedness as well as to 
the parents who co-operate so wholeheartedly with the College authorities. 

Re-organised Course 

The vitality of an educational institution depends upon its capacity of adaptation to the 
changing times and needs of the student population. The striking words used by the Vice
Chancellor of the Madras University in outlining the re-organised course, while portraying his 
own earnest desire for an improvement in University education, echoed at the same time the 
conviction of all connected with University education upon the necessity of a reform. Three 
years have passed by. The Pre-University students stood up well to the trial of a first Public 
Examination. The Three Year Degree Course with its broader and more varied range of 
subjects is to-day a realization in all colleges, while we already look forward to the final step, 
the re-organization of the Post-Graduate courses. 

There is a tendency to decry the new P.U. course. Like all new measures and reforms, 
it will take time for people to grow accustomed to it, but already the first apprehension and 
uncertainty has been dispelled. The new scheme provides a broad-based education thus 
equipping the graduate for his rOle as an intelligent citizen with wide interests closely related 
to the general problems of a cultured life. 

The present re-organized course has come to stay, because it succeeds in fulfilling its 
purpose, namely to ' educate ', and not merely ' instruct ' the students by enabling them to 
appreciate both the wonders of science and the glories of the humanities. 

Conclusion 

Happy and grateful though we are to be able to look back upon ten successful years in 
the history of Stella Maris, there is no place for self-complacency. Generous, ceaseless effort 
is still needed not only to maintain past traditions but also to achieve still greater progress. 
It is our trust in God and in His watchful care for the least of His children that gives us the 
courage to go on and face with confidence the coming decade, hoping to accomplish ever more 
for the glory of God and the good of His people. 

Before I request Mrs. Sundaravadivelu to distribute the prizes I would like to express 
once again our sincere gratitude to Mr. Sundaravadivelu as also to Mrs. Sundaravadivelu for 
having so graciously accepted our invitation to-day. 

Finally we thank the Reverend Clergy and all those parents and friends who have so kindly 
responded to our invitation to be present here this evening. 
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THE COLLEGE DAY 

FUNCTION 

The Director of Public Instruction, the Hon'ble N. D. Sundaravadivelu, congratulated 
the College on its success in the B.A. and Intermediate examinations and upon the active 

part it was playing in furthering the principles of Indian University education. 

He had been particularly impressed to hear of the good use made by the students of the 
library, having had the bitter experience of finding in some institutions that valuable books 
were not even opened. The Director humorously said that the average of 89% passes was not 
in fact Ioo% as was to be expected from a girls' College, for girls work much more seriously 
than boys. He said he had found a great spirit of devotion among the staff of missionary 
institutions and felt that the inspiring example set by the members was the most precious 
source of instruction for the students. Education did not stop with mental and physical 
development but implied even more spiritual development and character training which 
always had such an important place in such institutions. He earnestly urged the students to 
make the utmost use of their opportunities while at Stella Maris. In view of the great work 
done by the College, he urged the parents to give it not only their moral but also their material 
support, so that its excellent influence could be extended ever further. 

The Director laughingly remarked that the non-prize winners also deserved congratula
tions, for what mattered was not success, but the amount of energy and perseverance contributed 
by each one. God was surely keeping something in store for them. ' Give always of your 
best ', he said, ' to help others less fortunate than yourselves . . . . And so we shall perhaps 
see Ioo% results in the years to come.' 

In proposing the vote of thanks Rev. Fr. L. Murphy S.J. attempted, to the great amusement 
of all, including the Honourable Director, to account for the 89% successes: the failure of the 
remaining u%, said he, must be attributed to the mistake of the examiners. 

Their festive mood thus assured, the very large audience of clergy, distinguished guests, 
parents and students was able to appreciate the traditional College Day entertainment which 
illustrated educative principles in an original drama of Indian life. 

The play ' Light in Darkness ' tells the story of the good and beautiful Princess Sundari 
of Mahanadi (movingly portrayed by Elizabeth John). In saving one of her attendants, Princess 
Sundari has become totally blind, but her ambitious father, fearing that this disability might 
prevent her marriage (arranged many years previously) with the young Prince of Chota Nagpur, 
commands that the Princess' blindness be kept secret. The Princess is torn between the love 
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and respect due to her aged father and her conviction that marriage under such circumstances 
would be a cruel and sinful deception. In despair she calls upon God to help her to find a 
solution to these conflicting duties, and conceives the idea of conveying the truth to the Prince 
by means of a dance. \Vith her maidens grouped anxiously around and her father watching 
with nervous suspicion, the Princess tells in graceful movements the tragic story of the accid
ent which caused her blindness. The Prince, after his first fury at the criminal deception 
practised on him by the old Rajah, realises that the charm of the Princess is second only to the 
beauty and nobility of her character, and in his love and admiration promises with ardent 
generosity that in future his bride shall ' see with his eyes '. The Princess, in her gratitude 
to God Who had so protected her and crowned her with happiness, in her turn leads the 
Prince to the Light of Truth which she herself has found in her physical blindness. 

The play, although its setting and sentiment were wholly Indian, had something of the 
tragic theme of conflicting duties found in the Greek classics. The young Prince, in search 
of the elusive ideal of Perfect Beauty, was sensitively played by Deanna de Monte, while Santha 
Dharan brought out in strong contrast the worldly common sense of the old Rajah. 

The different tones of each scene was greatly enhanced by dances which formed an integral 
part of the play. The flower dance of the first scene set off the youthful charm of the Princess 
and her maidens; the gay Manipuri dance of Bhanumathi and Shanta in their whirling bell
like skirts emphasised the brillance of the court scene and led up to the dramatic crisis of the 
play when Sundari revealed her blindness. 

The entire theme ' from darkness into light ' was most effectiYely epitomised in the last 
dance in which black-clad figures softly rose out of the shadows with flickering lights gleaming 
in their hands. Gradually the light increased, the movements quickened and the dance con
cluded in a blaze of brilliance in which a burning flame was held aloft as the glowing symbol 
of the truth ' which is eternal light '. 

S. R. 
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A BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF 

THE COLLEGE YEAR 

A CROW'S COMMENTAY ON 1957-58 

As an indefatigable assistant at every function of any importance since the inauguration 
of the College, I am most happy to be able to publish this little Guide for fellow crows. 
To the most unfledged let me say, do not be discouraged by the seeming lack of appreciation 
of your vocal talent- with perseverance you will outlive the patience of the most logical of 
Logic Lecturers, the most prosaic of prose Professors, the most testy o.f Trigonometry 
Tutors-your cause (excuse me, caws) will triumph over all in the end. 

Let me recall then, dear fellowcrows, the major events of the College Year 1957-58. 

July 12 We gathered in full strength for the first spoils of the year on Hostel Day. 

July 

Various batteries of chosen birds launching well-aimed attacks on the 
lunch and tea ; the latter served most conveniently for us outside. Many 
of us stayed on (like nightingales, ?) to hear Shantha's beautiful render
ing of Eliza Doolittle's ' Oaow ' in Pygmalion. That's something to 
work for, crows ! 

14 It was nice to see the staff tripping about soberly at St. Bonaventure's Tea- ~ 

Party ; next day some of our Social Service Crow-Corps flew to ' The 
Cloisters '. There's good hunting, and roosting, here among the trees. 

July 30 Some carefully selected Senior Birds represented us at the Inaugural Meet-

August 

August 

August 

ing of the Associations and furnished a discreet accompaniment to the 
excellent address given by Mrs. Mona Hensman on education, and on 
her experiences in Russia. 

It sounds quite an attractive country; but there's no hair-oil there it seems, 
so our feathers would get all fuzzy. 

7 Miss G. Samuel of St. Christopher's College addressed the History Asso
ciation, but most of us were flapping round Mr. Gandhebar speaking 
honeyed words' about our winged colleagues the bees. 

14 We mingled our melodious voices in the meetings of the various language 
associations, and on 

21 we wafted in on wings of song to the delightful recital given by Mrs. Gita 
Menon and Cecilia Kurup to the ·western Musicians. . On the same day 
our migratory crows section assisted at three films on Malaya. 
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August 27 As native-born exponents of Indian music we attended the Grand Music 
Concert, but let us allow someone else to speak (for once): 

'The Indian Music Association was greatly privileged to have Srimathi 
Vasantha Kumari in its midst. The Room (o-ro) was overflowing with 
musical as well as non-musical minded Stella Marians. The autho
rities had a hard time in quietening the over-excited crowd. History was 
made when the students, especially the IV B.Sc.'s, agreed to commence 
their practicals at 1.30 p.m. itself at their own request so as to be well in 
time for the cons;ert ! 

'Most punctually at 4 p.m. Srimathi Vasantha Kumari commenced her 
performance accompanied by Mr. Thiruvellore Subramaniam on the 
violin and Mr. Krishnamurty Rao on the mridangam. The audience 
was sumptuously entertained by a two-hour concert which consisted of 
both classical and light music. It was an event which will remain long 
in the minds of those who had the chance of hearing Srimathi Vasantha 
Kumari that day.' (Uma Hariharan). 

Our Fancy fete begins 

Sept. 7 & 8 were red-letter days-the Fancy Fete for the Building Fund. \Ve had 

deputations at each stall ; Signor Crow-so, our leading tenor almost un
wound the tape-recorder. We had a m:gnificent haul from the refresh
ment room and even the fresher-crows got something from the Lucky 
Dip. 

September II Many tongues were spoken today : Sri Mahalingam addressed the Hindi 
Association, Miss Padmavathi of Q.M.C. exhorted the Tamilians and 
Sri K. S. Ramaswami Sastriar spoke to the Sanskrit Association. 

October 8 The second Term began. 
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October 

October 

October 

October 

October 

October 

October 

October 

9 A film was shown by the U.S.I.S. for the Western Music Association, while 
our French representative, ' Maitre Corbeau ' attended the add~ess given 
by Mr. Jothi of Pachiappa's College on 'French Comedy'. 

II We croaked gladly in unison with the students to wish Rev~ Mother Prin
cipal a Happy Feast. The representation of a brick made us rather appre
hensive-let us hope it will not be used as a missile. 

IS The debating season opened with the topic 'Women do more good at home 
than in a career '. Quite so, Mrs. Crow; I II U.C. won. 

:u Our first appearance as film stars, when Rev. Fr. Sarna took shots of various 
College activities. When we saw the film later, in beautiful colours, we 
thought-with all due modesty-that they showed off our stylish black 
feathers to the best advantage. 

24 Miss Bertha Hensman of W.C.C. spoke to the English Association about 
Dickens. 

25 D-for Doolittle-Shantha was proclaimed best speaker m the debate 
between P.U. I and 2. 

29 After a mortal struggle IV B.Sc. demonstrated successfully that B.A. is not 
superior to B.Sc. Don't cry B.A.'s, it's too late to change now. 

30 Mr. Bennett, visiting professor at M.C.C. from Oxford, spoke to the History 
Association, while our autonomy was most gallantly defended by Mr. 
Ramanjulu in his talk ' Preservation of Wild Life '. If there were no 
Big Lions, there'd be nobody to eat up the Little Lions, and if there were 
no Little Lions there'd be nobody (excuse my indelicacy, brother crows) 
to eat us up ; but if there were no crows, who would eat up all the nasty 
creepy-crawly things that nobody likes ? How they would miss us, and 
how sorry they'd feel for all the un-k-k-ind th-things they've said about 
us. Before we burst into tears let us go on to 

November 4 when P.U. 3 and 4 managed to coin a few choice phrases out of the topic 
' The Decimal Coinage System is more convenient than the Old System '. 

November I3 How adaptable are our croaks to both Western and Indian Music ! Our 
little contribution was loudly applauded (everyone clapped their hands 
at us anyway) at St. Cecilia's concert. Mrs. Menon, Cecilia and Estelle 
played nicely too (a different style from ours) and the Indian Music Sec
tion provided a feast on veena, violin and tambura. 

November I4 The triumph of the IV B.Sc. was short-lived-they had to give way to the 
S.S. Diploma students. 

November IS P.U. 2 defeated all the other P.U.'s in the engaging topic' Poets are mad'. 
Cowper was mad. Cowper was a poet. Therefore poets are mad. See ? 
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November :ao Rev. Mother Superior's Feast, which we were proud and happy to attend 
in serried ranks. The concert given the following Sunday was a drama 
of the time of our forefather-crows. Very nice too. 

November :&7 The Languages Associations met. We made a few busy whizzes through 
the quizzes (or whizzies through the quizzies if you prefer). 

December 3 Rita the Rhetorician was declared Best Speaker again. 

December 4 Sri Avadhnandariji of Hindi Prachar Sabha addressed the Hindi Association. 

As usual the Third Term ushered in a period of furious activity on every 
front. 

Rita Lovett presents the welcome address to His Eminence 
Cardinal Spellman of New York 

December 7 We sent Franklin D. Crow (Junior) along to Meenambakkam with Rita the 
Rhetorician who read a welcome address on behalf of the various charit
able organisations of Madras which have benefited from the U.S. Just 
think of that lovely ghee we've unpacked and all the tins of powdered 
milk we've helped to clear out. Every man crow of us endorses Rita's 
remarks. Encore ! (or rather en-caw !) 

January 

January 

8 The cultural note was sustained by a high-brow concourse of the \Vestern 
Music and Indian Art Associations, combining . beautiful slides of the 
Taj Mahal with selections from Beethoven's Symphonies. Mind you, 
this was not for every common-or-compound crow, but for a crow of 
discernment, it was a real feast. 

:&J Rita the Rhetorician carried the III U.C. to victory again with the austere 
conclusion ' Amusement is the happiness of those who cannot think '. 
So, as thinkers, we had better say with Queen Victoria, ' We are not 
amused'. 



January 28 College Day : A bitter blow 
For every crow: 
No tea or coff
Ee ! We flew off, 

sharpening our beaks for March 5th. 

February 8 We flocked to Meenambakkam Airport to wave our wings in' Bon Voyage' 
to the departing pilgrims. Our little chirps were humble and harmonious 
compared with the fortissimo cheers of the students, as the ' Constella
tion ' took to the air. 

February 13 A grand day for the Indian Music Association. We'll let Uma chime in 
again: 'It was decided to express the sentiments of love and loyalty which 
the Association members felt for their Alma Mater by presenting a Roll
ing Shield to be awarded each year to the best team in vocal Carnatic 
music. Professor Sambamurthy presented the shield to the College on 
behalf of the Association, and Sri Musiri Subramania lyer delivered the 
Valedictory Address, while Sri Ramanathapuram Krishnan and party 
delighted the audience with a very short yet very sweet performance.' 

February 19 Mrs. Charles from St. Christopher's College spoke on ' The Role and Duties 
of Women,' inspiring the students to devote themselves to voluntary Social 
Service. 

March 8 Our perseverance was at last richly rewarded ; the students were so absorbed 
listening to the experiences of the flying pilgrims returned from Europe 
that we had unimpeded priority of the tea-tables. 

And so, dear fellow crows, while you go into intensive throttle-training and 
low-diving practice for ringside attendance at the Public Examination 
Hall we remind you that at Stella Maris every Crow has his day (every 
day, in fact.) 

K. KARKAM 

C.A. W. 
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ALMAE 

MATRES 

54 

How soon the College years have passed away, 
For now it seems I came but yesterday ; 
Dear Alma Mater, parting-time is near-
No longer can I live and linger here. 

How fond I've grown of you in these few years 
Since first I came and looked through veiling tears 
At strange surroundings, ways and faces new-
So quick and deeply to my heart they grew. 

Relentless time is calling, calling me
If only it would stop and let me be. 
'Oh, just a little longer let me stay.' 
But time is deaf and calls, 'Away, away ! ' 

A mother's love, forgotten until then, 
I found beneath your shelt'ring roof again ; 
You taught me look at Life just as it is
A vital voyage to eternal bliss. 

Before me stretch the seas where dangers lurk
I must keep watch and do my share of work. 
Be still my pilot, Mary, Ocean Star, 
To safely reach the port and cross the bar. 

With thee, my mother Mary, for my guide 
I'll travel strong and happy at thy side. 
Provide me with the things I need to land 
That from thy home of joy I won't be banned. 

Until I disembark be near to me, 
And let me there thy smile of welcome see, 
There let me clasp those helping hands of thine, 
And let me hear thee whisper, ' Child of mine.' 

MAGDALENE FERNANDO 

IV U. C. 



NOMADS 

ARE WE 

yEs, indeed, we are ' birds of passage '. We are still in some measure the followers of the 
nomads. While they roam the wide desert places, we wander over our College grounds. 

Yes, our migrations from class to class are rather nomadic. Our possessions while at College 
are a few books and things to fill them with, and with these our only belongings we move 
along from class to class. 

Our point of departure is generally a class on the ground floor. We jog along for some 
time until we reach the line of taps-our oasis-where many students stop like camel caravans 
preparing for a long, dry journey through the deserts of higher learning. Others find their 
travels of greater interest for many a spectacular sight catches their eyes. 

Then we climb a narrow mountain ridge of stairs which brings us to the dining room
a room well-equipped for a good tiffin for students, and even for crows. Sometimes the 
lunch of some late-comer, hastily left outside the almirah, lies spattered around-the artistic 
master-piece of some modern old raven. 

Perchance we pass the Botany Lab. It always draws my attention-its most magnetic 
object being the blackboard. Words that extend to half its long length cry for our attention
long chains of syllables linked together-perhaps meant to be indelibly imprisoned in the 
memory. The diagrams are usually made up of all sorts of curves-which to me seem less 
like scientific sketches than a complicated quiz. I do agree, it requires much skill to disen
tangle those curves. So, congratulations, botanists, on your skill. 

The Museum surpasses all the rest : for as we pass we get glimpses of nature's Sleeping 
Beauties laid to rest in crystal coffins (my fairy lore might be a little mixed here, but you don't 
mind, do you ?) to await ' the passing tribute of a sigh '. 

The next climb from the foothills brings us to the high plateau of the second floor. 
Immediately a stranger may wonder, ' Is there a Fisheries Department up here ? ' Of course, 
no ! It is merely the Zoology Lab. around the corner. Once you get there you perceive 
therein pensive young scientists contemplating a highly scented pink and silvery thing and 
delicately dissecting it. They study it and learn from it, but please don't ask me what. 

Very often they peer through microscopes. I often wondered what could draw their 
attention so much. I sought information and was told it was a network of multi-coloured 
cells. Oh ! how I long for a peep-just to see another reflection of the infinite wisdom of 

God. 
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The Indian Music room brings back old memories-memories of early Indian maha
rajahs. Glance in there, and you will see sitting before you a typical musician of old, while 
the lecturer reminds you of some stern old maharajah critically listening to the swift, soft 
music of the veena. The room itself somewhat resembles a court of ancient India, with its 
carpeted rostrum. What more could a musician desire ? 

Next door is the parliament-tables and chairs are set for a round-table conference. 
It is the Social Service discussion room. 

Rarely do I pass the Art room, situated as it is far from my regular route ; but whenever 
I do so, even a glimpse often glues me to the ground. I stop to watch : an artist, her coun
tenance seeming to mourn some loss, while her manner and actions bespeak artistic ability, 
stands poring over her painting-a posture that reminds us of a Leonardo or a Rembrandt. 

On a particular occasion, I simply could not resist stopping for a while. There was an 
artist trying her skill in painting-a man. Well, I watched her take great pains, for great 
drops of perspiration rolled down her face from the burden of the task set before her-the 
task of painting-a man. I pondered over the sight, wondering why she took so much 
trouble in painting-a man, and my conclusion was-nil. Perhaps he may admire his self
importance in being painted, so after all her travail would not be in vain-for then her paint
ing would please at least someone, if not me. 

The Chemistry Lab. with its predilection for producing H 2 S is well known throughout 
the College, not so much for its particular importance but because it advertises itself so 
strongly. Up the stairs or down the stairs, wherever you are, the fragrance follows you like 
a faithful friend. 

Though last but by no means least-rather the greatest-is the dear old Maths class. 
Though the room be despised by some, others find therein true pleasure. Our 'graph lines 
on the board are unique. Not only are they indelibly marked on our board, but they are 
also the characteristic feature of a Maths class. While passing the senior classes you see 
therein mathematicians pouring out mysteries and meditating on the solution of problems
which no other but a mathematician can solve. 

The end of our travels finds us confined within the four walls of our class room, and no 
longer free as we were a few minutes back. Silence and attention are asked of us, somewhat 
unpleasant, no doubt, but not for long, for the end of the hour finds us again free a few moments 
to see new things to refresh our minds. 
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MY 

FRIENDS 

AS I set my foot in the library, a great noise and uproar greeted me. What was it? Oh! 
my dear little friends were pleased at my arrival and were glad to see me. They peeped 

out of their places to welcome me. ' Hello, Friend ', ' Good evening, Friend ' and similar 
greetings welcomed me from all sides. From one corner ' Hamlet ' and ' Macbeth ' called 
out to me to come to them. Suddenly out of jealousy came ' Lucy Gray ' and ' Julius 
Caesar ' to complain that I did not come to them. All a~ound I was surrounded by my friends. 

It is my world of pleasure and pastime. These friends are my constant consolers. In 
solitude or despair, depression or sorrow, in every mood these little friends keep me com
pany. There are two types-the friends of the hour and the friends of all time. There are 
good friends of the hour and good ones for all time ; there are bad friends of the hour and 
bad ones for all time. The good friends of the hour are simply the useful or the pleasant 
friends with whom we cannot otherwise converse. They are sensible, good-humoured, witty
the bright companions of my travels who tell me lively stories. 

Other friends tell the real facts-these are my life-time companions. 

I have all sorts of friends-friends of joy and sorrow, of solitude and bliss, of adventure 
and passions and many other types. The mo!lt intimate of these are fiction, novels, poems 
and biographies. Each friend has a little house of his own. They stay there until I come 
and take them out. In one house live my friends the poems. Rarely, however, do I vi11it 
them ; more often I drop in on the dramas. 

My most familiar friends are novels. I always pay them special attention because they 
give me light recreation from my serious work. They help develop my character to a great 
extent. Their speech is easy, flowing and idiomatic. Their conversation reflects the style 
and language of the highest circles of society. Their greatest value to me is perhaps in the 
fact that they give me much useful information : accounts of the social life of different peoples, 
descriptions of events of history, teachings of life and experience, descriptions of places and 
of natural scenery and important incidents of life and society. Thus they present to me a 
wide record of life. 

Next come the prose friends. But my most revered friends are the biographies, which 
I consider as my elders. Their value is nigh inestimable in the moulding of my character. 
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Whenever I meet with difficulties, their examples come to my aid and inspire me with hope 
and courage. Truly has it been said of them: 

' Footprints that perhaps another 
Sailing o'er life's solemn main, 
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother 
Seeing, shall take heart again '. 

Thus these friends show the right way of life. All these are my loyal friends with whom 
I converse daily. I share delight with them in joy and seek relief from them in 10orrow. They 
are most useful guides and incentives. They teach the necessity and value of self-culture 
and can serve as beacon-lights in our journey through life. I love their virtues and con
demn their faults. My past has been spent with them, now I keep them company, and in 
future I shall be at home with them. 

DEAR 

MATHS 

C. PUSHPA 

I B.Sc. 

I can just imagine the rea~er hur~ie~ly calling friends to jeer at t~is to?ic. B~t you . d~n't 
·want to be accused of bemg preJudtced, do you ? Then, read thts pratse, for mdeed tt ts a 

·eulogy of maths, mind you, not an essay, as our sentiments towards writing or reading essays 
·are-careful, there's that bias showingagain. 

How mysterious maths is ! It almost seems created out of nothing into something, 
a power only God has. \Vhy that question mark on your face, dear Reader ? A simple 
explanation will enlighten you. After all, what is zero ? We cannot give a definition of it. 
yet, what a strange sensation its presence creates in us, as for instance in numbers like millions, 
which surpass our imagination ; and, under the present circumstances-in exams. How stark 
naked the value of zero then appears to us. What power that insignificant zero possesses 
in the field of life. How quickly we get through the problems containing any number of 
'leros. See, it can either be nothing, of no value at all, or something very great, of infinite 
value, so to say. What a paradox ! 

Maths is a most practical subject, a science which requires no elaborate buildings, no 
laboratories, nor that expensive, elegant, queer and mysterious apparatus necessary for 
physics or zoology. What is necessary for children is provided in a small box, which comes 
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handy not only in school, but even in college-if one ever gets the chance of enjoying college 
life. 

Thus it is not a costly science. How strange !-considering that it is so rich-in either 
way-quantitatively, or from the number of dependent sciences. You can name any mimber 
of these sciences. Now do you see that if you did not know how to count ... ? 

This humble science, which is generally hated by any child, anywhere, is the simplest 
of all the material sciences. A simple practical example will help you understand. It is 
very difficult to obey the simple laws, for instance to be obedient ; yet, knowing that God 
will bless us indirectly, we can bend our minds to carry out the same. In like manner, maths 
has its foundation based on addition, subtraction, division and multiplication. If this is 
mastered early the full course is comparatively simple. Just as the mastering of the moral 
laws makes a man into a God-loving citizen, so also the conquest of maths transforms a 
student into a maths-lover. 

This fundamental knowledge, taught by our mothers, about maths-those I, 2, 3's-is 
like a shadow, inseparable from life. Also those letters which we learn on entering school, 
those a, b, c's, play a great role in one of the branches of maths-algebra. At once, there 
rings in my ears that oft-quoted phrase, ' Algebra is like a zebra '. What connection algebra 
land zebras have, or the origin of this phrase or whether the animal has any knowledge so that 
it can be compared to algebra, all these are left to the readers to ponder. 

Even music, that fine art, unconsciously borrows arithmetic. Especially western music 
w~uld be at a loss if there were no scales. Just tune in on a popular song and watch the 
feet go tap, tap I, 2, 3, tap, tap-. Then for games, the runner is in great expectation to 
know the distance, measured in metres or miles. See how his face beams on ha,ving broken 
the record by a number of seconds. 

Practically, the simplest part of maths is quite popular with everyone, particularly stud
ents. Do you agree ? No ? Well, just from your own experience-when classes seem 
boring, or when you feel hungry, don't your eyes search eagerly for those oblong, oval or 
round objects on the wall or your arm ? Are not those forty-five minutes a domain of maths ? 
Or when you have to write pages and pages on some essay question, don't you bless yourself 
for having learned how to count ? There you are ! I can see the twitch of mirth on your 
lips. And when they have to be corrected, a sudden pang of stark reality must surely grip 
the heart of the examiner. How bitter, she feels, it is to correct tons of books on the same 
dry essay question. 

The reader is probably beginning to feel a similar pang that this praise of maths might 
become infinite too. Now, doesn't the word infinite strike you ? Whenever we do the be
loved Binomial Theorem, where we have to sum up to infinite, our minds are at a loss to 
imagine what it looks like. What it is will be known only to the Infinite. 

R. JAYALAKSHMI 

I B.Sc. 
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PRAYER 

OF A CHEMIST 

6iJ 

Lord to Thee I humbly pray, 
Who art my hope, my only stay. 
Lord, to Thee I trusting plead
Thou art my help in every need. 
0 may I never rest until 
From Thee all sweetness I distil. 

Help me weigh life in a balance sure, 
Dissolve me in love's solvent pure ; 
And from my soul to make it fair 
Help filter off with greatest care. 
Th' insoluble fear and pride so vile, 
The particles that me defile. 

Let every thought of mine I pray 
Be mixed with feelings pure and gay 
May every little speech of mine 
With truth and beauty both combine, 
A compound that reaches all round 
To hearts grown heavy or unsound. 

Grant, since my deeds are well exposed 
To Thy pure glance, they be composed 
Of elements both rare and free-
Of honesty and charity. 
May all I do be love compelled 
And from it have all hate expelled. 

My instincts, Lord, how can I be 
Pure, good and true unless they be 
Subject to sublimation fine ; 
By this phenomenon divine 
I really may uplifted be 
To planes of true humanity. 



INDIAN:TREES 

AND PLANTS 

Lord may I thus for ever dwell 
With Thee above. 0 who can tell 
What glories, I wlth Thee shall share 
In heavenly realms exceeding fair ? 
But Lord I cannot soar so high ; 
Thou knowest well the reason why. 

With many sins I'm burdened here 
To rise to Thee and dare draw near. 
0 may r be like flaming gas, 
That longs to rise and ever has 
The power in higher realms to be, 
Absorbed, occluded, Lord by Thee. 

MARY CHRISTODOSS 

III B.Sc. 

THE land of India is clothed with beautiful forests of great economic value and it would 
take volumes to describe all the important trees and plants grown throughout the Peninsula ; 

consideration of some of the principal ones will, however, give some idea of the immense 
variety of foods, _fibres, wood and commercial products derived from them. 

Although not indigenous to India, the ' Hevea Brasiliensis' or para rubber tree-is suc
cessfully cultivated in parts of Madras State. This tree grows to a height of 6o-1oo feet and 
lives as long as zoo years. It is propagated from seeds and begins to yield the milky juice 
known as 'latex' from its eighth year. The most common method of tapping is the 'half 
spiral-cut ' : a thin slice of bark is removed and the latex drips into a cup placed underneath. 
The latex is collected each day, purified and made to coagulate by the addition of chemicals. 
The spongy mass is then pressed between machine rollers under running water and put into 
various commercial forms such as crepe, smoke sheets, blocks etc. The rubber is then dried, 
ready for conversion into industrial products. The seeds of the rubber tree yield an oil 
suitable for varnishes. 

One of India's most famous hard-wood trees is the 'Etectona grandis ' or Indian teak. 
The trees are large, ash-coloured, with a scaly bark. They flourish on the banks of the 
Tapti and Godavari Rivers and are common also in Malabar and Bundlecund. They are 
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the most valuable of all the timber trees of the Indian peninsula on account of their strength 
and durability. This exceptional durability is due to the oily or resinous character of the 
wood and to its great density which makes it resistant to the attack of white ants and dry 
rot. Teak-wood is in demand for all kinds of solid construction of ships, buildings, furniture 
etc. At the cutting season the trunk is sawed through just above the roots and the tree 
trimmed into shape ; it is then dragged by elephants to the banks of the rivers and floated 
down to the sea and prepared in the coastal timber-yards for export. A purple colour is 
extracted from the tender leaves as a dye for silks and cottons. The flowers boiled with 
honey are administered as a treatment for dropsy, while an ointment made from the fruit is 
applied in skin diseases. 

' Santalum album ', common in \Vynaad and Mysore is another valuable tree which 
yields the sandalwood of commerce. The outer sapwood is white and scentless whereas 
the inner heart-wood is yellowish-brown or red and, being strongly scented, is in great demand 
fo~, carvings and perfumes. Sticks of sandalwood are often burnt in Indian temples and 
houses to make them sweet-scented and to keep away insects. Sandalwood powder is sup
posed to possess sedative and cooling properties and is prescribed for fevers. Large quan
tities of sandalwood oil, extracted from the wood, are exported annually from Madras. 

It is said that the excellence of the coffee plant was first discovered in the 13th century 
in Arabia when an old Arab priest noticed that the monastery goats were restless at night after 
eating the berries of a certain shrub. He accordingly tried giving these berries to his monks 
to keep them awake during their prayers. Neither the raw berries nor the boiled fruit had 
the desire effect, however, so the wise old man tried roasting and grinding the seeds and 
making an infusion of them. Thus, they say, were discovered the wonderful properties of 
coffee as a stimulant to ward off drowsiness (much appreciated by somnolent students !). 
Coffee-drinking soon spread all over the Muslim world and the ' Coffea Arabica ' plant began 
to be cultivated in India, the East Indies and, later-in what is now the principal producing 
region of the world-South America. The ' Coffea Arabica ' thrives well in a warm, moist 
climate, especially on low hills where air and water drainage are adequate ; in India the slopes 
of the Nilgiris, and Western Ghats and Malabar form ideal regions for cultivation. The 
coffee-berries are deep purple, succulent and two-seeded, and when dried and roasted make 
an agreeable tonic and stimulant in beverages and medicines. Caffeine, produced from the 
plant, is prescribed medicinally in various diseases ; in poisoning from opium or other nar
cotics a strong infusion of coffee without milk or sugar is an effectual stimulant. The com
mercial value of coffee depends upon the texture, form, colour and flavour of the fruit and 
seed. 

Although many other fibres such as hemp and jute are extensively produced, India is 
particularly famous for her cotton, obtained from the 'Gossypium' plant. The use of cotton 
for textiles has universally superseded that of wool, linen and silk, and India, which now 
exports half of her cotton crop, is second only to America in the production of the world's 
cotton. The use of cotton probably originated in the Indus valley civilisation and was ex
clusive to India until the 16th century A.D. The cotton plant is cultivated in Gujerat, es
pecially in Surat and Broach, the principal cotton districts of India, as well as in the Southern 
Mahratta, Canara and Malabar, and to a lesser degree, in Salem, Coimbatore and the Tinne-



vely District. ' Deccan cotton ; is a variety found mainly in Bengal, furnishing that exceed
ingly fine thread employed in manufacturing delicate and beautiful muslins. The fruit of 
the cotton plant is a capsule containing numerous seeds ; it opens when ripe and is then called 
a boll. Each fibre of cotton is a hair-like outgrowth of a single cell of the seed-coat ; two 
kinds of hair occur, the long hairs which form the' lint' and short hairs forming the' fuzz'. 
The cotton bolls are picked by hand and the lint is separated from the seeds by a machine 
called a ' cotton gin '. The lint is then spun into thread and woven into fabrics. The oil 
extracted from the seeds is used for various purposes, and the seeds themselves are given as 
fattening food to cattle. A gum which exudes from the stem is made into a remedy for measles 
and small pox andinto an ointment for skin diseases. The young leaves and shoots are also 
used medicinally. The cellulose obtained from the plant is used for making gun-cotton, 
celluloid and rayon. 

Among the many different kinds of palm-trees of which India can justly be proud the 
most important is the ' cocos nuciferae ' or coconut palm, popularly known as the ' prince 
of palms ' because of its great utility. The coconut palm grows well in tropical climates 
on loose, sandy soils and, as even distinctly salty water does it no harm, it is frequently found 
in coastal areas. Every part of the tree can be utilised for some purpose, and as no skilled 
cultivation is required these palms provide a means of livelihood for millions of poor people 
in India. The fibre from the nut is used for making mats, carpets, ropes, cushions, beds 
etc. ; the white ' meat ' is dried and exported under the name of copra, and from it oil is 
extracted for culinary purposes, for burning in lamps and in Eur~pe it is widely used for the 
manufacture ~f margarine, soaps and candles. This oil is also given as a substitute for fish
liver oil. Other products obtained from the palm are palm sugar and the intoxicating drink, 
toddy. The milk of the coconut is said to purify the blood while the water from the nuts is 
used by brick-layers in preparing a fine whitewash. The shell when burnt is powdered and 
mixed with chunam to serve as colouring for walls. The leaves are used for thatching houses, 
the trunk is made into rafters, bridges, small boats, beams etc. The nut-shells when dried 
and polished are made into cups, spoons, baskets and ornaments. Even the roots are used 
for medicinal purposes. In fact so varied are the uses of the coconut palm that we are re
minded of the old saying by Royle, ' Be kind to your trees and they will be kind to you.' 

' Mangirere indica ', the mango tree, yields not only good timber but the juicest and 
most delicious of Indian fruits, superior in size and flavour to the peach, pear or plum. When 
unripe the fruit is often cooked and preserved in chutneys and pickles. The timber is soft, 
of a dull grey colour and although it decays when exposed to moisture it can be used for 
general household purposes. The tender leaves mixed with the bark of the castor plant make 
a remedy for coughs, asthma and chest affections. 

Among so many other useful plants mention can only be made of' Strychnos nux· vomica ' 
the wood of which, being hard and durable, can be used for many purposes-the root is used 
as a cure for intermittent fevers and poisonous snake-bites while from the seeds a spirit can 
be distilled. The castor-plant yields oil for medicinal purposes and for burning in lamps. 
The bark of the Neem tree gives .a substitute for cinchona (quinine) and its oil provides a 
remedy in leprosy and an ointment for bad ulcers. 
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Finally, the vast areas of tea plantations on the slopes of the Himalayas and Western 
Ghats, the banana plants and sugar canes of South India, the ' spices ' which in olden times 
were the most sought-after of Indian treasures, show that this land has infinite natural re
sources to support its immense population if only they were properly exploited. But that 
is rather more a problem for economists-whereas the botanist engaged in the absorbing study 
of trees and plants can only repeat with humility the words : 

ZOOLOGISTS 

All works of the Lord, bless the Lord ! 
Let the earth bless the Lord 
All plants that grow upon the earth, 
Bless the Lord, praise and glorify Him forever. 

ON THE MARCH 

MISS RAJALAKSMI 

Lecturer, S.M.C. 

'HURRAH, here is Annamalainagar at last.' It was the morning of the 23rd November 

and twenty-seven inquisitive heads peeped out from the windows of the compartment. 

Excitement ran high and eyes goggled with curiosity as we scanned the place. 

It was the previous night that we, the fourth B.Sc's, left Madras on a zoological expedition 

to Annamalai. We waited impatiently till the all-important moment arrived, when the 

train steamed in. Our attention was quickly attracted by two large placards pasted on the 

compartment with STELLA MARIS printed in large and bold letters, and everybody on the 

platform raised their eye-brows in wonder. We boarded the train, and songs, laughter and 

happy chatter filled the compartment till finally, completely exhausted we settled down for 

the night. 

At Annamalai station, we saw a string of bullock-carts waiting for us. At once we came 

to the happy conclusion that we had to travel in them, and we were quite thrilled with the 

idea. But we were disappointed when we learnt that they were meant to convey only the 

luggage to our destination. 



OUR ZOOLOGISTS 

AT ANNAMALAI 



ARTISTIC 

ENTERPRISES 



After a fairly long, yet refreshing stroll, we reached Annamalai University hostel for 
girls, where we were to spend the next two days. We decided to visit the Zoology depart
ment, and if there was time the Botany department also. 

In the Zoology museum, interesting and important specimens were pointed out and 
explained to us by the lecturer in charge after which pencils went into action and we sketched 
several specimens. We simply stood aghast at the huge vertebrae and skull of the whale. 
If they are so big, what must be the size of the whale ! We also examined the peculiar ' baleen ' 
plates which serve as a means of food capture for these enormous creatures. The larger whales 
have no teeth and have instead plates of keratin closely fitted together and serving as a trap 
to capture thousands of tiny creatures of the sea which enter the whale's mouth along with 
water. The plates allow the water to pass out the sides but the pelagic fauna or floating 
animals are retained for the next meal. 

Then came Manis or the Pangolin, the Indian scaly anteater which is a typical member 
of the fauna of India. This animal is said to derive its Pangolin name from its habit of roll
ing itself into a ball. Manis is a clever little fellow. He can climb trees but usually prefers 
to keep his feet on the ground and his long pointed snout noses around to see what ant-hills 
it can uncover. As soon as ~n ant abode is discovered out comes a long sticky tongue which 
licks up all the ants in sight. 

Perhaps there is not a happier baby than baby Pangolin because it always rides on Mama 
Pangolin's tail, so everywhere that Mama goes the babe is sure to go ! 

The midwife toad ' Alytes ' also caught our interest. This case is just the opposite to 
the Pangolin for here the male toad carries the eggs in a jelly-like string wrapped around its 
hind legs. What a relief for Papa Alytes when, one lucky day, he alights on a pond and sees 
his family of baby tadpoles come jumping out of their eggs and swimming gaily away, wagging 
their tails behind them. 

We were also interested to meet Phrynosoma who hails from the American deserts. 
Phrynosoma has the misfortune to be given a misnomer. It is commonly called the' Horned 
Toad ' but it is not a toad but a lizard and so of a higher class than a mere toad ! 

Yet another fascinating thing was the Alizarine preparations that had been done. In 
these preparations the body of the animals is made quite transparent and the skeleton is dyed 
with either a red or purplish colour, making a very attractive display. 

We were so intent on our work that the morning hours just sped away leaving us very 
little time to visit the Botany department. Here our interest was captured by the numerous 
fossils and various uncommon plants. Finally, yet reluctantly, we traced our steps back to 
the hostel still discussing the various specimens we had seen. 
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The next morning we planned a trip to Porto Novo about seven miles away. Though it 
drizzled slightly this did not dampen our spirits. We started early immediately after· break

fast as we had a long drive before us. \Ve reached the Porto Novo research station at about 

ten o'clock and it was still drizzling, in fact it started to rain. We had planned to take a steamer 

and do some dredging of the sea, but 'man proposes and God disposes'. At the sight of the 

heavy rain our lecturers-in-charge reluctantly decided that it would not be prudent to carry 

out our plans. However, we made a thorough investigation of the research station and found 

much to satisfy our zoological curiosity. Research on plankton or ' pelagic fauna ' \Vas being 

carried out by some of the research students and they very kindly gave us an explanation. 

of various aspects of their work. They showed us numerous microscopic specimens including 

many of the larval forms of crustaceans. 

The highlight of our visit to the Research Station was the puffer fish in the aquarium. 

Mr. Puffer won our hearts at first sight. If someone should be so rude as to poke him for 

example, he gets quite irritated and literally ' blows up ' about it. He takes in air or water 

and this causes him to expand like a balloon. This is certainly quite effective in terrifying 

other animals in the neighbourhood but to human eyes and humor, it gives the puffer a ludicrous 

appearance that provokes much laughter. Thus the morning hours sped away and it was 

time to return to the hostel. 

There were no engagements for the afternoon and so the cameras went into action. Snaps 

were taken at every possible spot and, before we knew it, it was time to pack up and prepare 

to leave. Our stay atAnnamalai was over. Unwillingly we said good-bye and trudged to the 

station. As the train pulled out we craned our necks to get one last look at Annamalai. 

Though we had to leave, we left with happy memories which we knew would be with us to 

lighten the days of study and lectures awaiting us at Stella Maris. 
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.ART.ISTIC 

· ENTERPRISES 

WHAT a thrill I get at the touch of a brush ! Not a hair brush or a tooth brush by any 
means, but that brush which is the instrument of artists. Thus it is not strange that 

we art students enjoy every moment of our art lesson. 

A dash of paint, a few touches of the brush and behold on the paper appears the deli
cacy· of a rose petal or the heaviness of a thunder cloud laden with rain. I do not mean 
to say that it is merely the dabbing of colour which produces the picture, but behind it all 
are numerous thoughts, ideals and inspirations which the artist strives and struggles to express. 

The art room situated in the highest storey commands such a· variety of choice scenes 
that cannot fail to inspire any young artist. Through the window we see the daily pano
rama of clouds, the skyscapes with its varying colours, reminding us constantly of the 
Divine Artist at work. On the other side are tall trees, SQme decked with flowers swaying 
to the rhythm of the wind. 

We rush to the art room as the bell rings and after an exchange of greetings settle down 
with all our equipment around us. Soon the brushes go scurrying up and down the paper
we are engrossed in our own efforts at painting. It may be an artistic vase, or richly coloured 
fruits attractively arranged, or a peaceful landscape, a gay market scene-whatever it is, we 
are soon absorbed by- ·our paintings. Often the shape does not form itself as we desire, or 
the flowing robes look all untidy. Then cries like, 'Oh bother ! This woman's pot looks 
as if it would fall off ! ' break out now and then. It is at such moments that our lecturer 
comes to our rescue. 

Art classes are always flavoured with a sprinkle of fun here and there. If we make any 
part of the human figure out of proportion, what funny specimens of humanity we get. We 
have a hearty laugh at our mistake and do our best to get the correct form. 

Sometimes we go out into the compound to paint the buildings. It is quite a procession 
as we troop along with our huge drawing boards, mats, and so on. While we paint, many 
spectators come and gaze in wonder and curiosity. Once we went to the Kuppam near the 
sea. Having chosen _picturesque spots we started to paint. Absorbed by it, at length we 
looked up, to find the scene completely blotted out by curious fishermen and their children. 
They stood around us wondering why we had come. One suggested wistfully that we were 
drawing plans of their huts to improve them, while another argued vehemently with him. A 
few others turned out to be art critics, commenting pointedly on each of our drawings. 
Little children gazed at us with round-eyed fascination and with fingers in their mouths. 
In spite of all this we finished our own drawings quite successfully. 

.. .Th~ •. exams had begun. Up in the art room silence reigned as we painted a pretty china 
.C\lp~and saucer with a few delicious-looking biscuits placed beside them. Being so busy, we 
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failed to notice a crow peering at us through the window. Suddenly, swosh ! a dash of black 
wings across the table, and two of the biscuits had disappeared. After the crow had been 
given a send-off, we settled down again. But in a few minutes he had come back and gazed 
longingly at the biscuits that were left. This time we were wiser and chased him off. He 
darted across the room. We followed, but with a swoop he was back again, grabbed the 
remaining biscuits and was off. Well, the crow had outwitted us. We finished our paint
ings with imaginary biscuits (which in the painting did manage to look like real biscuits !). 

Thus our art classes give us joy and pleasure as we learn valuable lessons of perseverance 
and patience, and acquire a joyous outlook on life. 

YESTERDAY, 

TOMORROW AND TODAY 

Yesterday, if only you would come again this way
Then what great deeds could I achieve ! 
For you were but a fleeting day : 
Too swift the sunset followed after fleeting dawn. 
If only you would linger, linger on-
So many glorious deeds I'd then achieve ! 

Tomorrow, you are still so far, so far away
So much I'd do with all you promise me ! 
I long for you, but you delay, delay : 
Too slow you are to leave your land of dreams. 
If only you would come to realize my schemes-

MAHEMA MICHAEL 

1 B.A. 

I'd do such glorious things with all you promise me I 

Today, today alone is mine to work and pray-
Now is the only time to do those glorious deeds ! 
I know not if you'll come again my way ; 
Nor do I know how long you'll linger here. 
But I shall use each minute while you're near 
To do my duty, greatest of all deeds ! 
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DOWN THE HOLE 

TO STUDY COAL 

1 HAD looked forward to this day with mounting enthusiasm. After what seemed an eter
nity, the time had come, and everyone made a scramble for the' jalopy', by which name 

the Land Rover was popularly called through no demerit of its own. 

We went along at breathtaking speed and covered seventy miles within forty-eight minutes, 
there being no speed limit. Ahead of us loomed the shaft, the door-way to earth's treasure 
cellar-coal: which lights our fires, heats our furnaces and provides the numerous uses to 
which we put it. The formalities were gone through : name, designation, address and reason 
for going down. But there was a new regulation that no woman or child could go down. 
I told the manager that I was a science student very interested in geology and who knows, I 
might decide on becoming a mining engineer ! Won over by my eagerness and enthusiasm, 
he consented to let me go too. Word must have gone round fast. On being lowered I was 
given a running commentary on the layers of the earth-most interesting. 

While I felt the cage going down my excitement mounted. It stopped. We were about 
eighty feet below the surface. Before me stretched the main gallery. Here the air was chill 
compared to the hot atmosphere above. The whole length of the gallery was well lit. To 
go into the sub-galleries we needed lights. Since we had not brought our torches, the miners 
lent us their oil lamps. With the help of a guide I was on my way to investigate, admire and 
wonder at nature's wealth. 

The guide in turn gave a lengthy display of the wealth of knowledge he had acquired and 
of which he was now master. To show my appreciation I interspersed his discourse with 
occasional inquiries which he answered in minute detail ; for I noticed that his subject moved 
him to eloquence and made me more determined (though that determination remained only 
as long as I was down) to become really and truly a mining engineer ! 

Along the way we saw many sub-galleries which ended in a maze. The main gallery 
was about twelve feet wide and ten high, along the centre of which on the roof ran a white line. 
Each sub-gallery was formed by a pillar which was about a hundred square feet and these 
pillars supported the earth above us. Along the length of the main gallery were rails for coal 
trucks. The loading of these trucks was done by hand-labour. 

Deeper inside the galleries became smaller and narrower, and we reached the stage where 
we could no longer stand or walk erect but had no other alternative but to crawl on all fours. 

The most surprising thing in a coal-mine, or at least underground, is the absence of any 
echo. No matter how loud you shout no one will be able t6 hear you and come to your aid 
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not even the person in the adjoining gallery. Now I got lost ! Thinking I could go about 
by myself I left the others; after passing what seemed to me nu~berless pillars, the realisation 
dawned on me that I was lost. I knew screaming would not lreip. Still I moved on, un
daunted. Suddenly in the distance, which seemed to be endless, !.saw lights. My mind 
being preoccupied, I averted my eyes for a moment and to my horror saw a pair of white 
eyeballs and a set of white teeth gleaming just in front of me. A gruff voice which evidently 
belonged to the eyes and teeth asked me in Hindi with a Bengali accent, ' Kya manktha, 
Memsahib?' Panic whipped and gripped me all at once. But I collected myself and coolly 
told him that I was lost. He brought me safely to my companions ; imagine they had not 
missed me at all ! 

Then we saw the coal-hewing machine. This huge instrument sent out a saw-like arm 
which cut the coal at the bottom and moving horizontally, made an incision of two and a half 
feet. It moved again, to the top this time, making a similar incision. The boring-machine 
was then called into play; the skilled hands of the engineer moved deftly as he handled his 
instrument, and in a few seconds made a hole two feet long and about two and a half inches in 
diameter. Many such holes were made. I racked my brains wondering how they would bring 
out that solid mass of coal. I didn't have to wonder long. A couple of men brought two 
dozen sticks of dynamite and put one into each hole. Every one was told to leave the gallery. 
They lit the dynamite. There was a tremendous explosion and tons of coal lay there in a heap. 
The miners got busy to load the coal. Every cut of that machine extracts about sixteen tons 
and the daily yield is nine times that number. 

At the place of action it was hot and the air was moist, due to lack of circulation. I was 
very surprised to hear the guide tell me that the amount of water found in a single coal-mine, 
if collected, would supply a city of 30,000 for eight years. Well, I felt he had exaggerated a 
little to impress me with wonder at the realm over which he was master. He also told me that 
not far from there was another mine not in operation which had become so heated that the 
coal caught fire and the water reached boiling point underground, and now comes to the sur
face through cracks as steam. So that I'd believe what he said he took me there. Well, 
there was nature uncontrollable ! 

We had to tear ourselves away from the place of action. I was indeed sad and disappoint
ed to leave these marvels of nature. I had spent five hours down there and felt as thought
it had been only two hours. I was reluctant to get into the cage. After much coaxing the 
guide resorted to an idea which he hoped I might appreciate. Wasn't he a bit surprised 
when I consented at once-a ride on the motor-truck ! The signal was given-three strokes 
on the bell-which were answered from above, then a single one. Immediately we heard 
the cage descending. We got in and breathed a sigh when we landed on the good earth's 
surface once more, and of course we had the ride on the motor-truck-much to the amuse
ment of the miners. I will not be able to forget this tremendous experience easily-my 
peep inside the earth ! 
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INDIAN

DANCE 

MUSIC in its triple aspect of Gita (vocal music), Vadya (ins~rumental music) and Nr_ithya 
(dancing) was given a prominent place in Indian temple ntuals from very early times· 

Dance performances and music recitals were integral and compulsory parts of temple ritual and 
worship. South India is proud of the important role she 
has played in the preservation and development of our 
national music. In India music and dancing have never 
been regarded as mere items of entertainment, but have 
on the contrary, always been the subject of serious study 
by numerous men and women of our land. So highly 
were these two arts esteemed that they were even associat~ 
ed with the Divinity. 

Indian dance has two aspects. N ritha which consti~ 
tutes the dance proper and is composed of a great variety 
of physical movements and poses, and N rithya which 
consists of both Nritha and Abhinaya or facial expressions, 
depicting the mood and sentiment of the theme. Several 
styles of Indian dancing have developed, different districts 
specialising in a particular style, as for example Bharatha 
Natya in South India, Kathakali, Manipuri, Kathala 
etc. . . The dancer's training begins at an early age, for 
great suppleness of limb and a high standard of agility 
and grace are required.. Even during training the religious 
character of dancing is not forgotten according to the 
words of the Shastras, ' The body is the Temple of God 
within.' Such has ever been the attitude towards physical 
culture in India. 

Charubala's Indian dances delight 
European audiences 

The twin arts of music and dancing were regarded as a means of placing the soul in 
contact with the Divine-the Great Cosmic Beauty, beauty of form, colour, sound, move~ 
ment and expression. Such being the origin of dance and music, little wonder is it that art 
and devotion should go hand in hand. Hence we see that the greatest Indian artists were 
also the greatest devotees who poured out their fervent devotion in wonderful masterpieces 
of art. The true artist-be he musician, dancer or painter-looks upon his art as something 
sacred, through which he dedicates himself body and soul to the Supreme, to be used for 
Him and Him alone. His art is his personal humble offering to the Almighty. This is truly 



the spirit of Indian dane e and it is in this spirit that Indian classical dance should be per
formed. 

As in the case of other fine arts, there is in dance a direct appeal to the emotions through 
the sense perceptions. The aesthetic sense enables one to distinguish instinctively the 
beautiful from the ugly, harmony from discord, etc. One who dances well, employing the 
correct movements and facial expressions, loses for the time being his personal identity and 
becomes imbued with the feeling and sentiment he wishes to portray, enjoying for a brief 
moment union with the Supreme. 

ON THE ART 

OF WRITING EXAMS 

MISS v. LEELA 

Music Lecturer, S.M.C. 

EXAMINATIONS ! The very thought makes one shudder. Why are examinations 
such a terror ? Perhaps because chance plays such a great part in them. ' There is 

only one thing more equally frightening and that is to hear the results,' says one of my 
essayists. Well, which is really more exciting than the other is a point bordering on the 

,moot. 

The preparations for the exam are far more exciting than the examinations themselves. 
'You sit up late at night burning the midnight oil and in the morning when the alarm rings 
you wonder whether your head is loaded with lead and wish you were a dormouse-lucky 
thing-it hibernates the winter through. Your little brothers and cousins wonder why any
body should study so much-? They even imagine you to have become a candidate for Kilpauk. 

On the morning of the exam. things are still worse. You insist on making use of every 
single minute, so much so that when the time comes your legs go into grotesque dances 
searching for the pen, hall-ticket, etc. You ' pad ' from side to side like tigers in a cage, 
scurry about like hungry rats, leap and bound to the hall like hunted hares and whirl round 
and round like dogs with wounded tails. 

Consider the case of a twentieth century civilised adult, whose reason has not been for
mally certified as unhinged, sittjng in a chair for a solid two or three hours. As you sit there 
waiting for the question paper you try to recall to your mind some important facts. You 
wonder who in the Dickens wrote "David Copperfield?" or else you ask your neighbour, 
' Scot ! Would you tell me who wrote " Ivanhoe " ? ' 
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Remembering names for a science exam. is still worse. During the preparations you 
decide that you should remember names like ' Berberis Aristata ' by thinking of beriberi 
and Aristotle. But when you require the name at the proper time you completely forget 
about beriberi and think only of jaundice and bacteria. 

I would like to go on but ... well, toodle-oo, pip-pip ! Tomorrow is my prose exam. 

DROPPED 

STITCHES 

Now, if you find you've dropped a stitch, 
You cannot let it go : 
You have to stop and pick it up 
Or it is bound to show. 
It may not show so much at first 
But you must set it right ; 
For though it seems a little slip 
You have to put it right : 
For when it's done this tiny flaw 
Will always catch the sight. 

Now that's the way it is in life : 
An unrepented sin 
Will weaken and destroy in time 
The lovely world within. 
Thus when you drop a stitch you might 
Be searching it in tears 
To keep the pattern's loveliness 
You're knitting of the years. 
You may cover up the errors, 
But not for very long. 
So, all in all, it's wiser far 
To own that you are wrong. 
It's always best to make amends 
And put the matter straight : 
The sequences must be undone 
And mended soon or late. 

R. VASANTHA 

I B.Sc. 

M. SHANTHA 

Ill B.Sc. 
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MADRAS 

FROM HIGH UP IN THE AIR 

JT was an altogether wonderful sensation, sailing up in the air in a two-seater plane- piloted 

by my own brother. The breeze was blowing so strongly I felt it was trying to carry me 

away. It was rather frightening-all my limbs became stiff and I seemed unable to move. 

Only the thought that I was securely fastened by the belt put my mind at rest. My hair 

was blowing all over my face and for the first few minutes I just sat there wondering where 

I was. Then I heard the muffled voice of my brother coming through the speaking apparatus, 

'Viji, look to your right. Yes, farther still to the right, you'll see something lovely.' Sure 

enough, way down below me was a sight that almost took my breath away. Minute horses 

were racing across a toy-like race course. The hundreds of cars parked in the field so resem

bled a swarm of shiny beetles that I bent down further to have a better view. All the time 

I was in a dream land. I could do nothing but gaze at the various scenes passing by. The 

whole of Madras stretched before us like a plan : how small it now seemed, but so much more 

beautiful than I had ever realised before. The ' Pride of the South ' now looked like a toy 

town in fairy land. On one side the vast blue-green expanse of the Bay of Bengal shim

mered in the sun ; on the other there were squares of green-the bright green of paddy push

ing up through fields of liquid silver, the various greens of trees, and the tall, slender palms 

fanPling the huts of the poor as if they were royalty. 

We passed the Engineering College, specially pointed out to me by my brother ; the 

Governor's Residence ; the Gandhi Memorial, standing in lonely contemplation among the 

trees ; and Mount St. Thomas. The huts and buildings all looked like miniature items of 

an exhibition. Then we flew over Mambalam. My brother had already warned me to look 

for a red building, the Hindi Prachar Sabha. From there I traced my house. What a thrill 

passed through my heart when I looked at it with love and affection. We circled around it 

because my other brothers were waiting down there watching for our plane. 

The roads from high above were shiny streams winding away, with funny little cars 

gliding under umbrella-like trees. We followed Mount Road to the Marina. Again we 
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started to look tor all the buildings dear to us. Near the sea the Cathedral of Saint Thomas 

pointed up its towering steeple. The Mylapore temple with its tower and tank looked exactly 

like the ones we see in the Maravathri ' Kohe '. Then I held my breath while my brother 

tracked down dear Stella Maris. There she stood solemnly clad in grey. I could see every 

bit of her clearly. The college was almost deserted for it was a Sunday. My brother told 

me how beautiful she looks with all the students standing in lines for prayer. 

We passed over Queen Mary's College, the University Building, Presidency College, 

Basin Bridge, the Central Station where I saw the trains rolling over the tracks like the toy 

train of my little brother. To and fro they went from the Central Station. The sight I 

liked best was the harbour with its teeny weeny ships bobbing up and down. Then we went 

over the sea, actually over the sea J A thrill of pleasure passed through me. The vast expanse 

of blue beneath us, the azure sky above,-it looked as though it were all a dream. The waves 

splashed away beneath us and men on the sand looked like ants busily moving about. The 

ruddy sun was bidding farewell to the earth, lingering as if it had no wish to go away so soon. 

This reminded us that it was time we returned. On the way back my brother started showing 

off. He switched off the engine, glided down. I was so scared and started shouting in the 

mouthpiece asking him to stop. The more I shouted the more he put on the acrobatics. 

He would have turned even somersaults if I had not threatened to jump off the plane. This 

ended my unique experience in the air. I thought about the genius of man who conquered 

the air. Never will I forget that sight of Madras in the rays of the setting sun from high

up-in the air ! 

--

K. VIDYA RAO 

Pre- University Class 
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LIGHT 

AND DARKNESS 
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Light in lieu of darkness
Joy of mind ! 
Dark in lieu of brightness
Blind, so blind ! 
The light and dark are highways
One smooth, one rough, 
That lead to doom and terror
Or above. 

The darkness is seductive ; 
Light is true : 
It clearly shows each form and shape, 
And every hue. 
But darkness glitters fair 
To hide the snare
Entices till we're shackled 
In its lair. 

The light perhaps is painful 
To perceive ; 
But darkness soothes the vision 
To deceive-
And few are they 
Who won't be led astray 
By choosing restful night 
To duties of the day. 

Thus in the world's own lazy way 
The light must yield to dark; 
For one seems warm and gentle, 
The other hard and stark. 
But when to light we open 
Our coward eyes 
Then will it lead us surely 
To Paradise. 

G. THAV AMANIE 

IV U.C. 



CAMP LIFE AT 
OGGAYAMTHOAIPAKKAM 

We white-wash the houses 

and clear the drains for 
the villagers 



SOCIAL SERVICE 

' Play-Time at St. Helen's Day Nursery 

Looking after the sick at the centre 

Milk distribution at 
St. Joseph's 
Cheri 



• THE QUALITY OF MERCY 

IS TWICE BLESSED' 

THE twenty-fifth of September dawned to find all the hostelites up early. It was the 

end of our first term. Six of us rose in very high spirits because that day we were leaving 

for our first Social Service camp, organised by the Bharat Sevak Samaj. Our excitement 

began in the afternoon when we met our day-scholar fellow-campers and three of the staff 

members. All boarded the College bus which took us to Mount Road. Here our numbers 

increased and with them our excitement, as more campers and two organisers joined us. 

Our excitement reached its height when late that night we found ourselves twelve miles 

out of Madras at Oggayamthoaippakur, seated by the roadside on stone seats, in the moon

light. We felt a little lonely but a sudden cool breeze blew our way and we realised that 

there was a river nearby. Soon we saw lights appear in the distance and as the bearers of 

these lights drew near we understood that they had come to take us to the camp site. 

We followed them with suppressed excitement. Suddenly a cheery voice hailed us from 

the dark. It belonged to Mrs. Buck on whose grounds we were to camp. Our joy knew no 

bounds when we learnt that we were to live in tents and use oil lamps as there was no elec

tricity. We soon retired as we were quite exhausted after the day's excitement and it was 

not long before all were sleeping soundly. 

The next morning we were able to inspect our surroundings and a wonderful surprise 

awaited us. The scenery was beautiful. The rising sun seemed to smile on us across the 

grassy plains, pine trees swayed gently in the breeze whilst the river wound its way between 

fresh green banks, and happy twittering birds welcomed us with their song. 

Light-hearted and gay, we set out that morning for the nearby village to meet the vil

lagers whom we had come to help. The first and second days we spent taking the census of 

the villagers. They gave us a warm welcome and were as interested in us as we were in them. 

The men were mainly ryots, wood cutters, umbrella makers or cart drivers. 

The inauguration of the camp took place on the second day. It was presided over by 

the Collector of Madras. The aims of the camp were outlined for us and we were asked to 

contribute our best efforts to assist our less-privileged brothers and sisters during these few 

days. Special times were scheduled for the various camp activities. We grouped ourselves 

according to tents, each group taking the name of a flower and choosing a new leader every 

alternate day. There was also an O.D. (Officer of the Day) who was assisted by an A.O.D. 

whose functions were to see that the various duties of the day were carried out well. 
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We rose early every morning. Flag hoisting was at six a.m., followed by P.T. and ten 
minutes silent, personal prayer. We were then given a few minutes in which to tidy our 
tents before they were inspected. Points were awarded for the good order of the tents and 
also for our daily report of the day's activities. The names of the groups securing the highest 
and second highest marks were announced every alternate day. 

After breakfast there was always a scramble for spades, shovels, rakes and brushes. 
Singing merrily we would wend our way to the picturesque little village. Here we cleaned 
the surroundings of the village-well, dug pits and white-washed eighty huts during our stay. 
\Vhen white-washing the huts we were given tender coconuts by the villagers, as a mark of 
appreciation for the work we were doing for them. Making no effort to conceal our delight 
we gratefully drank the cool, sweet water which soon refreshed our parched throats. \Ve also 
gathered the village children together, cleaned their hair and gave them hot water baths. 
Most of them enjoyed themselves, only a few were afraid of the ordeal and ran away from 
the soap and water. 

The morning's hard work was always followed by a welcome splash in the river. After 
lunch we rested till tea-time when we were once more ready to resume our tasks. 

Evening never failed to bring the village children to the camp site and at the sight of them 
a wave of happiness would sweep over us. A few of us would go to the village to bring the 
more timid children to join their companions in the various games. We taught them action 
songs and games. The children in their turn danced and sang village folk-songs for us. 
They would shout with happiness and this always increased our enthusiasm so that every 
day found us more determined than ever to do our very best for them. At seven p.m. the 
parents would come to take their bright smiling youngsters back home. 

Supper was followed by two hours of entertainment organised by the entertainment 
committee. During this time we relaxed, sang songs, danced or acted short plays. We 
retired at ten p.m. Some nights the croaking of frogs would warn us of approaching rain. 
When the drops began to fall the water entered our tents; we would roll up our bedding and 
run across either to Mrs. Buck's house or to the guest-house where the organisers and staff 
members of our College lived. This adventure we thoroughly enjoyed and we always looked 
forward to rainy nights. 

Father Ceyrac, Mr. Gurjali and a few other distinguished persons spoke to us on the 
aims and activities of the Bharat Sevak Samaj. We were exhorted to do all within our power 
to help raise the standard of our village by teaching the people how to improve their con
ditions, beginning with their personal cleanliness and the proper care of their homes. We 
were asked to assist them in the creation of a better India by spreading the seeds of friendship 
and charity and were reminded to walk in Gandhi's footsteps, bearing the sword of love and 
truth and the shield of non-violence. 

The announcement of the sudden death of Sri A. J. John, Governor of Madras, came as 
a shock to us and we participated in the public mourning by holding a condolence meeting 
in the camp. One of the campers spoke of his exemplary life and the respect and admiration 
he had always inspired. The meeting ended with a fervent prayer for the repose of his soul. 
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On the third of October men of the village visited the camp site to express their grati
tude for our help. They entertained us with a number of village dances and we in tut:n 
also danced and sang for them. They also garlanded Mrs. Buck and the camp organisers, 
distributed plantains, mixture and betel-nut amongst the camp workers. The next day we 
returned the compliment by going to the village where we staged a performance for the de· 
lighted villagers. 

On the eve of our return to Madras to our great surprise a boating trip to Covelong w~s 
arranged for us. We spent the night there returning only the next morning and thoroughly 
enjoyed ourselves feeling like one united, happy family as we sat there light-heartedly on the 
beach singing. 

At last the hour of departure approached. After a final splash in the river we packed up 
our belongings and piled them up outside our tents. After receiving our certificates giving 
details of our attendance at the camp we said goodbye to Mrs. Buck and the villagers and 
thanked them for all they had done for us and for the happiness they had brought us. Soon 
the bus arrived to carry us back to Madras. Happily we boarded it and broke into a farewell 
song to our new friends as we drove away, grateful to have had this opportunity of meeting, 
knowing and helping a little these new members of our large common family. 

SOCIAL 

SERVICE 

BERNICE STEPHENS 

I B.Sc 

STELLA Maris College has always taken a lively interest in rendering social service to some 
of the poor families scattered around the Institution at San Thome. The students of the 

-Diploma- Course in- Social Service were very anxious to extend similar services to the needy 
'of the slums at· Teynampet by starting a Social Service Centre there. They got together 
with much enthusiasm founded on genuine interest, put on their thinking caps and discussed 
how best they could dispense effective services to the poor. 

This centre could help us put into action what we were learning. The needs of the 
poor families had· to be determined, a suitable programme had to be chalked out. A forest 
of hands went up to show their eagerness to visit the neighbouring slums. 

The most urgent need of these people was found to be medical aid. It was appalling 
that most of the mothers chose to ignore their children's ailments rather than walk miles to 
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the hospital. But this was only one of their many problems. All the children needed some 
opportUnities for play since few of them had any form of training or anything to keep them
selves occupied. 

One evening the purpose and help available at the centre was explained to a large gather
ing of women and children who were curious about the help they were to receive. Thus 
new doors of hope were opened to them with the inauguration of the Welfare Centre on the 
tJlirty-first of October 1957. 

Every morning at eight-fifteen two volunteers open the doors and windows of the centre 
and soon begin writing down the patients' names and complaints. They wash their wounds 
and scabies, clean ears, massage limbs and give advice and counsel. The centre is so busy 
and effective that it has taken on a hospital atmosphere. 

Eagerly the children run there each morning with their brightly shining vessels and 
tumblers for a share in the milk distribution. What a picture it is to see their little faces 
beaming with joy and their vessels glinting in the morning sun as they wait their turn under 
a big shady tree. Besides giving milk and medicine, we try to help the families by teach~g 
them the fundamentals of health and hygiene, simply and convincingly with the help of 
charts. 

The children running to the playground with balls and rings under their little arms 
are the personification of joy and vitality and help us feel very young again just to see them 
playing. They are divided into groups and we try to help each child through such group
work activities as games and competitions. 

In the afternoon girls who have no schooling receive at the centre regular training in 
sewing and embroidery work. Enthusiastic to learn, they come to class in the clean and 
brightly-coloured clothes of their own making and return home in the evening glowing with 
the pride of achievement. 

The improvement in the health, behaviour, appearance and outlook of those who bene· 
fit from the services at the centre is our reward and the spur to ever greater activity. There 
are meetings to discuss plans for future development. With the unanimous interest and gene
rosity of the Social Service students together with the efficiency of the office-bearers the 
needed funds are raised and put to the best possible use. 

so 

GRACE LALITHA KUMARI 

Social Service Diploma Course 



ON LOSING 

A DEBATE 

NOW folks, cheer up ! It isn't so very hard to lose a debate, you know. And anyway. 
don't let a few successes dishearten you. Go right on trying and you're sure to succeed

er, pardon me, I meant lose. ' If at first you do succeed, try and try again ' and all that, you 
know-reminds you of Robert Bruce and the spider, doesn't it ?-though I, for one, don't 
have any overflowing affection for spiders : as a matter of fact I have a propensity to scream 
wherever I see one, and I'd be too scared to emulate Robert Bruce. 

To resume the thread of my last remarks (there, that is. a nice phrase, isn't it ?)-as I 
was saying, to resume the thread of my last remarks-but oh dear ! I've forgotten what my 
last remarks were! 'Tant pis!' (To the uninitiated that isn't Greek or Latin, it's French, 
and it is the nearest equivalent to 'never mind '-at least in my limited vocabulary). 

The other day I met a group of individuals who were actually determined to win a debate. 
Yes, ' cheres amies ', you heard right. They wanted to win it. I couldn't believe my ears 
and they were rather upset-the ears, I mean. After all, it wasn't fair to show such a lack of 
trust in them, after they had served me so faithfully all through my long life-barring, of 
course, several experiences in the chemistry class, as for instance, the time when I heard an 
entire lecture on ammonia under the firm impression that we were talking about phosphorus 
-with disastrous consequences in the test .. - . 

As I was saying, before I wandered off into that lecture on the virtues of my ears, these 
people wanted to win their debate. They worked hard and· prepared their speeches and 
briefed their supporters and prepared to face the lecturers to the left of them and the students 
to the right of them and the Stella Marians all around them. With niany an illicit major and 
many an illicit minor, and more than a fair share of split infinitives-no offence meant to 
anyone, for after all they do say: 'To err is human, to forgive divine 1 '-So practice being 
divine everybody !-So they entered the lists, and yes, they won. The only drawback was 
that they had to face the whole thing over again, while the valiant vanquished sat back and 
took it easy, enjoying the rewards of their failure. 

I've never been able to see one of these I-don't-care-who's-their-type without being 
engulfed in admiration for them. Personally, I understand the twist-your-hankie-and
mumble-type much better-maybe because I belong to that category myself. 

I'd like to conclude with a constructive suggestion~that seems to be the fashion now
adays-concluding with constructive suggestions. They've got blood· banks and what-not 
now-what about a nerve bank along the same line ? I'd be only too willing to donate a few 
of mine. 

Anybody want them ? Gratis ? 

. ' 

K. R. SYAMALA 

Pre- University Class 



WHEN DUSK 

WANES INTO DARK 
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Dusk has fallen, 
Night will follow soon. 
Soft in the swaying trees 
Faint breezes croon; 
There on the hills of velvet green 
White woolly sheep 
Nod, nod their drowsy heads 
And curl to sleep ; 
The dying sunbeams linger 
To smile and bless 
The dewy eyes of flowers 
In tenderness ; 

· The mother bird is singing 
So sweet to rest 
The chirping little birdlings 
In downy nest ; 
The burdened hearts grow lighter, 
And soothe their care 
Where Mary's beads are fingered 
In silent prayer ; 
The sky with starry jewels 
Begins to gleam ; 
And babies smile so sweetly 
A joyous dream ; 
The crescent moon is rising
Its liquid silver spills 
Upon the sleeping, silent town, 
On lacy trees, and hills. 

CEciLIA KuRuPu 
Pre-Un£versity Class 



THE MANNAR 

FLOODS 

IT was just two days to Christmas. It was raining terribly. In the little hall of our eight-
eenth century home we had gathered for our usual round table conference. Mummy 

noticing our depressed faces tried to cheer us up. She broke the silence, ' By the end of 
June I shall be touring India.' It was a sudden decision and I laughed to myself and asked 
her why she wanted to tour India. 'Well,' she said, 'this time, God has really blessed us, 
for the "perumpogam" (cultivation) is excellent.' 

Two days passed. It was Christmas day but still the rain continued. Everyone com
plained about the sudden change of the weather. Usually December is a bit cold in Mannar 
but it never rains. In fact we could not go to midnight Mass, which I think was the first I 
ever missed. Suddenly about the middle of the day a car stopped in front of our house. I 
ran out first to meet the visitors and was glad that it was the bakery manager, for if he comes 
at all, you can be sure of a cake. But now I was surprised to find him empty-handed, and 
instead of a cake he had brought his wife and eight children. I slowly receded and Mum 
welcomed them. Later I came to know that they had come for shelter since their place was 
flooded. After some time there was another car and in that too there was another family, 
but fortunately for us they had only one child. Later they were followed by some more 
and altogether there were six families including ourselves. There was no more difference 
between the rooms, for every room was turned into a living-room and bedroom at the same 
time. Everything was topsy-turvy, and none seemed to be entirely themselves. Each one 
followed the other automatically. The children had a wonderful time playing in the water, 
making boats and all sorts of things, which was at times irritating, but none the less made us 
happy too. 

We wanted to send messages outside but all communications were cut and we were 
deprived of any news of the outside world. This lasted about a fortnight. Then they began 
to deliver messages and post by transport communications. Some of our relatives had sent 
wires enquiring of our whereabouts but we received the wire after seven or eight days like 
ordinary mail. 

More and more news came from the mainland, the part that was most affected. One 
came running, ' Amma, I saw water rising like a mountain and approaching me but I came 
running before it could reach me '. Another said that he saw elephants, wild boar and deer 
hanging on tree tops, and hares on telegraph wires ; and another said that he saw a floating 
tree entwined with snakes. The things they said were often unbelievable yet some of them 
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were quite true. Even though thousands of houses were swept away yet the flood victims 
were not left to die by themselves. Ready help came from all parts of the world. India and 
America }J.elped our district and other countries helped the other affected parts. It was a 
sight I never witnessed in my life : helicopters and planes were flying very low and dropping 
supplies. They flew so low that the crew was clearly seen. We waved to them and they 
waved back to us. Once again orders came from Parliament House for the construction of 
the' Giant's Tank' and soon everything became normal. 

The day before I left for Madras we gathered together once again after the visitors had 
left. It was still raining outside but not very heavily. I asked Mum whether she would 
keep her word. Then only Mummy remembered her trip to India and said she would. 
Papa turned to her and smiled. No one had expected that she would keep her word, but 
one day I was surprised to receive a letter from Mummy. She had really come to see her 
Mumma in Travancore. 

TOMORROW 

NANCY KAMALA SEBASTIAN 

IVU.C. 

'J'M so tired today, I will definitely learn it tomorrow,' is the promise made by many 
of our young students of today when they go to bed at ten. It is a pity that they, the future 

leaders of our country, do not realise the truth and goodness of the ancient saying 'Do not 
put off until tomorrow what you can do today.' 

Tomorrow is the day that comes after a quiet rest at night; for us, it seems so near, yet 
it is dangerously far away. The importance of not postponing one's work becomes stagger
ingly clear when one reflects on how much there is to be done. ' Art is long and time is 
fleeting,' says Longfellow, and if one is really bent on achieving something worthwhile in life, 
one will do well to remember what great minds have thought and said on the subject. ' We 
always have time enough if we will but use it aright,' says Goethe. 

The tendency to put off till tomorrow what can be done today is a serious failing. One 
never knows if an opportunity lost will ever come again. Time and tide, they say, wait for 
no. man. Shakespeare has expressed the same idea in his 'Julius Caesar': 
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' There is a tide in the affairs of men, 
Which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune, 
Omitted, all the voyage of their life, 
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.' 



Did not our saintly leader Gandhiji say on the eve of his death, ' Bring me my important 
letters ; I must sign them today, for tomorrow I may never be ' ? And indeed, were those 
words not prophetic ? 

A workman came to put handles on the doors of my house. At least, he came to see 
where they were needed and to fit in glass for the kitchen windows. I smiled a twisted smile, 
and asked him' When will you come back?' 'Tomorrow, Madam,' came the reply. And 
this tomorrow is now many days overdue. 

• And when will the bookcase be ready,' I asked the old carpenter who was measuring 
the space where the bookcase was to be kept. ' Tomorrow, Madam;' came the expected , 
answer. That was four weeks ago. Still the work has not been started, the wood has not 
even been hought. 

The tinker, carpenter, tailor, dhobi, and repairer of any material, all these have no to
morrows. 

A friend ordered some copper brackets for her walls in a so-called fixed-price, we-keep
our-promises sort of shop. ' Our promise is a promise,' said the assistant haughtily. It 
sounded heartening, but several weeks passed by. My friend visited the shop seven times 
her husband phoned eleven times, 'The workman is sick, tomorrow for sure,' came the daily 
reply. 'Why the delay?' I asked my friend, knowing the answer-' The workman is sick, 
-so perhaps I should not complain,' she said. I smiled, she is new to this country, but she 
will learn. 

I have planted a quick-growing lawn of the best Calcutta grass. ' It will grow in one 
month,' they all told me. But it is three months since I sowed the seeds. Perhaps Calcutta 
grass does not care for Madras soil, or perhaps it is retreating through the earth back to 
Calcutta. There is no lawn. But as I survey the brown earth in front of my house, the 
gardener assures me with his toothless smile, ' Tomorrow, Madam, pucca Calcutta grass.' 
I think the grass must be sick too. 

Sometime back I ordered a dinner set of local pottery in a colour not in stock. ' Ten 
days, Madam, it will be here,' said the salesman. Two weeks later I went to get the set. 
Another salesman was on duty. 'Ten days ! Impossible, such orders take two months,' 
said he. Two months later I went to the same store. 'Not yet, Madam, but look, here is 
the record of your order,' and he pointed to my original order, now three months old. It 
was no consolation to me, however. 

' I will telephone and get it by tomorrow,' came the echo as I left the store. 'At last,' 
cried I the next day, ' My dinner set has arrived,' and hastened to open the package, to bring 
out, not my dinner set at all, but four large wall brackets or vases ordered by my predeces
sor__;_who had left India a year ago ! I chanced then to think of Edward Young's words; 
' Procrastination is the thief of time '. 

What really matters to us is the present. We know the familiar saying, ' Lost wealth 
can be replaced by hard industry, lost knowledge by study, lost health by_ medicine or tem-
perance, but lost time is gone for ever.' Those who fail to realise this invariably face dis-
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appointments in life. But the word ' Tomorrow ' should not be entirely banished from our 
minds. He who thinks of the morrow is what is called a prudent man and prudence -is neces
sary to achieve success. One who throws himself entirely into the work of today has learnt 
the secret of happiness. For him the future holds no terrors for he knows that tomorrow, 
when it is bor~, becomes today for him. He is a sol<;lier on whose banner is inscribed the 
word' Now' and so he is engaged forever in performing his duty. It is the example of such_ 
riie~ that lias brought to us the lesson, ' Live today an_d t(Hnorrow will take care of itself.' 

MY FIRST 

FLIGHT 

K. PARVATHI 

Pre- University Class 

'GOOD-BYE I Take-care of yourself! Don't forget to write every week!' With those 
words ringing in my ears and tears flowing unchecked from my eyes, I tore myself away 

from my family and walked quickly across the runway of Singapore Airport to the gleaming 
silvery aeroplane in the distance which was to take me on my first trip to Madras. 

I was sad, yes, very sad indeed to part from my parents and brothers for the first time 
in my life, but as I neared the Air India International Constellation, my heart thumped with 
excitement and I dried my tears and said a hurried prayer for a safe flight to India. 

Before entering the plane I turned to look once more at the faces of my dear ones and 
I had to bite my lips to control my tears as I saw them waving frantically to me. I waved 
back and quickly entered the plane. An air-hostess directed me to my seat. I was glad 
that I had a seat next to a window through which I could see the world below as the plane 
flew. 

I was hardly aware of the take-off because I was busy fixing my seat-belt and when I 
looked out again I gasped with surprise to see Singapore lying so far below me. I could make 
out all the prominent buildings that stood out like toy houses from the island. Everything 
looked just like the aerial pictures I had seen of Singapore. 

Within a few minutes I saw the great Causeway that links Malaya to Singapore and I 
almost laughed at the sight of it, for it was just like a toy bridge. For the next hour or so 
I passed over the dense jungles of Malaya with clearings here and there showing the presence 
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of towns. The plane had gained its maximum height and so I could hardly make out the 
buildings any more. The rivers looked like white glassy snakes winding through the jungles. 

After leaving Malaya I saw nothing but the ocean below me. It was grand to see the 
masses of clouds below the plane looking like very soft and comfortable woollen mattresses. 
As time passed I noticed that the clouds were getting thicker and denser but I did not think 
of the possibility of running into bad weather. All I knew was that it started to rain after 
a while. 

I had my first experience of deadly fear some five hours after leaving Singapore. I 
was having lunch when suddenly the plane rocked from side to side and even then I failed to 
realise that something was wrong. It was when my companion next to me told me to fix 
my safety belt that I felt alarmed and quickly obeyed, asking him meanwhile what was hap
pening. Before I could finish my question the plane plunged suddenly downward and I 
felt as if I were falling through space. 

I gasped with fright and felt a queer sensation running down my spine as the plane rose 
up and up as suddenly as it had gone down. I was scared out of my wits and felt thoroughly 
shaken up and could not speak for a few seconds. I looked at my companion who was smiling 
assurance at me, saying that the plane had dipped into an air-pocket and asked me to beware 
of some more. 

Just then the plane dropped through space again. This time it seemed to fall three con
secutive times and before I knew it I was screaming at the top of my voice and then fainted 
I woke up to find myself perspiring in the air-conditioned plane and an air-hostess was sitting 
beside me holding my hand and trying to calm me. I could only gaze at her in fear for a 
long time until she managed to assure me that we were not in danger at all. She taught me 
to take a deep breath through my mouth each time I felt the aircraft going down, as this took 
off the creepy feeling of falling through space. 

When I tried it I found that it was effective. I gradually lost fear during the next hour 
while the plane kept going through the bad weather. In fact I started enjoying it, and felt 
thoroughly ashamed of having made a fool of myself. The bad weather cleared up after some 
time and ahnost as soon as it did so I looked out of the window and saw a grey streak of land 
far away. 

India I I was so excited at that first glimpse of India and could hardly sit still when the 
plane flew in over Madras and landed safely at the Airport. I was sorry that the flight had 
come to an end, but it was with a light heart that I stepped out from the cool interior of the 
aeroplane into the stifling heat of M~dras to begin a new life as a College student. 

SANTHA DHARAN 

Pre- University Class 
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A DAY 

IN THE COUNTRY-SIDE 

JT was a glorious Saturday afternoon. The sun was shining brilliantly and the azure 
sky was at its bluest. I stood looking at the cornfield below me which was a sea of yellow. 

Here and there in this sea of corn were men and women in multi-coloured clothes, all 
busily occupied. Some were cutting the corn stalks with scythes, others were tying up sheafs 
of corn into bundles, and still others were carrying the bundles on their heads to the wait
ing bullock-carts. 

My attention was involuntarily drawn to a particular young girl, a typical village belle, 
carrying a bundle of corn on her head. She had a sprightly walk and was a picture of health, 
with radiant gazelle-like eyes and tanned, rosy cheeks. Her wavy, black hair had a fly-away 
look about it. It was tied into an untidy knot at the nape of her slender neck. She was 
wearing an ankle-length skirt of a brilliant red and the colour seemed to enhance her tanned 
complexion. I feared that she would trip and fall for she was swinging her arms and skip
ping along like a merry grasshopper. 

Stretching far beyond the cornfields was a long range of green, wooded mountains, and 
towering majestically over them was a high mountain peak. I imagined the beautiful sunrise 
against such a background and promised myself to come and watch the sun rise one day. 
My dreamy gaze was pivoted back to the scene immediately below me, when I heard a shout 
and a cry followed by a series of giggles and laughter. My fears had come true-the pretty 
lass did trip and fall, and I looked just in time to see her picking herself from the ground 
with a flushed and angry look. A smile involuntarily came to my lips too when I saw the 
indignant 'heroine' dusting her skirt and rebuking her friends for laughing at her. Soon 
the normal routine was restored and the subdued heroine picked up the troublesome bundle of 
corn and went on her way. 

The sun was creeping towards the west, and soon the harvesters stopped work and were 
preparing for the homeward journey. I came down the hill and walked westwards to the 
beach to see the sun setting in the open sea. 

The sky was already aflame with brilliant colours, each blending into the other, and I 
watched breathlessly as the fiery golden ball dipped into the western horizon, bringing the day 
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to a close. Simultaneously the silvery moon peeped up from the horizon and climbed high 
up into the sky. A hundred stars seemed to be winking at me as I sat under a coconut palm 
which was swaying to and fro in the gentle breeze. The sea was peaceful and calm except 
for the gentle swish-swish of the waves as they beat againllt the sandy beach. With moon
rise a gentle stillness swept through the country-side, to be broken only by an occasional 
chirping of crickets. 'the scene was so restful and peaceful that I reluctantly retraced my 
steps homeward. 

I stood once again on the hill which I had left to watch the sunset, and looked once 
again at the cornfields below. I felt like the ' lord and master of all I surveyed ', for I was 
the only human being in the whole neighbourhood. 

In the moonlight the cornfield looked different. Instead of a bright and sunny yellow, 
it had a silvery-golden colour. A gentle breeze was blowing and I could see the ripple of 
waves in the cornfield below. The corn seemed to be relaying a sad message to me through 
the breeze. Half the field had been cut and it broke the continuity of the ' golden sea ' 
below. The remaining stalks seemed to be be-moaning the fate of their lost brothers and 
thinking despairingly of their own fate on the morrow. Alas, how could I comfort them 
when I knew that I was one among those who would be consuming them soon ! 

·An owl hooted, and I carne down to earth from my excursion to fantasy. As I walked 
homewards in the moonlight, I realized that I would not forget the beautiful day I spent 
all alone in the countryside, discovering and revealing to myself nature and the myriad 
beauties it held. 

SUPRIYA SODAR 

Pre-University Class 
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ACHIEVEMENTS-1957 

Rita Lovett 

ACADEMIC PRIZE LIST 

On the Nivedita Shield for Academic Achievements the following names were inscribed 
for 1958 and a silver medal was given to each student : 

First in Science in the College C. N. Hemalatha 
First in Humanities in the College 

{ 
Mahema Michael, 
P. Prema 

Individual Prizes 
First for English IV U.C. 
First in IV B.A. Mathematics 
First in IV B.A. Humanities 
First in III B.A. Mathematics 
First in III B.A. Humanities 

First in IV B.Sc. 
First in III B.Sc. 
First in I B.Sc. Mathematics 
First in I B.Sc. Zoology 
First in I B.A. Humanities 

First in P.U. r 
First in P.U. 2 
First in P.U. 3 
First in P.U. 4 
First in Diploma in Social Service 
Proficiency in Music rst Prize 

2nd Priz.e 

Vilma Beaver 
M. V. Vasantha 
T. V. Syamala 
G. Rajalakshmi 

{ 
Rita Lovett, 
V. Rajalakshmi 
K. R. Uma Devi 
C. N. Hemalatha 
V. Saraswathi 
Pushpa Parekh 

{ Mahema Michael, 
. P. Prema 
K. R. Syamala 
Usha Parekh 
Srilata Desiraju 
S. Revathi 
S. Chandra 
Uma Hariharan 
T. S. Radha 

Prize for Debating Rita Lovett 
Inter-Group Debate Competition awarded to III U.C. 
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III B.Sc. 
·I B.A. 
I B.A. 

IVU.C. 
IV B.Music 



UNIVERSITY· EXAMINATIONS....:....MARCH-AP~IL 1958 

RESULTS 

INo. of candidates passed in : 
No of I Percentage 

I candidates i I . . i Total of 
! sent up : First Second Third : passes passes 
, · [ Class Class Class [ 

Name of the Examination 

B.A.: PART !-English 

PART 11-Language 

PART III-Subjects 

-------------

6

58

6 

--~- --,----

1
~-~3-~--:;---r-· 74% 

6 22 · 37. 1 65 i 98'% 

B.Sc. 

B. Music 

B.Sc. & B. Music-Preliminary 

Pre-University 

.. ' 

"i 

"I 

5-t 

21 

5 

29 

277 

I 

10 IJ 30 

9 7 

2 3 

26 

33 107 71 

INTER COLLEGIATE UNIVERSITY DEBATE 

53 

17 

5 roo% 

26 

2 I I 

Inter-Collegiate Debate in English : Rita Lovett was First in the First and Second 
Rounds and Third in the Third Round. Rita Lovett also represented the Madras Uni
versity at Waltair, where the Madras Team won the Rolling Cup and Rita Lovett was 
awarded the First Individual Prize. 

INTER-COLLEGIATE COMPETITIONS 

Tamil Inter-Collegiate Competition ' Bharathi Songs ' : Rolling Cup awarded to Stella 
Maris College 

First Prize S. Vijaya Bharathi 
V. Gita 

Tamil Music Competition at Pachiappa's College : 

III U.C. 
III U.C. 

Second Prize S. Vijaya Bharathi . IUU.C. 
Sanskrit Individual Prize for Recitation and Mono-Acting competition held at Madras 
Christian College : 

S. Parvathi 

Sanskrit-Pachiappa's College Union Rolling Cup: 

First Prize in Mono-acting : 

Sanskrit-R. Krishnamurthy Rolling Cup· 

First Prize 

M. Kalanidhi 
P. Prema 

P. Prema 

D. Sreelata 
- S. A. Durga 

S. A. Durga 

· .Ino.c. 

P.U. 
I B.A. 

I B.A. 

P.U. 
l.B.A. 
I B.A. 
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Telugu Inter-Collegiate Competition and Telugu Debate, Fine Arts and Literary Association 
Gov't. College of Integrated Medicine : 

Chellakoti Rolling Cup : T. Mythili 
Varalaksmi 

Hindi Oratorical Competiti()n held by the Hindi Prachar Sabha : 

First Prize 
Second Prize 

K. Saraswathi : 
Trishla Goyal 
C. Usha 

Madras Economics Students' Convention Essay Competition : 
Second Prize L. Suganthy 

Indian Music-Law College Fine Arts Association: 
First Prize V. Geeta 
Second Prize S. Kantimati 

SPORTS PRIZE LIST 

Inter-Group Tournaments : 

lY U.C. 
P.U. 

III U.C. 
IV U.C· 

P.U. 

IVU.C. 

III U.C. 
III B. Mus. 

Netball Shield 
Throwball Shield 
Badminton Shield 
Tenniquoit Shield 

III & IV B.A. & B.Sc. 
III & IV B.A. & B.Sc. 

Cup for the best athlete of the year 
Second Prize for athletics 

Individual Events : 
Running Race 

Skipping Race 

Sack Race 

Balance Walk 

Lime and Spoon Race 

. Obstacle Race 

9l 

I B.A. & I B.Sc· 
I B.A. & I B.Sc. 

Rita Devasagayam III U.C. 
Nafia Jamal D.S.S. 

ISt Rita Devasagayam III U.C. 
2nd K. J anaki P.U. I 

ISt Rita Devasagayam III U.C. 
2nd T. Mythili IV U.C. 

ISt T. Mythili IV U.C. 
2nd Usha Mehta P.U. 2 

ISt A. Thirumalar III U.C. 
2nd Kumudam Panicker P.U. 2 

ISt R. Vasantha III U.C. 
2nd K. R. Saroja . P.U. ~ 

ISt Sarojini Palpoo P.U. 3 
2nd Aruna Viramani III U.C. 



Rita Devasagayam Nafia Jamal 

Net-ball Team 



V. Jayalakshmi 

GOLD 

MEDALISTS 

B.A. 

EXAM. 

1957 

Annie Verghese, 1st in rank 
in the College (Inter. 1957) 

now doing her M.B., B.S. 

R. Sumathi 



Three-Legged Race xst Stephanie Outschoorn P.U. 4 
Rajama John P.U. 4 

2nd R. Vijaya P.U. I 
R. Janaki P.U. I 

Discus Throw 1St Nafia Jamal D.S.S. 
2nd Joy N ayudu P.U. 4 

Shot-put 1St Nafia Jamal D.S.S. 
2nd Sheila Sukumaran IV U.C. 

Long Jump 1St Rita Devasagayam III U.C. 
2nd Evelyn Ingram P.U. 2 

High Jump ISt Evelyn Ingram P.U. 2 
2nd Melanie Noronha III U.C. 

Jump-over-stick Relay III B.A. & B.Sc. 

Staff Race 1St Miss M. Gnanaiya 
2nd Miss Stella Swamidoss 

Group Championship III B.A. & B.Sc. 

Individual Championship Rita Devasagayam 
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A SPRIG 

OF LAVENDER 

We all love Stella Maris, our dear Alma Mater. Fond memory brings the fragrance 
of other days around us and we love to linger there in our thoughts. The names of our 
friends and comrades at once excite pleasant recollection like the scent of lavender in a drawer, 
and they call up sweet memories of days, months, years spent together. To some they would 
seem like melodies of a far off time, to others they will throb with memories ~vivid as last 
night's dream. 

So dear readers, we are now going to let you peep into our old record book scored with 
the names of generations of Stella Maris scholars. 

Shall we begin, say, with those who have carried the Marian radiance to distant lands 
and foreign climes? B. Audilakshmi (1952) who has finished her M.Litt,, being now an 
expert in oriental languages, is at the University of Leningrad. Nalini Mascarenhas is con
tinuing her studies (journalism now) in America and trying, in her own words, to bring 
about the much needed understanding between the U.S.A. and India. A. Sivakumari (1956) 
and S. Sulochana (1956) went on the pilgrimage tour to Lourdes and visited many other 
interesting places in Europe. 

And now we shall turn to our intellectuals. M. Usha, ( 1955) the president of the College 
Union, has finished her M.A. and is doing her M.Litt. K. S. Kausalya and Noorjahan 
(1957) are doing their M.A. at Presidency College and R. Alamelu, K. Saraswathy and 
Mangalam (1957) are doing their Maths M.A. Violet Stephens (1957) is doing her B.T. at 
St. Christopher's and A. C. Prema (1956), P. S. Nagabushanam (1956), Babu Mary Celine 
(1956) and Saraswathi (1956) are all doing their B.T. at Lady Willingdon's. Pushpa Gandhi 
(1957) is doing her M.A. in History at St. Xavier's College, Bombay. V. Soudamini, Sadgun, 
A. Jasmine and V. Vimala (1957) are doing their Social Service Diploma Course. We wish 
all these success in their studies. 

Dahlia Wijesiriratne (1957) is teaching in Ceylon and Philomena Paul and R. Jayamary 
in the Rosary Matriculation School. G. S. Alamelu and Mary Rayar are also teaching, 
Agnes Lalitha (1957) is teaching in St. Bede's, and Rita Miranda is teaching in Darjeeling. 
Mary Manohara is a lecturer in Tamil at Stella Maris, Betty Xavier ( 1955) a lecturer in 
English and K. Chellam (1954) is now a tutor, and V. Jayalakshmi (1957) was a tutor here 
for three months. 

Miriam D'Souza, Constance Fernandez and Loretta Brito (1957) are doing a secretarial 
course and Grace Rajaratnam, the graceful vice-president of the College Union (1956-57) 
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Mr. & Mrs. Jo;eph (nee M1rgaret Paul) 

Mr. & Mrs. D'Cru:z: (nee Avril Bamford) 

Mr. & Mrs. Rego (nee Muriel ColacoJ 

Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Chandra Babu 
(nee Mary Celine Babu) 

Nalini Mascaren has with her young 
American friends 



is working in the Madras Secretariat. V. Syamala, B.Music 1957, is putting her degree to 
good use at ' All India Radio ' where she is registering music programmes. 

Nallnl Balarama Sastry, 
daughter of Mrs. Balaram (Sitha Krishnamurty) 

Finally let us introduce you to those of our girls who with Cowper believe that domestic 
happiness is .th"! bliss of Paradise :that has survived the fall. We convey to them our heartiest 
felicitations and best wishes for a long and happy married life. Muriel Colaco is now Mrs. 
Rego, Flavia D'Sylva, (1953) the vice-president of the College Union, is now the mother 
of two bonny babies. Atchamamba (1956) the vice-president of the College Union is married 
at Tenali. C. V. Namagiri brought her daughter to the Old Students' reception, K. Usha 
(1955) has a daughter, Meera. Babu Mary Celine is married and is now Mrs. Alfred Chandra 
Babu. Moira Coelho and Thangamalar (1956) and Sulochana (1955) are married and Avril 
Bamford, (1956) the charming president of the College Union is now Mrs. D'Cruz and 
is in Madras. S. Padma (1956) is married and is living in Bangalore. S. BaJa (1956) 
and S. Sujatha (1957) are married and are now in Delhi, while Akkilandam is in Bombay. 
N. Padma, (1957) now Mrs. Bhitktapriya, is in Ambattur and Mrs. Vimala Kanideva Rao, 
nee S. Vimala, (1957) has come to Mambalam. Our heartiest congratulations to these happy 
wives and mothers and to the many others who are by now in the senior classes of married 
life. 

We realise, of course, that we have not mentioned many of you-because we did not 
hear from you, not because we have forgotten you. We are interested in all you do and we'd 
like to hear from each one of you. And so, mothers, sisters, wives, ·countrywomen, lend us 
your ears !-we request you to maintain connections with your Alma Mater. We'd like to 
be in touch with all of you and we'd like to have more photographs. And D. V. we hope 
to meet as many of you as possible at the graduates' reception next year. And so, until then 
-God be with you. 

7 

V. }AYALAKSHMI 

Secretary, O.S.A. 
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Phone: 88095 (Vani Pharmacy) 

FOR Any requirements in Oil Painting 
and Photography 

CONTACT 

CHERIAN BROTHERS 
Jlrtists & Photographers 

77, P'ondy Bazaar, T. Nagar, Madras-17 
"I am immensely pleased with the work done by Cherian Bros., 
Madras- I 7· Their photography is superb in all aspects. Their 
li.ahting arrangement is as good as Cine Photography." 

=> . T. S. BALIAH 

" This is to thank you for the nice photos that you took of me 
at your T. Nagar Studio. They are well executed and I wish 
you all success.'' GANESH (Gemini) 

ANA NT 
SCIENTIFIC SUPPLIES 

(Estd. 1950) 

Suppliers of: 

LABORATORY 
REQUISITES 

Suppliers of Science Articles and 
Chemicals including Charts and 

Maps, to Schools, Colleges, 
Researches and Munici

palitie~. 

Enquiries and Orders Solicited. 

* 
7, NAINIAPPA NAICKEN STREET. 

P.T •• MADRAS 

MODERN CAFE 
Esplanade, 

Phone: 5225 
Madras 

Established I 934 
The Leading Restaurateurs & Caterers 

Undertake 
TEA AND DINN t.K PARTIES 

Catering and Platform Contractors: 
SOUTHERN RAILWAY 

Under the same Management, 
High C/ars Residential Hotels :

I. HOTEL DASAPRAKASH 
Madras, Tele: 6uu, 6u12, 6III3 

2. HOTEL DASAPRAKASH 
Ooty, Tele : 3434 

3· HOTEL DASAPRAKASH 
Mysore, Tele: 742 

4• HARI NIVAS 
Madras. Tele: 4121 

Proprietor: K. SEETHARAMA RAO 



~~~~~+~~~~4+++44:444444444444444444444 
4 4 
4 D ~ i epartment of i 
~ 4 

i Industries & Commerce i 
4 ~ 
~- ~ 
~ ~ 
4 ~ 
~ 4 
4 ~ 
~ ~ 
4 4 
~ ~ 
4 For your requirements of standard ~ 
~ 4 
4 Condensers ~ 

f Volumetric vvares :t 
f_ t :I: Ground glass wares ~ 

:t Graduated wares :t 
4 4 
4 High Vacuum Apparatus 4 
:t and all types of :t 
t Scientific and t 
t Laboratory glass ware :f: 
~ ~ 
4 4 
4 . f 4 4 and spec1al glass apparatus o your 4 

:f: design to serve your specific purposes :f: 
t if standard items are not suitable. :1 
~ 4 
4 @ 4 
4 4 
~· Please contact: or 4 
X Government Scientific I Glass Technologist, :f: 
j: Glass Training Centre, Madras-5 :£: 
X Guindy, Madras-16 Telephone No. 84481 I 24 4: 
4 4 
~~+~+++~+4~4:44444444444444~~~44 
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++++~+44+++4444444*4444444+4+4+4 
4 ~ 4. Telegrams: "OILGAS" Telephone: 55425 4 
:t Consult :- :t 
:t VIJA YAM BROS :t 
4 ~ 
4 ENGINEERS & CONTRACTORS ~ 
: 6, RAMASWAMY STREET, :t 
4 MADRAS-I. 4 
+ ~ 
4· Specialists in Oil Gas Plant and ~ 
4 ~ 
4 Laboratory Equipment + 
4 4 4 For requirements of: 4 
4 GAS PLANT, GAS & WATER PIPE INSTALLATIONS WITH FITMENTS OF ~ 
: GAS & WATER TAPS, LABORATORY SINKS AND LABORATORY FURNITURES :t 
4 ~ + 
4 4 
4 Universities, Colleges, Hospitals and 4 

J: Research Laboratories :t 
4 4 
444444444444444444+44444444~4~44 

I - I 
• PERFECT 

I INSTRUMENTS 

I 
Or 
NICETY 

I EMBODYING 

I 
EVERLASTING 

REFINEMENT 

EVERY BRlCK GOES 
TO ERECT SKY 

SCRAPERS 

EVERY YEAR 
OF OUR GROWTH 
CONTRIBUTES TO 
OUR REPUTATION 

YOU HOLD THE 
BEST, IF .... ? 

I IF PIONEERS STAMP IS ON IT l 

I AN IDEAL HOUSE FOR SPORTS 
GOODS 

SALUTES FROM : 

Pioneer Sports (India) Private Ltd., 

199 Mount Road, Madras 2. 

PHONE : 86703 

GRAMS: ATHLETICS 
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I 
I 

I 

I 
I .. 

Tele!,!'rams: "ADVANCE" Telephone: 71034 

Post Box No. 616 

SCIENTIFIC ADVANCE 
COMPANY 

87, Apparswami Koil Street, 

MYLAPORE, MADRAS 4 

Specialists in Physical, Chern ical 
and 

Biological Apparatus & Pure Chemicals, 
and 

Suppliers to 

STELLA MARIS COLLEGE, 
MADRAS 

Other Colleges, Universities, Industrial 

and Research Laboratories throughout 
South India 



Insist on being given 

The Quality Compounded ASAFOETIDA 

SOLD EVERYWHERE OR DIRECT FROM: 

Laljee Godhoo & Co. 
Sow carpet • • 

• • Madras 

Head Office: BOMBAV-3. 



MAY STELLA MARIS, THE SHIP OF THE 

MUSES SAILING ACROSS THE 

SEVEN SEAS OF KNOWLEDGE, ENROUTE 

ANCHOR AT BuHARJS, 

THE HAVEN FOR HOMELY AND HEALTHFUL 

FOOD - ESSENTlAL FOR THE 

JOURNEY. 

Anniversary-

Wedding and Social 
parties catered 

for 

BUBARI HOTELS 

Phone: 85972 

Mount Road .....;_ China Bazaar - Marina. 

To Keep Fit 

PLAY 

With Quality Sports Ooods 

Manufactured by 

UBBROI LTD. 
Reliable House for Reputed 

Products 

22 Mount Road 

MADRAS-2 
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Books For Library 
A Comprehensive History of India : 

Volume II : THE MAURYAS AND 
SATAVAHANA~325 B.C.-A.D. 300. 
Published under the auspices of the Indian 
History Congress and the Bharatiya Itihas 
Parishad . . Rs. 45.00 

St. Bernadette Soubirous by Francis 
Trochu . . Rs. I7 I o 
A completely reliable account of the life 
of the Saint 

The Living God-The Rosary of our 
Lady by Romano Guardini. Rs. 7 I r 6 
Two important short works of the author 
presented together. 

A Dictionary of Mary by Donald 
Attwater Rs. I3 6 6 
Contains more than 6oo entries related to 
the life, veneration and the associations of 
the Blessed Virgin. 

Orient longmans 
36-A, Mount Road, MADRAS - 2 



And don't forget 
A·l.l. flies to 

TOKYO 
on Thursdays and Sundays! 
TWO flights a week to TOKYO-on Thursdays 
and Sundays; both Super Constellation, 
with choice of Tourist & First Class, every 
First Class seat a Slumberette. 

Bangkok-Hong Kong-Tokyo 

AIR·INDI~~ 
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lr--== 
~ Reliable.House for Coal and Coke 

1

111 lVith the best con1pliments from:-

1
./11 

Phone: 4204 & 88346 Grams: ''SUPERCOAL" 

C. V. PAREKH & CO. 

Post Box No. 22 

11-12, Second Line Beach, l\iadras-1 

Other Branches: 

Coimbatore (Madras State) 

Cuddapah (Andhra State) 

Rajkot (Bombay State) 



Phone: 55208 Grams: "ELBOWS" 

With the best compliments from:-

Bombay Hardware Syndicate 

DEALERS IN: 
OIL ENGINES, ELECTRICAL MOTORS 
PUMPSETS AND ACCESSORIES, ETC. 

12/79, SE~BUDOSS STREET, 

WADRAS•1. 

Distributors :-

P. S. G. PRODUCTS. 

Agents:-

LAXMI OIL ENGlN ES. 
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